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SENATOR WILLIAM V. MUSTO (Chairman): Ladies and 

gentlemen, may I have your attention, please. I would like 

to call this hearing of the County and Municipal Government 

Study Commission to order and welcome all of you who have 

come here today. 

As you know, we are considering the proposals 

relating to county government, including both a proposed 

optional county charter law and proposed State assumption of 

welfare and judicial costs currently being performed by 

counties. These proposals were discussed in full in the 

Commission's Report: County Government- Challenge and 

Change, and the Commission Staff has since prepared legis

lation on them, including the draft of the Optional County 

Charter Law which has been sent to all county and municipal 

officials and all members of the Legislature for their 

comment. 

We welcome the ideas, suggestions and opinions of 

all those interested in local government, and to this end 

we have been holding hearings and meetings around the State 

during the past months, and we will continue to meet with 

any groups and individuals interested·. in .our work. Thus, 

while this may be the final public hearing conducted on a 

formal basis by this Commission before legislation is 

actually submitted, I would like to repeat that we welcome 

the chance to discuss this bill particularly and all of our 

proposals with any group in this State desiring to do so. 

Since we have a busy day ahead of us with many 

distinguished witnesses, I will only say that if anyone 
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else wishes to testify, beside those who have already 

applied, please advise our Executive Director, Gene Schneider, 

who will try to fit you in if at all possible. 

Once again, I would like to welcome all of you to 

this hearing and we will now begin hearing the testimony. 

Our Executive Director, Gene Schneider, will call 

the witnesses in the order that they have been submitted to 

him. At this time I will ask the Executive Director to call 

the first witness. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Thank you, Senator. 

The first witness to appear before the Commission in 

this hearing today is the Honorable Arthur Sypek, Director 

of the Board of Freeholders of Mercer County and Vice President 

of the New Jersey Association of Chosen Freeholders. Mr. 

Sypek is appearing this morning on behalf of the Association. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Sypek and 

the entire Freeholder Association for their splendid help 

and cooperation in the preparation of our county report and 

the legislation. 

Mr. Sypek. 

ARTHUR R. S Y P E K: Mr. Chairman, members of the 

Commission, ladies and gentlemen, I will present my testimony 

in two parts - one, as introduced by Mr. Schneider, represent-

ing the State Association, and the second part representing 

the Mercer County Board of Chosen Freeholders. 

I am Arthur M. Sypek, first Vice President of the 

New Jersey Association of Chosen Freeholders, which represents 

the 21 counties of our State. I am a full-time, working 
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Freeholder with ten years of elected public service at the 

County level of our government, currently serving as Director 

of the Mercer County Board of Chosen Freeholdersa 

Let me say that the studied approach of your 

Commission to the problems of County government is the best 

thing which has happened to us in the past fifty yearsa I 

fully support your observations that our problems are area

wide in scope: that the County is the logical government to 

serve our citizens effectively in that critical middle 

ground between the State and the local municipality a 

Since the County is a creature or an extension of 

the State, and because it has performed creditably, in spite 

of the lack of adequate funding by the State, the Legislature 

has seen fit to give to the Boards of Freeholders more and 

more responsibilities to performa This trend in New Jersey 

has outstripped all other states, until New Jersey has the 

fastest growing County government in Americao 

This acceleration of service functions has reached 

a new high in the past four yearsa Careful studies by the 

State Freeholder Association on County service functions for 

1969 reveal a total in excess of 5,000 services compared to 

only 3,877 in 1965, an increase of nearly 300 new services 

each year. Most of these are mandated by the Legislature; few 

of them are funded by grants-in-aid or by State financinge 

resulting in a tremendous surge in the real property tax at 

the County level to sustain these state functiansa 

On the one hand some 265 semi-autonomous boardse 

agencies and commissions consume nearly 60% of our County 
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budget, over which the Board of Freeholders has virtually 

no control. Add to this the State-mandated functions 

required of the several counties to perform, and the end 

result is that the local County governing body has "say" 

or decision-making power over less than 20% of the total 

County tax required to sustain this vast structure of public 

services. However, the responsibility for increased taxes in 

the public mind lies with the members of the Board of 

Freeholders, and not with either the Legislature or the 

manifold autonomous agencies which we are obligated by law 

to support from and through property taxes. 

The proposed County Charter Law, offering the peoples 

of the several counties a choice of government forms, is a 

decided step in the right direction - I repeat, a decided 

step in the right direction. The State Freeholder Association, 

as early as 1962, conducted its own studies and proposed a 

level of professional management to assist Freeholder Boards 

in the day-to-day operation of the growing tide of their 

responsibilities, along with the need for closer fiscal 

supervision of autonomous agencies. 

The work of your Commission has carried the first 

proposal to its logical conclusion: a multiple choice of 

government forms which will clearly define the legislative 

and executive responsibilities for performing county 

services. The choice lies within the individual county, as 

it properly should, through a process which gives our citizens 

ample opportunity to participate in restructuring of their 

own county government. 
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Our Association secured legislation in 1968 requiring 

each of the autonomous agencies to report quarterly on their 

stewardship in handling funds allocated to them by the 

Freeholders from the annual County budget. This will serve to 

help us put our financial house in order and more sharply 

define the areas where the State is deficient in funding 

programs which it mandates the counties to perform. 

Since the 1962 recommendations of our Research 

Commission, five counties have seen fit to name county 

administrators on their own, including Mercer, Bergen, Somerset, 

Camden and Burlington. In my own County of Mercer, the 

Freeholders have named a young man with broad experience at 

both the State and Federal levels of government, whose 

administrative skill is assisting my Board in meeting its 

responsibilities and solving its problems. Since Essex and 

Hudson already have administrators serving in their offices 

of County Supervisor, these five and two make a total of 

seven, or one-third of the 21 counties now have pro-

fessional administrators. 

As Director of the Mercer County Board, I can tell 

you we have moved into the mainstream of assuming major 

service responsibilities on behalf of our citizens, a fact 

which I will outline in detail in the second part of my 

statement. 

Your Commission makes clear the definition between 

State-mandated services and the fulfillment of local county 

needs. The latter has to be neglected by every Board of 

Freeholders because the Legislature in giving us State 
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functions to perform does not provide the necessary financing 

from State revenues. Herein lies the growing crisis in the 

sound management of county governments. We wholeheartedly 

support your Commission 1 s recommendations that both welfare 

and the costs of the courts be financed fully, 100 percent, 

by the State, thereby relieving the county budgets to handle 

growing local service needs. 

May I restate the substance of previous witnesses 

of our State Association at your previous hearing, namely, 

that we approve a four-year term for Freeholders to afford 

more continuity in county government. We would oppose a 

plan to elect Freeholders by the district plan, which would 

destroy the very area-wide concept of county structure and • 

function which we are seeking to achieve~ Freeholders 

elected at large, each and all representing all of the people 

of a given county, are the most representative officials at 

any level of American governmente 

Let me conclude by declaring myself in favor of a 

significant separation of the executive and legislative 

branches of county government patterned on that of the 

State and Federal governments. This process is already well 

under way with one-third of the counties of New Jersey 

providing professional administrators or managers. This is 

relieving elected Freeholders of the burdensome details of 

day 4 to-day operations, and frees them to devote full time 

to the basic legislative, policy-making function which is 

so vital to the success of the fastest growing level of 

government in this State and the nation, the New Jersey 

County. 
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Now my second part is testimony as Director of the 

Mercer County Board of Freeholders before your august 

Commission. 

In my first presentation I spoke as the First 

Vice President of the New Jersey Association of Freeholders. 

Now I would like to address you as the Director of the Board 

of Chosen Freeholders of Mercer County. 

No county could welcome the inquiries and recom

mendations of the Musto Commission more than Mercer. for we 

have shown ourselves ready and willing to accept the re

sponsibilities and challenges which an effective area-wide 

middle-tier government places on us. 

Long before the County and Municipal Study 

Commission was established, more than 10 years ago, I had 

the pleasure of joining with the Vice Chairman of this 

Commission, the Honorable Senator Richard Coffee, in a call 

for a study of county government.and the interrelationship 

functions of the various governmentso Our pleas brought no 

response because the State and the counties were not yet 

ready. Today, it seems to me, the counties of New Jersey 

are ready for the Musto recommendations: the idea of an 

effective middle-level regional government has arrived. 

As Director of the Mercer County Board of Free

holders, I welcome almost every one of the recommendations 

made by this Commission to bring about a broad reform of the 

ability of counties to govern themselves. Your strees on 

professionalization of administrative staff parallels 

exactly what Mercer County has been doing for the past three 
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years. Your emphasis on greater centralization of admin

istrative powers, of stronger lines of authority over 

autonomous bodies is necessary and vital for effective 

county government in any area, whether it be urban, rural, 

industrial or agricultural. I look forward with great 

expectations to your proposals to give counties the necessary 

legal and fiscal powers without which effective local 

government becomes meaningless. 

Indeed, in Mercer County we like to think, based on 

facts, that we acted on a number of Musto Commission 

recommendations long before the Musto Commission was 

established. 

On May 1, 1969, the day your report was released to 

the public, I issued a statement to the press in which I 

said: "Mercer County is well ahead of the Commission in 

some of its recommendations: In 1967 the Board created the 

position of Freeholder Director which gave over-all 

administrative responsibilities to a principal elected 

official. In 1968 we established the position of County 

Administrator to serve as a link between the Board and all 

of the departments and agencies of county government. 

And in the same year we appointed a fiscal conptroller to 

give technical and professional direction to all of the 

county's financial and monetary activitiesou 

Looking at these changes from the perspective of 

ten years as a Freeholder, I can say that although our county 

government is far from perfect, it is running more smoothly, 

more efficiently and is more responsive today because of 
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administrative and staff changes which have been made 

in the past three years. Indeed, even a brief rundown of 

the new responsibilities of Mercer County indicates that 

county government is vital, that it must be given new 

administrative and legal powers and that the people 

obviously support the growing catalog of services county 

government is preparing itself to offer. 

Mercer County has moved rapidly, and I feel 

effectively, into the area of county-wide services and 

county-wide responsibilities to a degree unknown before in 

its history. 

We now support one of the first county community 

colleges in the State with one of the lowest tuition rates 

in the State, and I believe the lowest tuition. 

We have established this year a new pilot drug 

rehabilitation programa 

We are moving forward on a Master Plan for county 

transportation, housing, economic, industrial and open 

space development. 

We are now operating the first county-owned public 

bus transit system in the State. 

We have established a new mental health board~ 

started planning for a new county vocational educational 

complex,and, indeed, have a vocational school; established 

a county anti-poverty program~ are moving forward with 

orderly planning for airport development; have already made 

a study of the possibility of a county-wide solid waste 

disposal system. 
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And, with wise planning and a good deal of foresight, 

we have become a leader in the acquisition of open land for 

public use and recreation through parks and golf courses and 

wooded areas. 

In praising Mercer County 1 s record, I am really 

underscoring the tremendous administrative, financial and 

program responsibilities which one urban county of 300,000 

people has assumed during the last five to ten years -

responsibilities which are increasing as we sit here. 

I might add here that the State of New Jersey 

obviously thought Mercer County was doing something right 

when it assigned to us one of its Program Planning and 

Budgeting Systems teams to work on the transformation of 

the traditional line item budget into a program budget which, 

hopefully, can be evaluated in terms of cost benefits to the 

county. 

Mercer County is ready to move forward and prepare 

itself for the new charter of home rule powers Which we hope 

the Legislature will authorize in 1970. 

At the reorganization meeting of the Mercer County 

Board of Chosen Freeholders in January, for example, I 

will propose that the departments of county government be 

further completely reorganized along program lines. I 

believe they have been reorganized most effectively,some 

three years ago. I will propose a further reorganization 

come this first of January. I will propose that the county 

establish a new department of Planning and Economic Develop

ment to tie together the planning and development efforts 
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of all county agencies, and a new Department of Community 

Affairs to bring together the separate human resource 

programs of the county under one administrative head. I 

shall also propose a greater centralization of legal services 

and medical services and the placement of certain functions 

directly under the County Administrator. 

Many of the MustoCornrnission recommendations, frankly, 

are a reaffirmation of the goals which Mercer has been 

trying to attain over the past decade. 

We look forward to the day when as a county we will 

have the power and the authority to bring autonomous bodies 

into the policy line under the county 8 s elected officials. 

We look forward to the day when we will have the power to issue 

an administrative code which would apply to all county 

programs and all county expenditures, and in which professional 

county personnel will evaluate budgetary requests on the 

basis of need and public effectiveness of services requiredo 

We look forward to the day when many detailed administrative 

burdens may be lifted from the Freeholders so they may con

sider policy and legislation and new directions which, in my 

opinion, is the basic purpose for their electiono 

As a Freeholder and as a member of an association 

as diverse as the New Jersey Association of Freeholders, I 

applaud the fact that the Commission will propose four 

optional charter choices for county government. This gives 

any county the room it needs to revamp its structure no matter 

what the regional interests involveda But I must underscore 

once again that based on ten years of participating in the 
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activities and crises of county government, basic changes 

recommended by the Musto Commission must be made: 

1. There must be broad home rule powers voted to 

counties. 

2. Professional staff must be increased and given 

greater responsibilities. 

3. Clear central lines of authority must be 

established by the elected Board over all autonomous and 

quasi-autonomous agencies. 

4. County government must be made more visable 

to the people who supryort it and need it. 

I would like to add a fifth item in here which 

will be discussed in detail by the representatives of 

the National Association and county officials, I under

stand, regarding the Lakewood Plan. The contractural 

relationships between municipalities and counties. I 

firmly endorse it. 

I repeat what Isaid the day your report was issued: 

11 The county of Mercer owes a debt of gratitude to the Musto 

Commission ... I wish to express that gratitude by indicating 

that your real reward will come when county government 

becomes a more effective and modernized instrument of middle 

level government. 

Thank you. I'm open to any questions, sir. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you, Freeholder, for your 

presentation. Before we go into any questions I would like 

to introduce a member of the Commission, who just arrived, 

a very hard-working member who was very much responsible 
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for the funding of this Commission, Assemblyman Schluter 

from Mercer County, on my right. On my left, I didn't 

introduce him before, our Executive Director, Eugene 

Schneider; and on the far left is another Assistant, Mike 

Pane. They are responsible for most of the documentary 

behind this report. 

I would like to ask you this, Freeholder, do you 

have any view on the election of the Freeholders? Now 

we've been going to these various public hearings that 

have been held and have gotten some sort of a consensus 

but, of course, we'd like to hear about this more and more 

at the hearings, so far as the feelings of the Freeholders 

themselves are concerned. I'm talking about the election 

by district or at-large or a combination of bothe Do you 

have any thought on that at the present time? 

MR. SYPEK: Well I indicated in my presentation 

that I endorse the election at-large. The county govern

ment, as I see:it, is moving to accept the challenge of 

regional government. We feel that the region should be 

represented in one central body to solve the elements of 

these problems. And, as I indicate in part 1 of the 

statement, I personally, and I believe generally, although 

it's not on a census basis of the 129 Freeholders, but I 

personally indicate and sense through discussions that the 

Freeholders would be supporting an election at-largea 

SENATOR MUSTO: Do you have any view on the setting 

of salaries of the county officials? 

MR. SYPEK: I indeed have. We're grossly underpaid, 
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sir. 

SENATOR MUSTO: How about the employees? 

MR. SYPEK: It's been a running battle, so to speak, 

between the elected Freeholders and the Legislature in 

permissive legislation or mandatory legislation for the 

increase in the Freeholder's salary. This has, I would say, 

almost unanimous agreement among the Freeholders. The 

Freeholder today is elected to dedicate nearly full time to 

his position, and the highest salary permissible in second

class counties, which I represent, is $9,000. When you 

compare now what is happening on the Federal and most timely 

State bases, it would seem that the Freeholders are grossly 

underpaid. 

Another element that may be discussed at this time 

is that many Freeholders do not choose to run for re-election 

because of this factor of time-consuming responsibility and 

inadequate compensation where they cannot transfer the basic 

livelihood to public dedication because of the minimal 

compensation., 

The Freeholder Association has endorsed, annually, 

increased pay ranges for Freeholders for the various 

counties, so they are on record repeatedly and they were 

even hopeful that our current legislation might have been 

acted on but, not reading anything about this this morning 

in the newspaper, I would assume it was not acted on yesterday. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Assemblyman, do you have any 

questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: Yes. Freeholder, you 
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mentioned that you favored county governments receiving 

broader horne rule powers than, I assume, they now have. I 

wonder if you could be a little more explicit on that? 

MR. SYPEK: Well, Assemblyman Schluter, you are 

very familiar with the operat.ion involved in Mercer County, 

you represent our Districto When we entered into an area of 

inter-municipal bus transportation, the Board of Freeholders 

found itself powerless to act unless it created another 

autonomous agency which automatically became an institution 

by itself. And we were called upon simply to provide the 

funding without the say-so of policyo This is a specific 

reference and reply to your quest.ion. Otherwise, the Board 

of Freeholders is regulatoryo it 0 S all resolutions. We 

have some legislation in the manner of, as I mentioned" 

putting a budget together over which we have control 

certainly no more than 20 to 35 percent, depending on how 

you define some of the responsibilityo We must put this 

budget together on a majority of mandatory assignments and 

responsibilities. As a result; this is probably the only 

shade of an ordinance, the only shade of legislation that 

is left to us, per se, on legislative baseso 

NoW' I agree and I will respond that we have elect·ives 

that we may choose but they are simply electives, they are not 

creative, they don't give us the opportunity to sit down 

around a round table and discuss the problems as they are 

given to us from the municipalities, and the problems which 

we feel we are no longer interested in, they are too involved, 

problems on which we are meeting now in Washington hoping 
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to transfer the responsibilities of health, education and 

welfare to the Federal Government, the State and Federal 

Government, if you will. They are too huge, too large, 

too many national problems for us to consider anymore on a 

regional basis, and we want to get involved in those areas 

which are truly services to the region and county, for 

solution of the pollution problem, perhaps assistance in 

law enforcement that leads to specific recommendations: you 

are well aware of the waste disposal problem which Mercer 

County has taken a lead in, to give you sufficient specifics. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: One other question, 

Freeholder Sypek, you are familiar with the attempt by one 

county in the State, earlier this year, to enact by special 

charter their own specific charter. Do you think this 

should be allowed as an option, perhaps making a fifth 

option? 

MR. SYPEK: Well, I think experience speaks for 

itself. That particular county has had all sorts of 

obstacles to overcome, of which many were more technical 

rather than, should I say, policy obstacles. And I would 

feel that I would rather take the experience that this 

Commission, through testimony of it's executive staff, has 

brought about this recommendation on the charter presented 

here, the alternative presented here. I am not that 

familiar with each detail of the Bergen County Charter Study 

but I can tell you this, from the little that I've read, I 

see it as almost impossible to bring one about. Now I 

think your Commission has brought about a very orderly, 
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systematic, studied presentation of charter forms and I 

would say that they, in my opinion, should answer all, 

nearly all, of the requirements of any one of the 21 

counties that may so desire. So I would say that I would, 

mildly at least, say negative, because I don't want to be 

put in the position that I'm opposing the charter option. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: I take it from your answer 

that you are not opposed to them being allowed to use this 

method to obtain even a --

MR. SYPEK: I would not go on record to say no, sir, 

but I think that, to summarize my few remarks, it would be 

very difficult to bring it about on the basis of your 

present legislation and I would strongly recommend that we 

follow through with the Musto recommendation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Gene, do you have any questions? 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Noo 

SENATOR MUSTO: Mike? 

MR. PANE: No. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Freeholder, on behalf of all of 

us, thank you very much for your presentation. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Our second witness is Mr. John 

Matzer, Business Administrator of the City of Trenton. Mr. 

Matzer is appearing today on behalf of the New Jersey 

Municipal Managers and Administrators Association. I would 

like to thank the members of the Association who have helped 

us so greatly with our field work. Mr. Matzer. 

J 0 H N N. M A T Z E R 6 JR: Thank you, Mr. Schneider. 
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~ My name is John N. ~~.,L 1·, Jr. I am the Business 1\dministrator f'or the City of 

> T~entoL I a~ here . ,•Jay representing the New Jersey Municipal Management Association, I 
Our Association takes this opportunity to endorse the work of' your Commission and 

to assure you of our continued support. We feel strongly that definite action is 

required for the improvement of all levels of government in New Jersey and that your 

research and recommenri:t+.ion: :t'·- a step in the right direction. The Commission's 

reports on "Creative Localism 1 ProspecLu:·" and "County Government = Challenge and 

Change" clearly show the thorough and competent manner in which you have proceeded to 

meet your responsibilities. 

Your recent report on County Government and the proposed draft of an Optional 

County Charter Law represents a significant step towards correcting the structural, 

administrative, fiscal and legal inadequacies in County government. Our organization 

has long felt that serious attention should be given to this area. In 1964, we : · 'Dted 

a resolution calling for the type of study which your Commission has recently completed. 

As professional managers and administrators we sincerely believe that there is 

need for area wide solutinns to such problems as drainage, water supply, air and water 

pollution, solid waste control, transportation, health i:J.. pl·•nnin1~ which are not 

limited by governmental boundaries. Many important issues of public policy can no 

longer be hann' ·;d by local communities acting alone. Their small areas of jurisdiction 

are inadequate for either administering area wide services or resolving area wide 

problems. Changes in the structure of government and innovations in relations between 

the Federal government, the States and local units 01 ;~overnment are needed. A major 

step towards solving many of our urban problems is the unshackling of local governments 

by the States to permit maximum local autonomy. This includes authorizing optional 

I 
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forma of city and county sove~nt, enabling loeal governments to perform a wide variety 

of fUnctions, and provision of adequate financial resources. There is every indication 

that tbl processes of urbanizatioft and suburban1zat1on will make the performance of 

traditional local government services more difficult and will continue to create new 

problems. OUr basic local government structures were not designed for meeting today's 

problems. Many problems ot local terviees and controls have coalesced while government 

jurisdictions have remained as they were. Modification of local government powers, 

structures and jurisd.ictional relationships is needed to meet projected population growth 

and economic changes. 

The. importance of strengthenins local government was well documented by your research 

on eounty goveJ'ftllllnt. Your staff's methodology was well planned and executed. OUr 

Association was pleased to have had the opportunity to assist your staff in obtaining 

• 1Dtormat1on on county-municipal rel.&tiODI and on county government's prov;J.sion of 

aervices. The interviews held with local officials provided an effective means of 

1dentifYinc problem areas and obtaining suggestions for workable solutions. 

We do not at this time have specific comments on the proposed Optional County 

Charter Law nor are we endorsing every specific section. However, based on our experience 

with the Optional Municipal Charter Law of 1950, we feel that this approach for county 

sovernment is a workable one. The Law provides the meann for county government to be a 

viable instrument for area wid.e services. We believe that the law is sound in that it 

provides for an adequate number of options, professionalization in every option, a proper 

aepe.J'&tion of powers, strong policy lead.ership, an executive budget, clear lines of 

authority and administrative accountability, and adequate provision for public participation. 

Moreover, the law does not increase the number of overlapping governmental units, provides 

the means for eliminating duplication of services and economy of scale, makes effective 

use of an existing political institution, preserves the autonomy of municipalities, and 

has high political feasibility. All of these factors are essential for a workable 

solution to area wide problems. 
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The Optional Municipal Charter Law has made a significant contribution towards the 

mode11nization of municipal government in New Jersey. This has been mad.e possible through 

the reorganization procedure that has been provided and the variety of organizational 

forms offered. We, therefore, believe that a similiar approach is desirable for county 

government. It must be pointed out, however, that the Optional Municipal Charter Law 

is not beyond criticism. Many weaknesses have been uncovered during its approximately 

twenty years of operation. A number of defects have been cited by the courts in such 

areas as recall and run offs. Other procedural questions have been raised by those 

knowledgeable and experienced in the Charter Law. We feel that this Commission has given 

considerable attention to these problems and encourage those familiar with the operation 

of the law to bring to your attention specific weaknesses requiring attention. 

Experience under the Optional Municipal Charter Law has demonstrated that the 

implementation of such legislation is by no means easy. Your proposal for counties 

represents a necessary but drastic change with the past. As with all change, it will 

be strongly resisted by many. Much opposition will develop because of the fear that a 

shift in governmental responsibility will result in loss of power. Although this 

opposition cannot be completely eliminated, it can be reduced by a complete public 

discussion of the proposed law and its implications. Hearings such as this give all 

parties an opportunity to raise questions and offer substantive suggestions. Feedback 

of this kind is essential to the acceptance of your recommendations. We encourage the 

Commission to give the widest possible publicity to its report and proposed charter and 

to permit the most intensive public review possible. Moreover, we are confident that 

you will incorporate constructive comments and suggestions into your final proposal. 

In closing we are hopeful that the Commission will establish a realistic timetable 

for the implementation of its recommendations and will work vigorously for their adoption. 

Inordinate d.elay can be severely d.amaging to the excellent work already accomplished. Our 

Association pledges its continued support and assistance for the work of the Commission. 

We will welcome the opportunity to cooperate with your staff in future studies. The 
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proposed studies on interlocal cooperation and the functions 

being administered by the different levels of government 

is a logical and positive continuation of your work to 

improve and strengthen local government in New Jersey. 

Thank you, gentlemen. I will be pleased to try to 

answer any questions you may have. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you, Mr. Matzer. 

I would like to introduce the Vice Chairman of the 

Commission, who just came in, my colleague, Senator Coffee, 

on my immediate right, from Mercer County. 

I would like to point out that we have other people 

now who would like to testify and our list is quite heavy 

but I want to promise everyone that:' if we don • t finish today, 

in all likelihood we may not, we will hold another public 

hearing. We will try to do the best we can to fit everyone 

in today, if possible. 

I notice, Mr. Matzer, in your statement on page 2, 

at the bottom, you say you feel that this recommendation 

preserves the autonomy of municipalities andhes high political 

feasibility. In other words, you feel then that there are 

adequate safeguards for municipalities in this report we 

presented. 

MR. MATZER: Yes, I do, I believe that there is 

a specific section in the proposed law on municipal powers 

which does guarantee that the existing powers and duties of 

the municipalities will be preserved, and I think specifi

cally states that the law merely permits municipalities to 

approach the county to perform services for them that they 
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can already perform. So I think that there are adequate 

guaranteeso 

SENATOR MUSTO: Well this is what we have tried to 

get across to the public on these reports, and I 1m glad you 

feel that way. 

Senator Coffee, do you have any questions? 

SENATOR COFFEE: No. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Assemblyman Schluter? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: No. 

SENATOR MUSTO~ Gene, or Mike Pane? 

MRe PANE: Mr. Matzer, as an official of one of our 

core cities, do you believe that some form of district or 

combination of districts and at-large representation would 

be advisable to increase the county 0 s political responsive

ness? 

MR. MATZER: Well, I believe that on a municipal 

basis and from my own experience the combination of the 

district and at-large representation has been successful. I 

think that it does achieve a balance of representing par

ticular neighborhoods or sections of the municipality as 

well as the public at large. 

In terms of applying this to the county, I 0 m not 

sure that it would be as effective. I tend to agree with 

Freeholder Sypek 1 s remarks that possibly an at-large 

representation to again emphasize the countywide approach 

that's being taken and countywide representation would be 

more desirable. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Any other questions? 
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Thank you. 

MR. MATZER: Thank you, gentlemen. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Our next witness is Edward B. 

McConnell. Mr. McConnell is the Administrative Director 

of the Courts of the State of New Jersey as well as being 

a Standing Master of the Courts. Mr. McConnell. 

E D W A R D B. Me C 0 N N E L L: Senator Musto and 

members of the Commission, my remarks will be brief and 

informal, and will be directed only to the portion of your 

Commission's Report that deals with the financing of the 

judicial branch of government. 

We are pleased to find in your ~ornrnission Repott 

a position taken which coincides with our own, that all of 

the courts in the State should be financed totally at the 

State level. The reasons set forth in your report are the 

basic ones. We have in New Jersey a single court system, 

under the Constitution. They are all State courts, even 

those which bear the label of a municipal court. There is 

desirability that the courts, wherever located, be operated 

at the same level and not operate at different levels of 

efficiency. This is not possible today where the courts 

are financed not only by the 21 counties but also by over 

500 odd municipalities. 

The courts rules, which are enacted under the 

Constitution, establish a uniform practice and procedure 

for all of the courts, and also they have rules of 

administration. But it's very difficult for these rules of 

administration to operate evenly throughout the State in 
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the various courts where, to a large extent, the personnel 

and financing is a matter of local responsibility. 

In your Report it is emphasized that one of the 

reasons for relieving the counties of the expense of the 

court is the lack of county control over those expenditurese 

It is interesting that there is also a lack of control 

because of this fractionalization of financing the courts at 

the State level because many of the operations of the 

courts, which are county or municipal financed, cannot really 

be affected or controlled at the State level. So that 

transferring the responsibility for the fiscal operation 

of the courts to the State level, seems to me, would put in 

one place the control and responsibility that•s necessary 

to bring about effective administration. 

Your Report also emphasizes the disproportionate 

burden upon the county under the present system. You've 

adequately documented that. It certainly is true that the 

counties which are least able to pay have the largest 

burden of the cost of administration of justice. By way 

of a little illustration, for example, we have sitting on 

the Criminal side in Bergen County today only one Judge 

Who is able to keep current with the work; we have sitting 

on the Criminal side in Essex County eleven Judges and could 

use a lot more on the Criminal side and are unable to keep 

current with the work. 

The cost of operating the courts in the urban 

counties is many times the cost of operating courts on a 

population basis in the less urban or rural counties. 
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One of the problemo also, in connection with 

fractionalization of financial responsibility is the lack 

of any uniform system of financial controls, even to the 

extent of being able to compare the expenditures in the 

operations of the courts in the various counties and 

municipalities a I note, for example, even in your Report 

what you include under the caption of Administration of 

Justice would be different than what I would include under 

Administration of Justice. You include, for example, 

the prosecutor, whom we consider to be in the Executive 

Branch of Government, but do not include, for example, the 

probasion department which we consider to be in the 

• Judicial Branch of Governmenta 

We have made efforts from time to time to make 

comparisons in the costs, hoping to find some clues as to 

what factors make for efficient operation of the courts by 

comparing county to county. 
\ 
It's absolutely impossible 

because of the lack of any uniformity in the accounting 

system between the various counties. 

So we have a situation today,from the financial end, 

and this also is largely true of the personnel end, Which 

is unmanageable because of its fractionalizationo 

There are several specific advantages that I would 

like to point out in your Report that are a matter of con-

cern to us. 

One of the reasons there is an imbalance in the 

expenditures between counties is that there is an imbalance 

in the structure of the judicial system from county to 
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countyo We have some counties, for example, where the 

number of Superior Court Judges assigned, and their salaries 

are paid completely by the Statea is about equal to the 

number of County Court Judges in the county, where the 

salary is paid 60 percent by the count~y, and where they 

have Juvenile and District Court Judges whose salaries are 

paid completely by the countyo 

In other counties where there have been a number of 

County Court Judges appointed, such as in Ocean County where 

you have six County Court Judges, you have not a single 

Superior Court Judge sitting in that countye So that in 

a county such as that the burden on the county is greater 

than it otherwise would be because of the structure of 

the judicial system, although the judges are assigned to 

the various courts within that county you still have 

an imbalance brought abouto 

This also creates problems in connection with the 

administration of the courtsa When a County Court Judge 

sits in Superior Court 8 for example, in his own county the 

county is not reimbursed for his salarya If that County 

Judge were to sit in a Superior Court in another county, then 

the county is reimbursed for his salary" If a County Judge 

is moved from one county to another, the county to which he 

is sent must reimburse the county which pays his salaryo 

If a Superior Court Judge were transferred, instead 8 there 

would be no financial adjustment between the countieso 

This means that in the assignment of judges, 

particularly on a temporary basis but also often times on a 
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permanent ;baS.iE;,thei:e a:r.a· financial considerations that. are 

totally irrelevant to the maximum use of the judicial work 

force that have to be given considerationo You are probably 

familiar with the situation that often times a Superior Court 

Judge who has been on the county bench for a long time finds 

himself assigned to travel a considerable distance away from 

his home where a newly appointed judge on the county court 

stays home. He doesn•t understand the reason why this is so 

but the reasons are financial, that if the county judge 

were assigned one county would have to pay the other for no 

substantial reason other than this is the way the structure 

is financed. 

This also creates problems in connection with the 

other personnel of the courts. The judges' staffs basically 

are paid by the counties. Only the Chancery Division and the 

Trial Courts have their personnel on the State payroll. This 

means that when a judge is moved from one county to another, 

a Superior Court Judge, his staff has to be supplied by a 

different county. This creates all sorts of problems in 

the area of pensions and other fringe benefits. So that there 

is an extraneous factor that exists there. 

These problems would be eliminated if all of the 

staffs of the judges were on one payroll so that their 

salaries wouldn 1 t go up or down depending upon the judge•s 

particular assignment. 

There is also a problem with fractionalization of 

financing of the courts in efforts to make any combination 

of services between counties. It would be very desirable, 
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for example, to set up a single calendaring system for the 

large metropolitan counties, but with the administration 

of the courts being borne at the county level it almost 

requires that the calendaring operations be done individually 

in the various countiese You would be able to overcome this 
-

if you had all of the administration of the court-s--centrally 

financed. 

You have problems also in the area of probation, 

for example, where you could profitably regionalize many of 

the services which are provided and produce better results 

than where you have 21 separate departments of various sizes. 

The court facilities that are provided by the 

counties, and the expense is totally theirs, differ widely • 

between counties and oftentimes the court rooms are available 

but not in the counties where they are needed. 

The fact that you have 21 counties having to plan 

and provide for the future development of the court system 

makes it very difficult to make any coordination between 

the number of judges that are sitting in a county and what 

the county court facilities may beo 

Those are some of the problems that exist for us, 

quite aside from the matter of financial burdene Certainly 

the administration of what is a single court system would 

be materially aided by having all of the courts financed out 

of one source. And I might add that this seems to be the 

growing trend throughout the United States, as other states 

are beginning to find, such as Illinois and Colorado, that 

their system can operate more effectively if the State picks 
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up the full cost of the judiciary. 

I want to mention, however, that mere change in 

the financial structuring:of the courts isn 1 t going to 

solve the problem. It will facilitate things a bit. But 

what the court system needs is a substantial infusion of 

people and facilities which means money. Last winter, 

for example, we recommended 35 additional judgeships be 

created in the State in order to meet the then existing 

volume of business. We are now re-estimating our current 

needs but it undoubtedly will be in excess of 35 out of 

the total authorized strength now of 235. So that we need 

a substantially bigger establishment. The fact is that in 

every year except two since 1948 the courts have fallen behind 

in their work. And this is becoming increasingly evident 

in various counties, particularly on the criminal side. 

Some of you are familiar with the fact that in 

Passaic County there have been no judges available for 

several litigations in the Superior and County Courts, and 

yet with the concentration of judges on the criminal side and 

in the Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court, the courts 

in those areas are still falling behind in their calendars. 

This means that we have some very substantial manpower needs 

that have to be met. So that with State financing I think 

must come also the realization that the courts, if they are 

going to keep current with their work, have to have sub

stantial increases in the amount of people and the amount of 

facilities. And this goes into not just judges but into 
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the re~ated staff, the prosecutor offices, the public 

defender offices, the probation departments, and the other 

satellitte staffs that serve the courts. 

I would also like to suggest that with the 

centralization of financing, if you are going to get maximum 

benefit from it, there needs also to be some adjustment in 

structuring. If you are still going to have at the county 

level independent autonomous offices, either within the 

system, within the judicial branch or serving the judicial 

branch, you are still going to have the problems of control 

that the counties are experiencing today and that are 

referred to in your report. And primarily I 1 m speaking of 

the surrogate, the county clerk and the sheriffo Now I 

notice in your Report it 1 s suggested where these falla 

not of substantial importance to the county but is a matter 

which should be dealt with by the judiciary, and I certainly 

strongly support the view that if you are going to have an 

effective and efficient operation of the courts, the various 

offices that serve the courts ought to be within the system 

and responsive to it. 

Now one other thing I want to mention before I 

close and that is the manner in which the change in financing 

is brought abouto 

There have been introduced, in the past,several bills 

which would provide for the feedback of money from the State 

to the counties by picking up either a percentage of certain 

costs at the county level or by providing that certain of the 

services that are provided, for example, jurors who sit in the 
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Superior Court, there will be a reimbursement for their 

expenses, or judges paid by the county who sit in the 

Superior Court, that there would be a reimbursement for 

the expenses incident to their service. 

From an administrative standpoint, legislation to 

provide for State financing in that way is very difficult 

because of the mobility of our judicial manpower, where it 

is difficult, if not impossible, to say how much of the 

judge's time and expense is attributable to the Superior 

Court and the County Court where he may be hearing a 

Superior Court case for part of the day and a County Court 

case for part of the day and sitting in the Juvenile and 

Domestic Relations Court ar the District Court for a part 

of the day. So if steps short of the total change in the 

system are to be pursued in order to gradually relieve the 

counties of expense and transfer it to the State, this I 

think can best be done from an administrative standpoint 

by picking out particular block items that could be trans

ferred to the State lock, stock and barrel. For example, 

you could provide that all of the county judge's salary 

be paid by the State instead of 60 percent by the county 

and 40 percent by the State. The county doesn't control 

it anyway, the salaries are fixed by the State. 

You could have the staff of the judges of the 

Superior Court in the Law Division placed on the State 

payroll just as the staff of the Chancery Judges are on 

the State payroll. 

You could relieve the county, for example, of the 
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expens~ which they still have for court reporters, where 

the reporters have been transferred to the State payroll 

but the counties still pay the cost that they had for 

reporting services in the fiscal year 1947-1948. 

So if there's going to be less than a total shift, 

there are administratively feasible ways in which this can 

be done. And I would suggest that consideration might be 

given to those if there 6 s going to be less than a total 

takeover. 

Now the one item, also, that's of extreme importance 

is probation. This is one of the major costs of the courts, 

probably this year it will be in excess of $8 million. And 

as I indicated before, I don't think the State nor the 

counties are getting their money 6 s worth. 

The cost of probation, for example, in Essex 

County, is several times the cost in any other county. 

This, I think, is one area which, if you are going 

to have less than total state financing, ought to be 

immediately considered because all of the savings there, 

as your Report points out, by providing adequate probation 

services, are basically savings on your State institutional 

costs. And the cost of probation, the number of probation 

officers has been going up and up. And with individual 

departments which are basically autonomous, they're under 

the county judges but they're financed locally, it's 

very difficult to establish and provide the type of 

facilities, the type of probation service which I think 

is going to be necessary in the future if those costs aren't 
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to continue spiraling. I'm talking about establishing 

neighborhood type facilities, the team approach, instead 

of the customary setup where you have a probation officer 

working with individual probationers. It's very difficult 

to change the whole direction of this system as long as you 

have 21 separate departments with a very heavy administrative 

overhead. There are well over a hundred officers, probation 

officers, in supervisory positions out of some 700 officers 

in the State. So that I think any efficiencies that can 

be brought about in that particular area by having it 

become a State system should be considered. 

That concludes my remarks. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you very much, Mr. McConnell. 

Not to put you on the spot but if there were 

competing priorities, I heard you mention probation as being 

a very important area as far as assumption of costs was 

concerned, would you have a list of priorities if there 

were competing priorities& Suppose there wasn't a complete 

takeover by the State of judicial costs? 

MR. McCONNELL: Well, I don't have any right now. 

We could certainly construct for you a schedule of various 

operations,--

SENATOR MUSTO: We would be very grateful. 

MR. Me CONN ELL: that could be transferred with 

administrative ease from county to the State level. In fact, 

I think there are several bills that were introduced out of 

Essex County along that line. Just what the priority would 

be --
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SENATOR MUSTO: I would be much more concerned with 

the priority. I think we're familiar with the bills. I 

would like to know your views on priority. 

MR. McCONNELL: I will be glad to do thatm 

SENATOR MUSTO: Assemblyman Schluter, any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: Yes. Mro McConnell, in your 

testimony, when you were talking about the load of the 

criminal courts in Essex County as compared to Bergen County, 

I think you stated that the court costs in Bergen County 

were many times- in~Bergen type counties, I think you meant 

Essex, did you not? 

MR. McCONNELL: The costs in a county like Bergen, 

for the courts, are substantially less than they are in 

Essex County which is basically the same size. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: I think you did say Bergen 

instead of Essex. 

MR. McCONNELL: I may have gotten things twisted 

up. I usually do. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: That's all, thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Gene or Mike, do you have any 

questions? 

Mr. McConnell, thank you very much. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Our next witness is William J. 

Kearns~ Mr. Kearns is associzted with National Code 

Consultants of Trenton and he is Co-Chairman of the New 

Jersey State Bar Association's Legislative Action Committee. 

Mr. Kearns. 
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WILLIAM K E A R N S: Senator and members of 

the Commissionu A slight correction, I am no longer associated 

with National Code Consultants, as of a few weeks ago. I am 

an Attorney from Willingboro, New Jersey,in Burlington County. 

I appear before you this morning as Legislative Chairman of 

the Municipal and School Law Section of the New Jersey State 

Bar Association .. 

It is our belief that the proposed optional county 

charter law is one of the most significant proposals in the 

field of local government to be presented since the Faulkner 

Act was adopted for municipalities. 

The need for a restructuring of county government is 

evident 0 as others have already noted this morning, others 

who have been directly concerned with the operation of 

county governmento 

We feel that this proposal deserves more than the 

preliminary review that we have been able to give it at this 

time. For this reason, a special committee has been appointed 

witb.in. the Municipal and School Law Section to review, in 

detail, the proposed draft. 

The Chairman of the Municipal and School Law 

Section, Mr .. William Cox of Newton, and Ia are members of 

this Committee and we would hope to have our report with 

specific comments and some recommendations ready within 

the next month.. We would also ask that, if possible, our 

report be incorporated as part of our testimony before 

this Commission. 

By following this procedure, our Section and the 
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New Jersey State Bar Association can serve this Commission, 

the Legislature and the people of New Jersey in a positive 

and constructive mannero We can do more than simply support 

or oppose proposed legislation. We can assist with con-

structive criticism aimed at specific areas of the proposal 

and can add our efforts to yours in order to develop the 

best legislation for the citizens of this Stateo 

I can also offer you the further assistance of our 

Special Committee on the Optional Charter Law by taking back 

to our Committee any specific questions or areas to which 

you would like us to direct our attention. 

While my comment this morning must of necessity 

be very general because our Committee has not completed 

its study, there are a number of questions for which we may 
I 

not find answers but which we will be reviewing and which 

you may wish to consider. Some of these questions may have 

already been considered by the Commission but I would like 

to itemize a few of them for you at this time. 

Should there be some provision for geographical 

distribution with regard to the elected members of the 

County Charter Study Commission. You have provided for the 

option of geographic distribution of elected members of 

the Board of Freeholders, would not this same principle 

apply to the members of the Charter Study Commission itself? 

Section 1.8 of the proposed law provides for 

advisors to the Charter Study Commission and provides for 

certain mayors to be advisorss Should a provision be made 

for the manager1 to serve. in ·.pl~ce of the mayor in a 
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municipality governed by a council-manager form of 

government since the manager is the executive head of the 

government in that type of municipality? 

Section lalO provides that the Charter Study 

Commission can operate "within the limits of appropriations. 11 

This term is inexact and is open to potential abuse by 

existing governmental structure if the existing government 

wishes to oppose any charter study at all. Wouad it be 

more effective to mandate appropriations through a population 

based formula? 

Should the optional charter forms include some 

form which would require bipartisan representation on a 

Board of Freeholders? 

The power to legislate is through ordinances and 

resolutions but these terms are not specifically defined 

and it does not set forth whatmust be done by ordinance 

and what must be done by resolution, with a few exceptions 

particularly in the budget areao Some provision might 

be added to require pre-adoption publication of ordinance 

type legislation similar to that which is now required by 

municipalities .. 

Should section 2o4og be revised to provide the 

individual municipality with some protection against 

possible coercion by the county where the municipality 

elects to contract. separately for some services? An 

example might occur where a county has invested substantial 

funds in developing a computer center and has asked 

municipalities to engage the use of the accounting equipment 
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but the municipality feels better services could be 

obtained elsewherea The county would be in the position 

to tell the municipality either you work with us on this 

particular proposal or there will be a lack of cooperation 

on other types of joint operations with the county. 

Should a municipality have some means of withdrawing 

from a contract for police or regulatory services where 

the local municipality disagrees with the actions of the 

county in enforcement or administration? If it is done on 

a contract basis, it might be a contract for a number of 

years and a municipality may decide that it is in its 

best interest to withdraw before the end of the contract. 

My previous comment on manager representation on 

advisory councils also applies to the municipal advisory 

councils permitted under section 2.6. Perhaps the term 

"chief executive'of a municipality 11 should be used in 

place of the mayor. 

One final question occurs in each area where 

a petition is used, whether it be for the election of a 

charter study commission or in the section on recall. You 

have termed the requirement as a percentage of registered 

voters when it might be better to use a percentage of those 

who have actually voted in a previous election~ even moreso 

when you want to facilitate the use of a charter study 

commission. If you use a percentage of registered voters, 

you are making a more difficult means of obtaining the 

number of signatures required than if you use a percentage of 

those who have actually voted in the immediately preceding 
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general election. 

In conclusion I would like to thank the Commission 

for the opportunity presented to us to participate in the 

legislative process by appearing before you. In addition 

to my work with the Municipal and School Law Section, I am 

also the Co-Chairman of the Legislative Action Committee of 

the New Jersey State Bar Association. In this capacity, I 

have been authorized by the President and Board of Trustees 

of the State Bar Association to offer this Commission the 

assistance of our full 7,000 member Association if this 

Commission feels that our assistance will be useful. 

Thank you, gentlemen. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank·you, Mr. Kearns. I'm sure 

our Commission will take advantage of your kind offer of 

assistance and I think maybe I have one or two questions 

for you. 

Assemblyman Schluter, do you have any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: Just one, Senator. 

Mr. Kearns, I found your testimony to be most 

interesting and most enlightening. You mentioned about 

possible coercion between counties and municipalities. don't 

you think this coercion to some degree exists or the 

potential for this coercion exists today under county 

relationships? 

MR. KEARNS: Yes, I think it does exist today. 

I think it's something -- I don't know what the answer is 

at this point. Maybe our Committee will come up with some 

recommendation on that. But it's something that, in reviewing 
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the bi,ll, I felt there was a greater potential for it 

under the proposal because you are trying to encourage 

contractural relationships between the municipality and 

the county, particularly in the areas of joint purchasing 

or, as I mentioned, computer services, it can be very 

useful to the municipality but it also can be used against 

a municipality that might not want to participate. I 

don't know that there's any set answer on how to deal with 

this, but it does exist. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: All right. I would think of 

it as a political fact of life that you get in any 

inter-governmental relationship. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Gene? 

MR. SCHNEIDER: A couple of brief questions. 

Mr. Kearns, in your opinion, are the provisions 

defining county powers, especially those vis-a-vis municipal·-· 

ities, satisfactorily drawn? 

MR. KEARNS: My preliminary feeling is that they 

are. I think there is definitely protection for the 

municipality set forth in the bill, if this is what y6u are 

getting at. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Yes. 

MR. KEARNS: I think it's clearly set forth that 

there is no removal of municipal powers, no takeover of 

municipal powers by the county, to be a cooperative relation

ship.. That was my feeling. Of course I'm not speaking 

for our Section at this point. 
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MRG SCHNEIDER: Thank you. 

MR. PANE: Mr. Kearns, this is sort of a half 

question, half comment. It has been suggested by several 

county counsels that it is possible that we may have to 

go to specific and individual repeal of most of the older 

statutes relating to the organization and administration 

of counties. Do you feel that it is possible by having 

sufficiently strong language in the text of this that, if 

passed, this bill would repeal the older statutes by 

reference? 

MR •. KEARNS: Again, my preliminary feeling was that 

the language here would repeal any conflicting areas of 

previous law, and I think this is one area that our 

Committee wants to look at in more detail. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: All right, my comment would be 

from the staff • s point of view this is one area where we 

would earnestly welcome whatever could be done to strengthen 

this but, of course, repeal by reference would be sub

stantially simpler for all concerned. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I would presume both staffs have 

a date now. 

Mr. Kearns, thank you very, very much and we are 

very happy about your offer of assistance. 

MR. KEARNS: Thank you. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Our next witness is Mr. B. Budd 

Chavooshian, Assistant Commissioner of the New Jersey 

Department of Community Affairs. Mr. Chavooshian has been 

an official of New Jersey dealing with local government in 
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various capacities relating to his profession, planning, 

for the past fifteen years. Prior to that time he served as 

Redevelopment Director of Trenton and served in local govern

ment in several states. He is here today representing the 

Department of Community Affairs and Commissioner Ylvisaker. 

B. B U D D C H A V 0 0 S H I A N: Mr. Chairman, 

Assemblyman Schluter, my name is B. Budd Chavooshian and I 

am Assistant Commissioner of the Department of Community 

Affairs. I am here today speaking on behalf of Commissioner 

Ylvisaker and our department staff to present our views on 

the need for county government reform and improvement in our 

entire local government system. It comes as no secret to 

those of us who have been involved in local government that 

our present system is in may respects woefully inadequate to 

serve the needs of our people •. Fiscally we all know that 

local governments bear far too heavy a share of the fund 

raising responsibilities in our State's government system. 

This means older municipalities are in some instances near 

bankruptcy and newer anddeveloping municipalities must 

practice what is generally known as fiscal zoning as a matter 

of self-defense. We in the Department of Community Affairs. 

believe firmly that there can be no improvement or even 

satisfactory maintenance of local government until out State 

government begins to undertake a greater role in the financing 

of major services, for we cannot expect local government to 

act responsibly until state government fulfills its re

sponsibilities by increasing the downward flow of inter

governmental revenue for aid in major service areas, such 

as education and housing. 
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As a professional planner and someone who has worked 

with New Jersey's local governments for almost l!, years 

however, I know that money is not the only answer. we must 

have more flexible structures, better lines of communication, 

and a well defined and well structured framework for inter

governmental partnership in meeting our growing problems of 

urbanization and development. One of the greatest single 

flaws in our present system has been highlighted by the Com

mission's work - the need for a level of government between 

the state and the municipalities. County government at present 

is little more than an administrative device for the state's 

convenience. It is neither sufficiently representative of 

local interests nor flexible in meeting local needsj nor is 

it endowed with the legal, fiscal, and structural tools with 

which to serve these same local interests. It is important 

to note that the Commission's path has been wisely directed 

toward making the county a unit of local government rather 

than trying to superimpose immediately a regional structure 

over municipal governments. We all know that regional or 

area-wide government is impOrtant, but we also know that it 

must be built up from success to success with the consent, 

approval, and most important, the participation of municipal 

and community leaders. As the Commission's report emphasizes, 

structural reform of county government and fiscal assumption 
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by the state of major county costs are a starting place 

toward achieving the goal of better, more responsive, effective, 

and flexible local government at the middle or area-wide level. 

It is our view that the County and Municipal Government 

Study Commission's proposals for strengthening and improving 

county government represent a significant step forward, not 

only .in terms of county government itself where they are des-

perately needed, but even more important if we are to preserve 

government close to the people in the years to come. Naturally, 

many of us believe that the problems we have are so great that 
.. 

we should be doing much more much faster, but the Commission's 

proposals are sound and we support them wholeheartedly and look 

forward to more of the same in the coming years. I would only 

add in closing that as vital as the proposed optional county 

charter law is, it is equally important for the state to move 

to assume the welfare and judicial costs as the Commission 

recommends. As the county report points out, this is an .ir-

reducible minimum of support if we expect counties to provide 

more locally oriented services. Because costs in these areas 

are rising so rapidly, our department believes it vital that 

full state assumption of major mandated costs is the only an-

swer to this problem. 
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In summarizing, let me say that the report, the 

bill, and indeed all the recommendations of the Commission 

to date, deserve in our opinion the immediate attention and 

full support of those interested in preserving our local 

government system, and we as a department intend to do all 

in our power to insure implementation of these recommendations. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you, Budd 

You know, in this bill we provide that the 

Commissioner of Community Affairs is an ex-officio advisor 

to all the charter study commissions that are set up. Do 

you agree with that provision? 

MR. CHAVOOSHIAN: Yes, I do, sir. 

SENATOR MUSTO: And would I be well, I'll ask 

you anyway. Would you have offhand any particular areawide 

services that you would envision the county government 

performing once a bill such as this is passed, what areas 

you feel they would be in? 

MR. CHAVOOSHIAN: Other than those mentioned in 

the report'? 

SENATOR MUSTO: Right. You can name those mentioned 

in the report, if you would like. 

MR. CHAVOOSHIAN: Well all of those mentioned in 

the Report and purchasing, for instance, perhaps fire and 

police. I realize this represents some problems especially 

in police and perhaps in fire, where you: have ·-a ·_certain .number 

of outlying volunteer fire departments. 

Well, one thing we have tried to do, as Gene knows, 
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in planning, is try to encourage the counties to take a more 

active role in providing a planning service to all of the 

municipalities in that county. Some counties have taken 

advantage of this opportunity, especially with the so-called 

701 Planning Systems Programp others have not, for a variety 

of reasons and I 1 m not about to try to enumerate all of the 

reasons, they differ~ from county to county. But I think 

the counties could play a very important role here in trying 

to look at problems from a regional or at least a county-

wide point of view. I think the counties could be very 

effective here. Some counties are beginning to move in that 

direction, starting from the municipality. As you know, Prince

ton Borough and Princeton Township have joined together 

to create one regional planning boarde 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I have one question, Budd. Do you 

feel that the trend indicated by the Federal Government 

will support our attempts to strengthen county government? 

Is the Federal Government in a sense bowing out on its 

initial attempt to strengthen counties? What 0 s in the 

cards as best you can see? 

MR. CHAVOOSHIAN: As you know, Gene, the Federal 

Government has bowed out from some of the initial attempts 

it made a few years back to involve the counties more in 

areawide functional planning, such as water and sewer. I 

think with the insistence of the State - in our particular 

case in New Jersey, we are insisting on involving the 

counties in the many programs, federal aid programs,that 

we possibly can. And for the time being, the Federal 
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Government is cooperating and they are not bucking us in 

this particular matter. It 1 s possible, of course, that 

new policies could be established which would bypass the 

counties but as far as our Department of Community Affairs 

is concerned, we will be making a major effort to include 

the counties in all considerations. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Budd, thank you very much. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: At this time I would like to call 

Mr. William Conner, County Executive of New castle County, 

Delaware. Since the reorganization of New Castle County 

several years ago, Mr. Conner has been instrumental in 

bringing to the greater Wilmington area many of the 

innovations which we wish to see our urban counties in New 

Jersey undertake, and it is for this reason that the 

National Association of Counties, of which Mr. Conner is 

National Vice President, asked him to appear today. Mr. 

Conner. 

WILLIAM c 0 N N 0 R: Senators and members of the 

Staff, ladies and gentlemen, I appreciate very much the 

opportunity to be with you here today. I would like to 

say that I am not in the usual position of the visiting 

fireman of being able to talk freely because the gentleman 

behind me is a representative of the Wilmington Press and 

the lady in the red dress is a member of the Delaware Senate 

who happens to be my wife, who has come along to supervise 

me from a senatorial standpoint. So I will have to be 

careful about what I say. 
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I am particularly grateful for two reasons for the 

work of your Commission, one is that reading your report 

has certainly articulated a lot of the things which to me 

were only half realized in my own appreciation of what we 

are going through in Delaware in trying to upgrade county 

government. 

I think that the combination of the practical 

approach that your Commission and its Staff has taken with 

the theoretical grasp that you have of the problems that you 

face and we really all face has certainly been a big con

tribution. 

The other reason that I am grateful to your 

Commission is that as an officer of the Regional Conference 

of Elected Officials in the Greater Philadelphia Area, I 

work closely with Freeholder Sypek and members of three 

of your counties, and in addition to that we have recently 

set up a three-State, three-county planning agency to 

supervise the distribution of federal funds, the 

Wilmington Metropolitan Area Planning Coordinating Council -

and if you can remember the name of it you're eligible for 

membership, - and that includes Salem County, so anything 

we see you doing here to strengthen the hand of county 

government makes our job easier in New Castle County and, 

therefore, we're interested in it. 

I brought along with me this somewhat battered 

campaign chart of our county administration because it's 

really more readily grasped when you see it than when you 

try to describe it. You will notice that we have made a 
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clear separation between the legislative branch, on the 

right, and the executive branch, on the left, and in the 

red we have the various departments of the county govern

ment which report to the county executive through the 

chief administrative officer. 

Now the chief administrative officer is, as he would 

be under your plan, appointed by the county executive and 

serves at his pleasure with the advice and consent of the 

legislative body not being needed for removal. 

The department heads are full-time public servants 

appointed by the county executive with the advice and con

sent of the county council. 

In the outer circle to the left you see the boards 

and commissions which are, with one exception, advisory 

to the various departments, to the county executive and to 

the council. And we have had very good luck with having 

them serve in this advisory function without also being 

operating boards. 

On the right you have the structure of the council 

itselfp As_you see, it has six members elected by district 

and the president of the county council elected at-large 

from the entire county. It is served by an auditor and 

clerk to the council who report directly to the council. 

With respect to the operation of our government, 

it might be helpful if I sketch very quickly what we do 

and you don°t do, and vice versa, so that you will under

stand what problems we face. 

We do not have the responsibility for roads or for 
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You might be interested in some observations on 

the line offices. They are not shown on our chart but 

we still have a sheriff, a prothonotary, a register of.· 

wills, a recorder of deeds, clerk of the peace and coroner, 

and maybe I missed a couple, a register of chancery and 

clerk of the orphans court. 

For many purposes, these offices have already been 

brought under the jurisdiction of the council and county 

executive. Their budgets all must be approved by the 

council and proposed by the executive. Their people are 

under civil service and must be selected through the civil 

service system. However, they still have a statutory 

responsibility for the program of their offices and it is 

not possible to make major changes or coordinate the various 

elective offices very effectively as long as you have a 

constant shifting in the heads of the office with each 

election or every other election, and as long as you have 

strongminded people in those offices who are elected by the 

people and wish to pursue their own policies. 

So we are gardually moving, I think, in Delaware 

toward the consolidation of these offices either into the 

court structure or else into the county structure. And 

the coroner's office I think will be the next to go since 

we now have a state medical examiner. 

Perhaps some thoughts about the relationship between 

the council and the county executive would be of interest 

to you. 

Prior to this form of government which went into effect 
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in 1967, in January, we had the so-called levy court 

which was a board of county commissioners, in our case three 

meno They were both administrative, executive and also 

quasi-judicial and did the legislative functions and they 

were part timeo And obviously they had more than they 

could chew" And this is why we came to the new structureo 

But it was a very considerable adjustment in the thinking 

of the officials and people of the county from a levy 

court commissioner, so-callEii!de who had very broad powers 

to a legislatoro county councilman 8 • who had relatively 

restricted legislative powers but did not have administra

tive powerso And one of my problems in these first terms 

of the office of county executive was to work out with the 

council these philosophical differences8 if you likeo 

Fortunatelye we had a very fine council elected in 

both elections who are prepared to come to grips with this 

on a philosophical basis and not simply on the basis of 

personalities.. And I think t.hat we have worked out a rather 

well operating relationship" 

Under the statute, and as we have worked it out, 

it 9 s my function to form a budget, propose programs, to 

negotiate contracts, administer the finances of the countye 

work with the employees, sit in with the various boards and 

commissions at their request~ if they want any guidance 

of the general policy sort, to coordinate with other organs 

of governmente to propose legislation and make appointments 

and to attend to the ceremonial functions of the county .. 

The councile on the other hande passes on the budgets 
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and makes changes in them from time to time, confirms 

appointments, reviews the performance of the county govern-

ment, reviews proposed changes in zoning and plans, hears 

citizen complaints and problems, considers legislation, 

investigates new programs, sets the tax rate. They have 

taken the initiative in a number of areas, such as the' 

devising of·a housing code and the drainage code and gun 

legislation, and they have passed emergency measures giving 

the executive emergency powers in the case of civil unrest. 

One comment concerning the proposal before you, 

I note that you give the county executive a voice in and 

a seat on the council and the vote to break a tie. Our 

experience has been, in our particular situation at least, 

that there's a certain amount of feeling on the part of 

the legislators that the county executive has all the powers 

he needs and that he doesn't need a vote, and we have set it, 

as you see, so that there will be an uneven number of 

councilmen so that they can break their own ties. In our 

case the president votes on all measures, but if they are 

all present there won't be any ties. 

And as a footnote of possible interest, I used to 

attend all of the council meetings, the first two years, and 

sit at a convenient table and make a report each time, ask 

questions, I did not have a voice but occasionally if a 

problem came up that involved my office a question would be 

asked of me to which I was able to respond. We no longer 

follow that practice. I now come and participate only from 

time to time as indicated by circumstances and the legislative 
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body conducts its own program without. interference from 

me. We have found that that works a little bettero 

I might just comment in closing that we have 

going in our count.y quite a bit of in t.:.erest in consolidation 

of funct.ions with the municipalities, particularly with the 

City of Wilmington~ We are considering data processing, 

assessment, tax collections, civil defense, parks and 

recreation, administration of the public buildings, and 

a sewer systemo We also have the possibility of contracting 

with the smaller municipalities or with Wilmington to furnish 

them with service and we have, further,a provision in our 

statute that by common agreement between any municipality 

and the county government any given function can be shifted 

from t.he county government to the municipality or from the 

municipality to the county governmer~t.o So we do that by 

mutual agreement., not by imposition of anybody 0 s will o And 

we have had several occasions to do this in the three years 

that we have had this kind of governmento 

So with t.hat, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude my 

brief comments and I will be glad to answer any questions 

you might have" I will leave with you a copy of our budget 

and our annual report, which just came out yesterday, for 

whatever value it might have" 

SENATOR MUSTO: I want to thank you very much, 

Mro Connero 

1 1 m a little curious about your talking about the 

county executive not having a right to voteo 

MR. CONNER~ Well, you see, our concept is 
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SENATOR MUSTO: What happens if there's a tie? 

MR. CONNER: Our concept is that, as in the State 

government, there is a clear separation between the executive 

function and the legislative function and, therefore, while 

the executive has the power of veto, as the governor might 

on the state level, he does not have a vote on the council 

because it's the legislative body. And we don't have a tie 

as long as all persons are present. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I realize that. My point was if 

they are not present. 

MR. CONNER: If there's an even number present and 

there's an even vote then whatever proposition is before the 

body fails for want of a majority. 

SENATOR MUSTO: These changes that came about, 

do you think any·.of these changes would have come about if 

you didn't have a change in government? 

MR. CONNER: Well, it would have been very dif

ficult under our old system of the levy court to make many 

of these changes because, like in New Jersey, the state 

legislature had the old county government very closely in 

leading strings and they had minimal powers to alter their 

own structure. Most of the boards that ran functions, such 

as regional planning board or the airport board, were set 

up under legislation from the State Capitol and we had no 

option in the matter. 

I might comment that this is still not a charter 

form here, which as I understand it your are proposing. We 

are set up under a simple statute which can be altered at 
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any time by the legislatureo This is a weakness of our 

system. 

MRe PANE: I notice that you do seem to have what 

is basically an all-district systemo Now I hate to put you 

on the spot but if you had your way 1 in retrospect, would 

you modify that to an at-large system or to more of a combina

tion of districts and at-large representation? 

MR. CONNER: Well, as a matter of fact, Mro Pane, 

we have modified it twice in the last yearo First we had 

to have a reapportionment because the districts were badly 

drawn in the first analysisu and then we subsequently had 

a census taken in 1967 for reapportionment of the state 

legislature. So we redrew this on the basis of 12 districts 

plus the president who is elected at large. And then that 

was not satisfactory so the governor called upon the county 

council to re-examine the matter and they did it over againe 

this time with six districts plus the president elected 

at large. But I think that the pattern is a good one and 

the fact that the president who haso after all, not only a 

full vote but also presides and is first among equals, so 

to speak, - he. has quite a loud voice in the council pro

viding he's not a blusping violet, and I think that that 

makes a good balance between district representation and 

representation at largeo 

MR. PANE: One more thing, if I may, to try tb 

restate a point. Whenever there is a question of a charter 

change which would involve changing the elected county 

official from administrative and execut.ive to legislative, 
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there seems to be the question of what will the new 

legislators be doing compared to their old roles. Your 

view would be then that under the form of government you have 

the council has managed to find it's own niche, as it were, 

and to come up with a role for itself in which it has the kind 

of policy view that it really needs to justify its existence 

to the voters. 

MR. CONNER: Yes, it certainly has because it has 

come up with significant legislation and, not only that but 

the county executive has more than he can do in a fast-growing 

county like ours, at least, and, therefore, the members of 

council, as individuals, have taken specific projects and 

pursued them and come up with programs that are not only 

legislative in nature but really have directly to do with 

the administrative functions and we have been happy for the 

help because we've got skills an the council that we don•t 

have in the administrative arm, so we've been very grateful 

for those. 

If I may make one other suggestion, on your county 

executive plan, item B 3.4, I notice that there is no 

statutory protection for the salary of the county executive. 

Once in office, he's at the mercy of the council and I would 

implore you gentlemen not to leave him in that position. 

SENATOR MUSTO: We'll give that every consideration, 

Mr. Conner. 

Thank you very mucha 

MR. CONNER: Thank you. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Our next witness is Mr. Alastair 
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McArthuro He is Research Director of the National Associa

tion of Count.ies in Washingtone Through his work he has 

gained a broad knowledge of the operation of modern urban 

counties across the naticn and, for this reason,we are 

part.icularly glad to have him here wit.h us todayo Mro 

McArthur a 

A L A S T A I R Me A R T H U R: Senator Musto and members 

of the Commission, I am Alastair McArthur, Deputy Director 

of the National Association of Countiesa Our national 

headquarters are in Washington, and I might point out at 

this time that we do enjoy a very close working relationship 

with the count.y governments of your St.at.e through the fine 

offices of Jack Lamping of the New Jersey Association of 

Chosen Freeholderse 

At the outset, I would like t.o personally commend 

the Commission and your excellent staff for this canprehen

sive report on county government. 

We at the National Association of Counties believe 

it is the single most exciting and challenging recent event 

in the resurgence and renaissance of our American counties. 

We believe that it truly can be thought of as a mini magna 

carta for counties of t.he futureo 

Now your Report has identified the many ills and 

inadequacies of county government and you also have pre

sented a series of remedies and recommendations which, if 

adopted by your legislature, will allow the county to become 

the keystone of the revit.alized local government system. 
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Now one of your principal recommendations would 

offer counties general powers to initiate areawide and 

interlocal services, including the power to enter into 

voluntary contracts to perform services for municipalities 

desiring such services, and it is to this point that I should 

like to direct my remarks today recognizing, of course, 

the strong relationship of the other recommendations of the 

Commission to this voluntary contract concepto 

Probably the best known and most effective con

tract services operation in the nation is that performed by 

the County of Los Angeles through the so-called Lakewood 

Plana The plan derives its name from the City of Lakewood, 

which, when it was incorporated in 1954, contracted with 

the County of Los Angeles to obtain total municipal services 

including police, fire, public works and others which for 

the first time were provided as one complete package. 

Now prior to 1954 the County of Los Angeles, as a 

highly organized and municipal type county, provided 

contract services covering various municipal type activities 

for a period of 50 yearso Today, the County provides 

services under about 1600 individual servide agreements to 

some 76 cities, with services ranging from microfilm record 

storage to construction of city streets and police and fire 

protection. 

From this cafeteria of municipal services offered 

by the County of Los Angeles, public health services and 

election services are subscribed to most often. Running 

closely behind these two services in contract popularity 
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come assessment and t.ax collect.ion, housing of city prisoners 

and emergency ambulance and medical serviceo 

Now the financing of the municipal-type services 

provided to cities under the Lakewood Plan can be divided 

into four categories: 

lo Contract services which are self~financing~ 

These services are financed entirely by fees collected from 

private citizens~ 

2o Contractural services for which statutory fees 

have been set. These include services where the cost of the 

service is controled by State st.at.ute. 

3. Continuance of service t.hrough special t.axing 

or assessment districts. These are services which are 

provided through the fiscal device of' a county~administered 

special district and they include fire, library, street 

lighting, sewer maintenance and ot.hers o 

And the 4th one, the most important one, the 

Lakewood Plano Contract services provided on the basis 

of a direct billing o In this case the count.y is reimbursed 

for all municipal~type services provided to cities by means 

of a rate established on the basis of actual cost.s as 

determined by the County Auditor ~ Controllero Services of 

this type include law enforcement., engineering and planning 

staff services, prisoner incarceration, street. maintenance 

and construction, park maintenance and election services. 

Now what has happened to the program since its 

inception in 1954, and what changes have t.aken place and 

what direction is the program beginning to take? 
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One significant change concerns the growth of 

contract operations in the older cities or those incorporated 

prior to Lakewood. During recent years there has been a 

definite growing tendency on the part of such cities to 

request contract services from the county. And this change 

of attitude has probably resulted from several conditions, 

the first of which is a tight budget squeeze.. Transferring 

a function to the county helps the city reduce the financial 

burden on the city since the city saves on capital expendi

tures for buildings and equipment .. 

Another reason is increased labor union activity. 

City officials are finding that it is easier or at least 

to their advantage to contract with the county and thus 

relieve them of time-consuming personnel problems and labor 

negotiations. 

And, third, is the gradual acceptance of the 

contract philosophy. Cities now agree that many services 

can be shared or cooperatively provided without affecting 

the basic independence of the 'city or the power of the city 

council to freely exercise the right of decisiona 

Now another significant change concerns the shifting 

service patterns in the newer cities, those incorporated 

since 1954. The newer cities are now revising their entire 

service operations as provided by contract and are revising 

the level, extent and degree of service received from the 

county. 

Thus, the older city with an established service 

organization is primarily interested in augmenting its 
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service capacity and acquiring t.echnical and specialized 

talents which it may not be able to obtain due to small 

size or financial resourceso Such services as preparation 

of master plans of zoning and land use; specialized public 

works maintenance such as traffic signals, traffic striping 

and sewer maintenance; cooperative purchasing~ mental health 

services and election services, to name just. a few, are 

being requested on a more and more frequent basiso 

Now on the other hand§newer cities, those incorporated 

since 1954, are beginning to set up service departments of 

their own to operate those functions which appear to them 

to be more appropriately performed at the cit.y level.. These 

are generally the bread-and~butter public works servic~s 

such as responding to complaints for repair of street.s 

and ot.her public works facilities, the handling of routine 

day-to~day planning and zoning mat.ters, t.he handling of 

certain engineering design functions, and others" 

So generally speaking, the county is stepping 

back and is assuming those supporting functions requiring 

highly specialized personnel and equipment and those 

requiring less direct cont.act with the publico Thus, a 

natural selection process is occuring which will establish 

the logical role of both the city and the county in a 

highly urbanized area .. 

Now let me point out that inherent in the contract 

services program is the fact that local aut.onomy and control 

of municipal affairs remains with the locally elected city 

councile It is a partnership of cities and the county to 
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,, provide joint services at the least cost while both 

agencies retain the power of self-determination and home 

rule. And further, it is a voluntary partnership under 

which cities may establish and maintain local identity 

without heavy investment in capital plant, equipment and 

personnel. Thus, neither agency loses any of its powers 

but cooperates for the provision of the services at a 

mutually satisfactory levele In essence, it is decentral

ized policy with centralized administration. 

Now the implications of a voluntary contract 

services program in New Jersey are apparento Not only 

would it promote greater governmental efficiency and 

economy but it would also minimize competition that 

creates complex jurisdictional problems at the local level. 

I again commend your Commission for this most 

enlightened report and I look ahead with confidence to the 

genuine reform of county government that it should bring 

in New Jersey. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you, Mr. McArthur. 

I would like to ask you one particular question. 

You•ve covered this rather thoroughly, you traveled all over 

the country, nearly, with the county government problems, -

have you found that the permissive or the mandatory concept is 

most successful in change, particularly in county govern

ment? 

MR. McARTHUR: Permissive, I would say. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you. 
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SENATOR MUSTO: Any questions 'I Gene? 

MR. SCHNEIDER~ Yes, just oneo 

Al, the Lakewood concept is different from t,he New 

Jersey situation in one respect in that. in Los Angeles 

County there is a substantial area of unincorporated land 

which comes under county jurisdict.ion and, therefore, the 

county is, in effect, a local governmento Do you feel that 

the Lakewood concept could be adopted in New Jersey where 

all land lies within incorporated municipalities, all land 

in the county is within incorporated municipalities. 

MR .. McARTHUR: Yes, I think it. could be incorporated ~ 

I won't say very easily but it could be incorporated here. 

In Los Angeles there are over one million people in t.he 

unincorporated areas of the county and, as you point out, 

t.he county does provide municipal services for t.hese people. 

But let me point out one drawback in t.he Lakewood Plan., 

as it exists in California and would not exist in New Jersey, 

and that is, in California,with their joint exercise of 

powers act out there, it 1 s very easy for an area t.o 

incorporate and you can incorporate and just have one 

employee, the city council and one employee 9 as did Lakewood~ 

And this fragments your metropolitan problem. Now this is 

one of the drawbacks. That would not occur in New Jersey 

because all of the areas are incorporated, as I understand 

it, so you would not be creating any more fragmentation 

than already exist.s o So I t.hink you could put it into effect 

here very well, Gene. It's voluntary, remember, and 

everybody preserves '~home rule" and it should work out very well~ 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you very much, Mr. McArthur. 
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MR. SCHNEIDER: I would like to call at this time the 

Honorable Lee B. Laskin, Assemblyman from Camden County and 

newly-elected Camden County Freeholder. Mr. Laskin is 

familiar with local problems from every side - that of the 

State and of the local official, and we are delighted he 

could come here to testify today. Assemblyman Laskin. 

A S S E M B L Y M A N L E E B. LA S K I N: Senator 

and members of the Commission: It is a pleapure to be here. 

I am not used to testifying at these hearings so I don't 

have anything written that I can bore you with. I have some 

comments that I would like to make about the proposed law. 

First of all, I would like to say that during my own 

campaign for County Freeholder, I used the Optional County 

Charter Law with great effectiveness, I think. Certainly in 

my mind, if the o'ptional Charter Law had not been so close to 

reality, I never would have attempted to run for the office 

of Freeholder because in my opinion without a complete, 

comprehensive, over-all structural reorganization of county 

government, I don 1 t really think there is any bona fide need 

to continue county government in New Jersey as we know it. 

And without the Optional County Charter Law, I think county 

government would continue to be in my opinion ineffective and 

absolutely useless. 

I think we all know that so much of county government 

is controlled directly by State legislation that there is 

really very little for Freeholders to do other than make 

certain appropriations each year, many of which are mandated 

by the State, and appoint people to the government that really 
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runs the county, the commissions and the authorities and 

the boards and all these other things that make county 

government in my opinion so weak. 

So I come today, Senator, really to urge tha.t your 

Commission urge those newly-elected legislators to start 

moving on this bill as soon as possible" 

Now I have gone through the proposals and I would like 

to comment on some specifics if I may. 

On page 2 of the proposed law, there is a provision 

that is somewhat ambiguous to me. You talk about signatures -

5 per cent of the registered voters of the county as of 40 days 

before the most recent election. I think that means that 

we are supposed to use this 5 per cent figure based upon those 

who voted in the most previous election and the present language 

- it is just technical - but it could be a trouble spot in 

the fut.ure • As of 40 days could be interpreted to mean 

something other than what I think you really want it to be. 

On page 8 of the proposed law, you talk about an 

Advisory Board to the Charter Study Commission and on the 

Advisory Board you mandate that one of the members shall be 

the Director of the County Board of Freeholders. I think 

you ought to consider changing that to a Freeholder selected 

by the Board because in many instances there may be Freeholders 

who are vitally interested in this particular phase of their 

duties and perhaps the Director either is too busy or not 

really that interested in this item that he would want to be 

on this Board. So perhaps the language should be D•a member of 

the Board selected by that body" or "Director or his designee"" 
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would be another alternative. 

There are some other items that I have discussed 

with Freeholders; one is. the budget date. Now I am not 

too familiar yet with formulating a county budget though 

I had two years on our Appropriations Committee here in the 

State. And I know that it is a rather tiresome, tedious job 

to prepare a budget. Under the present state of law at the 

county level, you have the budget submitted by January 15th. 

This doesn't give Freeholders much time and I think some 

consideration ought to be given to changing, again a very 

basic general sweeping change, but it ought to be given 

consideration to changing the submission of budgets at the 

county level to the same as the State. So there really should 

be no difference between the State and the county. I think 

it would make things easier and it certainly would allow for 

better budgeting practices because even if they make a 

January 15th deadline, it is difficult without knowing what 

is going to be available, without knowing about mandatory 

changes in State laws, just what they can budget for. So 

I think you ought to consider changing that. 

There is another point, again a very basic point, that 

is a little ambiguous to me. On page 15 you talk about if 

the Charter Commission proposes or recommends a change. In 

one paragraph you state that if they recommend or adopt a 

change, it shall be submitted to the people for a vote. Of 

course, if the people vote it down, that is the end of the 

recommendations of the Commission. But in another paragraph 

you talk about, "If the Charter Study Commission recommends 
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or proposes a special charter, it shall be the duty of the 

Board of Freeholders to petition the Legislature for the 

special charter. 9' So on one hand, if we adopt one of the 

optional forms, we go to the people and they can say yes or 

noa On the other hand, if a special charter is recommended, 

there is no yes or no. It is mandatory, at least from my 

reading of this proposal. Now it may not be that way. But 

if you go the special charter route, the Freeholders must 

submit to the Legislature the recommendations of the Charter 

Study Commission. I don 1 t think it ought to be that way if 

it is. It may not be. Again I say I may be misreading the 

language of the bill. But it appears that way to me that if 

you are going to give the option to accept or reject one of 

the optional formsa you ought to have that same option with 

the other. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I believe that is in the bill. Am 

I correct in assuming that? 

MR. PANE: The special legislation procedure would 

provide, I believe, to have a referendum after the Legislature 

approved it. So it would go back to the people for the final 

vote. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Does that satisfy you? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LASKIN: Yes, sir. 

Another important problem - One of the real evils, as 

you have stated so often, Senator, is the tremendous array and 

variety of commissions and authorities t.hat really govern 

the counties. On page 18 of the proposed law, you are talking 

about the elimination of so many of these independent 
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commissions and authorities, and they ought to be eliminated 
::i 

and they ought to be eliminated immediately. But again I am 

worried about ambiguity of language. On page 18, under the 

Section 2.3 General Law, you say that 11 NOthing in this act shall 

be construed to prevent counties abolishing or consolidating 

agencies whose existence was mandated heretofore by State law, 

providing that the county continues to provide the same 

services." There is still another section on page 20 under 

2.4 (f) where you conclude with, "The county may amend and 

repeal ordinances •••• notwithstanding the effect of any 

previous referendum." Then in your explanation section you 

say, "This section is intended to give the Freeholders power 

to consolidate such agencies as Parking Commissions which 

may have been originally established by referendum, .. and 

other examples. 

Again a question of interpretation - I don't know 

from my own lawyer•s reading of this statute whether these 

two clauses say enough towards accomplishing what you really 

want to accomplish. I think they are a little ambiguous and 

I don't know that as a Freeholder I could say we can now 

eliminate commissions and authorities. I can•t unfortunately 

recommend at this time to you the additional changes which.:I 

think ought to be made, but I have a feeling that it just 

doesn't say enough towards that goal. I think it is probably 

one of the most crucial parts of your proposed law, the 

elimination of all these independent agencies, and I think 

that some stronger language may be reworked along those points. 

There are just a couple of other things-- again evils 
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of county government as we know them, these term appointments. 

You have County Solictors, for instance, appointed for 3 

years or 2 years or whatever it is. You may have a Democrat

controlled Board of Freeholders and they appoint their 

County Solicitors for three years. Then the Republicans 

take over or vice versa. It doesn't make any difference. 

They both do it. And you are saddled with term appointments, 

not civil service people, not people who work full time at 

their county jobs. But I am talking about these professional

type appointments, lawyers or engineers or what have you. Now 

there are sections in your proposal that talk about County 

Counsel serving at the pleasure of the Board. I am not sure 

again whether or not this means that the county can appoint 

or not appoint for term. If they say 0'serve at the pleasure, u• 

do you mean that a man is appointed and when the county no 

longer desires his services, he is out, or can they continue 

to appoint for a term which may run over into the next Board 

of Freeholders? I am not sure of that and I don't know what 

you want to do there. That is one part of your proposal that 

I am not sure of what you desire to accomplish. 

I would like to see accomplished where it would be 

strictly at the pleasure of the Board. I don't think profession

als ought to have terms. I don't think a new board should be 

saddled with somebody who was too friendly with the old board • 

So I don't know what you intended by that. 

SENATOR MUSTO~ I think we have the same intent you 

have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LASKIN: I think you ought to take 
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another look at that language to make sure that no court 

would go off and say you can't appoint for terms. 

Tenure - another problem that we have. I have voted 

consistently against every tenure bill that has come up in 

the Legislature. I don't care whether it is for a personal 

friend, a staunch Republican, a staunch Democrat. It doesn 1 t 

make any difference to me. I think tenure is evil. I 

don't think any tenure bills ought to be passed. 

Now there is ambiguous language, at least to me again, 

on that point. Is there something in your proposal that 

would eliminate these millions or thousands, whatever we have, 

of these special bills going through, granting tenure to a 

clerk who has served two years behind a candy counter and 

three years as an Assistant Garbage Collector, etc. I think 

you know what I am talking about. Is there something in this 

proposal that would eliminate these special tenure bills? 

And if there isn't, I think you ought to give serious 

consideration to also incorporating some language along 

those lines. 

In so far as the forms are concerned, it is immaterial 

to me, whatever forms of government are decided are O.K. The 

point is we are concerned with changing the principle and 

I think that what you have done there is admirable and absolutely 

necessary. But the points that I just wanted to make today 

very briefly are these major, basic items that I have been 

discussing which would prevail with all forms of government, 

no matter what form was selected. 
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.There is jljst one last point o Another major item, 

along with consolidation of the agencies, is contracting 

services to municipalities. These are your two really important 

features of the new laws. Under the proposals, a county may 

contract with a municipality to deliver a certain service 

to that municipality, for instance, a county garbage col

lection agency where it would be cheaper for the county to 

collect garbage in a municipality than that particular town, 

which is a good thing, or a central purchasing department, 

for instanceo I think you have accomplished those two items 

under the language on pages 20 and 21, that is, services 

and central purchasingo 

But now let me give you this example. This will work 

from the reverse. Let's assume that Municipality A has 

two or three blocks of a county road going through it. We 

all know there are county roads in municipalities and I still 

don 1 t know how they are figured out to be county roads or 

municipal roads. But we have one block in the middle of 

the town - it is a county road - and I don't know how it got 

there. But it exists in most municipalities. 

Now under your proposal, suppose the county wanted to 

say to Municipality A,"Look you have three blocks of county 

roads going through your town. It is very costly for us to 

come in there and remove snow. It is very costly for us to 

come in there and repa·ir those roads. After all, you are there. 

Your snow cleaner can just take a detour and go right around 

the block and clean our street for almost nothing. 11 Is there 

anything in this proposal which would allow the county to say 
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to Municipality A: 11 Look, here is $45, 81 or whatever they 

figure it to be, 11You shovel the snow off those county roads," 

or 11You repair those streets within your municipality and we 

will pay you to do it because it will be cheaper for us to 

pay you than to have our men do it 11 ? This is sort of the 

reverse of what you have covered on pages 20 and 21. And 

if there isn't, perhaps some real serious thought ought to 

be given to the reverse of what you 0 d like to accomplish. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I believe the contractual relationship 

goes both ways. I think it is in there, but we will certainly 

check on it to make sure that it provides for a county 

contracting with a municipality to act, as it were, as its 

agent in this case. 

MR. PANE: Roughly summarized, I believe it says 

either party can contract to perform any service which either 

party is empowered to perform. The problem I might mention 

which comes up in this regard, and it is one of drafting, is 

that there were those who felt that a somewhat similar provision 

in the Bergen Charter would in effect give the county power 

to mandate to the municipality the provision of services which 

the county should have been providing and this is something 

we have tried to watch out for. But it was our intent to 

make it a two-way street. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I think what you have here is a 

question of making something mandatory or permissive. From 

a practical point of view, I think it would be almost impossible 

to mandate at the present time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LASKIN: Oh, we don't want it mandated. 
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We want the option. 

SENATOR MUSTO: We don't stop it; we encourage it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LASKIN: On the same point, you do have 

a provision which states that a contract shall not exceed 

seven years. This is a personal feeling - I don°t think 

any contract between a municipality and a county ought to 

have that amount of time to it. I think that the county or 

the municipality should be able to review these contracts 

with a much more frequent degree of regularity than every 

seven years, assuming someone enters into a contract for 

seven years. As a practical matter, I don°t know that it 

would occur. But in a one-party county, I can see where it 

may occur more frequently than in a two-party county. And I 

think that that seven years is much too high. I think these 

contracts should be open to review much less than seven 

years. I would hesitate to give you a figure, but I would 

think somewhere around two years would be more to my personal 

liking. In any event, I think you can see the problem 

with the seven-year contract. 

SENATOR MUSTO: You just brought up a good point. 

I just asked my Executive Director where he got that seven 

years from. He is going to check it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LASKIN: So other than that, gentlemen, 

I think though structural reorganization of government seems 

to be a dull subject and doesn't get too much newspaper 

coverage because someone isn't being killed or robbed, I think 

it is probably one of the most significant and important 

pieces of legislation that we can enact because a structural 
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change in county government will affect every emotional 

issue that you can think of. It will have an effect on 

taxes, welfare, crime, anything that there is. And I think 

it is a very exciting subject and I personally - and my 

Freeholders know my stand in Camden on this - will do every

thin·g possible once this bill is passed into law to seek 

a change in Camden. I would love to see changes all over the 

State because it is the only way I think we can continue 

with the modern philosophy of business-like government 

and, that is, by regionalization. This is really somewhat 

of a form of regionalization, making things cheaper by 

buying in larger quantities, and people are just going to 

have to be sold on this. And small town officials who do a 

wonderful job for their communities are also going to have 

to be convinced that this is the right thing to do because 

they really will be the ones who will have to sell it to 

their own people. 

So again, thank you for allowing me to come. I am 

sorry to have taken so much time. I really wish you well 

and I hope this new Legislature, even without me being there 

to prode them, will pass this bill as soon as they start 

the new year. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Lee, I want to thank you for not only 

a fine off-the-cuff presentation, extemporaneous at that, and 

excellent, but a most courageous presentation. We may not 

always agree, but I want to say you have presented a most 

courageous statement today. We are fortunate in that Mr. 

Kearns from the New Jersey Bar Association has offered the 
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Commission his services and many of the points you have 

raised will be taken up with them. And we are hoping we 

can put this bill in proper form so the legal points you 

raised are corrected or at least made clearer. 

Regarding tenu-re, I don 1 t know what the bill can 

do about tenure. I feel a lot about tenure like you do. In 

fact, I have opposed tenure for the Judges in the courts. I 

don't know how you feel about that one. But I think you have 

a good point there. Of course, one of the important things, 

as you know - and this is where you are going to be a tremendous 

help in the role you are going to play as a Freeholder - is 

in getting across just the points you have raised here today. 

There is going to be controversey - no question about that -

differences of opinion. 

I want to again commend you for a courageous statement. 

Are there any questions? [No response.] You have 

convinced them all, Lee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LASKIN: Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you very much. 

We will have time for one more witness and then 

we will go for lunch. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I believe our next witness needs no 

introduction. He is Dr. Ernest Reock, Director of the 

Bureau of Government Research at Rutgers - the State University. 

Dr. Reock and his staff have close ties to local government -

not only in terms of their research into local problems and 

their consulting services for charter studies and other projects, 

but also through the in-service training programs offered to 
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local 9fficials throughout the year. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Again I would like to point out we are 

going to try to do the best we can to get as many of the 

witnesses on as we can today. We will announce a time for 

coming back as soon as Dr. Reeck finishes. 

E R N E S T c. R E 0 C K, J R.: Mr. Chairman, 

members of the Commission, members of the staff, and ladies 

and gentlemen: My name is Ernest Reeck. I am Director of 

the Bureau of Government Research at Rutgers University. 

I would like to confine my comments this morning to 

the proposed draft of the Optional County Charter Law. I 

believe that the enactment of an Optional County Charter Law 

is highly desirable. We have found over the years in New 

Jersey that the balance of local general government activity 

slowly, but steadily, is shifting in the direction of the 

counties. In 1955, counties made 28.4 percent of the 

local government expenditures and municipalities 71.6 percent. 

By 1960, the county share had risen to 30.0 percent: and by 

1965 to 32.4 percent. Today the figure for counties undoubtedly 

is even higher. Since this statement was prepared, I have 

had a chance to check the figures for 1967 and the counties' 

share is up to 34 percent as of 1967 figures. Gradually, we are 

beginning to realize that our 567 municipalities are just 

too small to carry on many of the services required by a 

modern society. Therefore, we add new services at the county 

level and we occasionally transfer the responsibility for some 

governmental activity from a smaller unit - the municipality, to 

a larger jurisdiction - the county. 
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the other ~JO plans prrnpos.ed ... the (\:ui'lli:)l Exet:ut~ve and the County Manager 

Pla.ns -- appear quite re-l'sonable and effxt·lve .. 

Aside from the opt·lonal p1am: r.cnta~ned ~n the Proposed LTaft, there are 

a number of otlx!r points of varying importance on wMch I wou1 d 1 tke to c~t, 

end I wf 11 tnuch on ttt~se a~ I cane r·crc·, ~ t!'IC.fll ~n readfng th·~ dr'oft. Ia-a see-



wfth'n 15 dayso of its. e1ectioo.. l \'IOtthl ~ug:Jcfit that 1&ngU3g8 be inooYted to 

ffx the respons~bi Hty fo:r s~ti:;:e,g the Urr~ and placo of that ffrst ~Ung on 

some ono fndivtci.ta1 .. - possibly the candidate receivfng the hfghest vote 

or the county c1t-lrko Too often, the ~h<Jf'~ of a r-~!!!_cipa1 Charter Comnf~tcn 

have been in doubt as to wh~ dwuld ta!<f; tl;·~ ix\hiat:fvc fn calling tllC organi-

zation meetfng. 

In seetfon 1 .. 6, provhir.m for f11 hng a Vt!<:MCY on the Charter CcnmhsiM 

ts made by r-equiring that tho Ut"l!;Ut:cessfu1 c:;:;"ldirote rC!ICeiv\ng the greate,.t 

number of votes fn the Char-ter Comn~S$k?J ekct(m sohould become a member .. 

This cou1d have unrortunate rt?suHs tf that W\5ucc;essfu1 candidate adleres to 

views whfch are quite different ft·om tSK: c:'la;·ter Cor~ZT:fssion members who were 

e1ectedo Inched, he may we11 ~.:tve Lec....on c~fe.:Jted L~.au~e & majority of tht~ 

the F'au1krter Actg 1-rhfch give tt'K! rt~fnt~g ;:-:.::'li:>~n; of the COI'mlission the E"fght 

to appoint s.ome qu31ffted cith:~:;:-. to ff.:! thz •1r:~~ney. ~.!'eVer• 1 would sugge$t 

$Gme cons{ooratfe., of tha til';)! fact(Ji· t,lf ·;:h ~·::~p:rd to 't'GeatlC~es, In the first 

place, there shot•1d be a lirn~t <m fqHnJ <:1 v~ancy -- poss~b1y 30 days .. 

Sec1Jftd1y, there b a ~tf•Xb as to ":oo~her i:OO ffl Hng o·r a vacancy shrn&ld be 

mandatory at a lata stage of e c:ha~rter ~~~;ny. If the four remaintn~ room~rs 

.. 
g<Wernment9 and re51cMr.g a cc.ndus.~cn ar~ ttl 1·.•:-tat s-hnu1d h~ done, doc~s ft 

Sec:Hat 1 .. 8 r•'!qU~rro the partk~p.nUr..·~ .-~f ar~~ ac_ivis.o:'y bodt of elected 

officials in t~ "d::~Hbrf:!t~~~tkfl!:-" ou-= a C~~:lri:~o- · St•.Ky Corli:tbsiono Unfortut~llte1y 11 

th!l:re ts no cbf1nHfcn of the l.-JOr-d "de1H::-!!~·ott~t".. Does thfs maan only public 

rroetings; does ft incluch c:-..xcc.uthl! ae~r; .. ~O!I?·~ d:K-1· it encompass fnfortne~l dfr.

euss~on&l tlllrz!t!ll. ~ rnntre pr·nc:f.!;('~ d{·.-t:."t:tlin.1 ~s; i:ne1uood in the taw., thb 

pr-O'!fisim rr..:1y t.r-.te11 c~u~e CfJilsich:rab?.e (:t:~:ltt·n\~·~tr~y r.rn~ eve-n tftigatinn., The 
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same com~nt ~ppl"ic$ tt1 ~cctk:t i .. 9 c{:··;:d1n] t•1h:h putki~tion of the s.tato 

fn tlm "dr-.~Hb3rat1on5 11 of 2:.'~~ c:1~..-tr.~~ Stud:" t:c.-,.~,~r.sfM. 

Sectfvn t .. l~ retp~n:~ tht~t a c:,~rl;e:r S"turl;;· Coo.mfssk.n ~hall publish and 

dalher to th·:l county c.lcl"k "~uff·de .. ,··:" c~lp"lie~· of fh l"Cport forr publfc: 

study and inf~rn~t~ot"t,. :k::ny r..:.mL fpal cha;·t.cli' ?.tudy c:onTilfssfons havo bee» in 

doubt as to Wolf.lt ''suff'~dc:llt'• me~.;n; Hnd h ~r.. ~~J!"prh1ng th.!!t tt.oe have not had 

more HH~c:ttcm 0!.'\ th·is pu·fnt. A ~T;.)!T'C rtre-c~r.~ ~tntut~ry dfr.~tive t•!Outd ~ 

desfrab1c ...- poss'tbly ·~n the t'::Jh.!"~ or a l!"'ut~o of nu:t{:~r- of copies to number" of 

registered vo~:e:rs o 

The Prop~ed D?'aft a?p.c.::.r~ tc.~ r::?p:~rld upn~·': Stl!~c appr-opr~iat·;cns to co-;ef 

the e::trYmses (~f coo"~t}r C~1~>ta $·~~ ~:1y C,(».·r.rniss~t;-ns., TMs s9ern::.; unr-eathtfc11 ertd 

I wou1 d sugge!,;t that s.;po:.:H'k ·!.:!lt!};~JO t-e in~ec'l:·::Jd to ;;~utht)r~'ze the u:.c of 

CO\mt:-.' r-unds.. White th"~ $"tot~ 1:-.-::;~. f.n ·Jnteret'!t in CC:f .. :nty. gOViWi'\me:..nt r-eorgan~zation. 

and tM.s fs rEcognized fn s~ct .. :cn !: .911 it t-tot~1d be a mistake to make any sfngle 

ccuttl' depMd upon the 1a:rg~~se of too Stat·~ in ~~r to s.tudy ft& own form of 

1 oca 1 gOYef"'1m!E n t o 

Sectio" L.13 prov~ des fO? dirt. harsc of a CJ-:.urter Study Comnissfon after 

tabulation of the vota tm a W:c:c:cs.s\'t~t rC:-feTc3fHrum for G)doptftln of an optional 

plan of goven~t. fl.'Mevers tt\.::J ·;rm1~Jt'alt~t~o~ of such a p!an rMY be delayed 

by the statuto~}' e<:~1erech:r fer uS m'..!eh ~;; 14 utJ'J'Ith!>, dudng ~lhich prepat"atfon 

for the chMtge should lxl t!:ldnu p1t~:=n., ·roo oftc::-~, the governfng official~ 

in n:unfcfpaHtfes during the i:Jterifil pedod have not been especially sympathe

tic te tho tmp~d1ng ch~n~e,. nrJd TH:t~e has oos.; cbna.. I IIIOU1d wggcst. 

tMrefor-e, that a Ch&r~cr Study G·<~'<i·i"t-!» ~en ro er;:-~1·ed to remfn fn existence 

ll'ttil th8 insta 11aticn of ths na,J fom tf:<f government, in order to serve a~ 

educator, s.tinu1ator., end gt:nera1 toJ~tch(bg fOG"' too transition period. 
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In section 1.17, tho referendum on ndoptfon of an optional plan of 

county gov(!rnmmt is authorized at efth::;r a gene~al election or a spec fa I 

election.., We have t•luited a to:lg ttm~ fer <.: 6c:r~ <.lr this sort. and I thfnk 

that we can at least waft for a refermc;Jm L-ntf 1 a gerteral election at whfch 

we usually find a far greater tuMn-out o~ voters than at mo5t special elections. 

I suggest droppfng the usa of !;pee b I e 'i€!c:::! r~;1s; for this very basic refeu-cnd..uno 

Sec:Uon )co) and numerous other.' sect ion~ :>f the dt·aft fo11a.-J the curlr'ent 

practice of having ofnciats elect~d at tho cPllef'aJ 1 e~cction fn November waft . 

unti 1 January 1 to ta!'e offfce., Thh rM:f h,1'.m ~de sens;e two hundred years 

counted. It mkes far 1csa s~m:.e toooy"' an<i :! S(~ no i:"oason why an elected 

offfcial car~ot taka office as s:oon llS the ~!·'ec:t1m1 tn~s..,1ts are cerUffedo 

This t•IOUid have a rmrnber of b,;r-.zfkbl r<:~~u1tr.., In tf-'..e ffrst place, it wculd 

Thirdly,p ft would ~·iva the fneomfng offk~ah 3 e~1<mce to r-ea1ty wo,.k on the 

budget wMch they r.:ust acbpt a 1m%t as s;o::n r:;. thny enter officeo F'o.- exa~1a. 

Section j .. 16 requfres a CoL>nty E;tecut:fve to st~bmi·;.: hh huclg~t for the ye~!:" to 

the Doard of Chosen Freeho1 de~s. by J<lnua;:"':J g ~. Th~s b most unrea 1 httc {f 
.... 

he did not take offic:e Ut,tu J;muar}' 1., Tr~ :-ocaH pti"<~·h~nns; of the Proj)Osed 

Draft p!oce the new1j'-clected ofHdal ·?,n of;;.~~ i:~d{ately upon eet·t~fkltfon 

·of the elC!Ction results (S~t~oo ].,!1); tha~·~ ;)ppc::;arr.. •~o f:OOd rea~on wh~' t!lis 

appear to oo used 1oo!;c1y., I would ruggo>.t ~!~1t s.c·TM s:tatutoyy language be 
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developed to ooffne each and to specify when and for what purposes eac:h 

sha11 be used. Th~s becomes imp--:>u-tant \vhen an executive is g'ven the por..rer 

we11 begfn adoptins resolutions, rather th~r. E'11~cting ordfnances. 

In Sectfon 3. 10, tha County Executive ~s authorized to be present at 

Boord meeting~o I would suggest tha~ hh p'rc".;er.c:~ boa mada IMI'Hbtoryo The 

same corm:ent appH€s to Se<:tloo l~"9Sl ~a11nr4 •1hh the County 14anager. 

Another e1em:e.mt which runs thh'"ot.t-)il the Fropo~r.!d Draft fs the assfgMJent 

of the exc:tusfve power to ~ppo~nt 1ega1 cow:~el to the Board of Chosen Free

holders. under each pluno Thi1; raises thr~ qu~:>Hcn of the access of the 

executive to legai ad~>~iee, t-sHh the po$S :~bH H:y that S'31ectfon of legal counsel 

should be a jofnt executive- ~eg~~ laHve ~~e~:pc:'ls~b! Hty thrrough an advice a~-,d 

consent arti"angement .. 

In S-ection 4~3, ! \l..tOU1 d suggest that i::li-'J::O~nt?:mt of a Ccxmty Man&gerr 

clearly requfre a fl'ajodty of th-3 ~rs;wole :~r:tmLt:=r of ~.m0.3TS of the 6o:!L""d of . -.-......... ·.~:-
Chosen Freehflld2rsp and that Ito r:o!:siSbi1·a~' b:.: !eft tCnt a simple rr.ajoTfty of 

the roo~nbet"'s p.-esent would be ~-;uff\d!_"Xfto 

Throughout, the Propos.ed (l.raft (",~iJt~;, t~:3 p~·cwis~on of the Fa•..;1kner Act 

that public hearings be held dudnn tlover:~oo~r en clepartn~~ta1 budget requests. 

In my opin~on. tMro ~,u-ovisfoo t:a:;. haci a l"3.2Sl !"'':lbte ~mpa~~to l&l addition to fore-

exists a cho.rter- pe-tWhkm th~~t l'.Y.p.:'!~ld!ti,1 .,.·e i-::~ ~r~ a prnposed beJdgc'!t C<l<1 be 

increased only th!l"'eugh ~n C}ttr.:?io:rclbary r::-1ju ~t:.t of th1:! governing body. \~,_tte 
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for a strong cas.e for a htghcr c.xpcnditu:re tn one area can be balanced by 

the exec:ut·tve through reruct~M~ ~n ot~\"· ae o::~s £:.::!~~ tho f·tnal budget 

is subnttted to the legislative bodt~ It ~5 r~ttor that too case for ox ... 

pendtture be presentt.~d as ear1y Ma possible f~-. tho bud!letary process, than 

that this be oofert·ed untfl otl~e:r E->Y.pend"au;.-.~ ar~m!i. beco;oo relatively sol f d. 

Section 7 o4 cfea1s with II"CC:atl petit:~.Oil!7 11 o!lfHi requires ~1gnature by 20~ 

of the regiat<!red "oten of the c:cn:nty. In 111y op~ntc~., thh h far too Mgho 

In Bergen CMty. forr exa:nplc, tE;f!, would rt!;~~fre U6,000 s.f.sr-1atut>es ju~t t·::» 

~the proee:s of recalling a county ... ~fid,~ ::ffkE.~ro ~ application of' a 

£ing1e pereentag~ 1"~t!f-uf'O to a11 f!COtl Jetr~ey nn~.'\t'c:~~, regardless of thetr size" 

seems unrealh.tfco I \tJou-ld suggc:tt 1a;'\g~s.Jg~:' ~t3t r:g that a e-at:a11 m·:ght i:..-e 

instituted by 20% of t~ voten:; m· 20vOCO pcr-'7:>n~, whkha~~:r figure b sm:t11ero 

The san~ cocm~ts app1y to Seet.iu~ 7.,t9 cleei~-~lg "''th i111h~at~ve and refel:"'e1cbn 

petiUcns. Certain1y 20#000 clhH;~t·~~:Y'f~d p:~/ '""lS.:., ·even in a county the sdze 

of Bergen,. afo enough to just~fy e::n~-~cl~·:-~t'.('~ ~f Yf';t-.aH" infttattve~' or l:"afer .. 

encbn by the entire electorate .. 

A second point ~,aUng with thh'. ;,t.eett~:t;. and w~th other.s. involving pGtf• 

tfans. fs consideration of -&o.-1'.~ 1ar1guage p~·v,.;; cl~n:~ for a t{me period citr~~1:.J 

which potitfons may 1>!3 signed.. ~(here !}ilS aft·':'n b~ a question as to ho.., long 

a persan•s sign~tur~ "emolns effcctive.lt and if:i'~n nu.'lf 1egb1&tion is· adopted 

for petition proc~cures, SOO'Ie truaJ<jht s.I-K;u~d t~ rf;Ven to prov·idfng an an~\rl3r. 

In Seet'on 7 .. 35 the criteriil fo:'l" f_.-a.:!h.'l£.:-'c:r d~s.tricts ar·e outHned, but 

same elements appear to oo mfss.tttg. Th~ pn.·p:o:-s·.~d 'e1n~uagc spectfies that the 

dtstrfcts shall not dlffev- in f'6puintfan., ~t t~kf.n Htera11y~ this means. that 

they nust be precis-ely er.:uat., n~ic may h~ el tn!p<!\r>!-ibi lity, since p<:I~.U1~t4on 

figures are not reportGd for fnd iv~wa1s_, l.Y.~t cn-e aggregated into some larger 
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units, such as city blocks, enumeration districts, census 

tracts, etc. The language here should be made more general, 

such as "as nearly equal as possible 11 , etc. On another point, 

the language is not precise enough, for it does not specify 

what population count should be used. While the u.s. 

federal census is crude, in that it is taken only every ten 

y~ars, it probably is sufficiently official and accepted 

that it should be specified here in lieu of any interim 

p9pulation estimates. 

In a related section, 7.38, the board of ward commissioners 

is directed to revise the district boundaries within three 

months after every federal census. There is some question as 

to whether the detailed final figures required can be obtained 

that rapidly; therefore, I would suggest that the work period 

b~gin after publication of the census, and that it last only 

one month. 

Finally, among my detailed comments, Section 7.43 

attempts to prevent what I have described earlier as 11 lame 

duck mischief .. between the time of election of the first 

officers under the new plan and the implementation of a new 

plan of county government. If my suggestion of immediate 

installation of newly-elected officials is not adopted, I 

urge that this section be amended to make it applicable after 

every election, rather than applying only once - when the new 

plan is about to go into effect. 

I would like to insert one additional comment here. 

It ~s not in the prepared statement. I did not intend to 

comment on the desirability of the use of freeholder districts, 
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but in view of some of the testimony I heard earlier this 

morning, I would like to state that I think it is highly 

desirable to include in the optional plan the possibility 

of freeholder districts. I think if we really believe in 

home rule for counties, we ought to provide as many options 

as possible and this doesn't mean that districts have to be 

used in every county. It would be up to the Charter Commission 

and the voters in that county whether they would be used. 

Let me conclude by summarizing my general position 

with regard to this proposed draft. I think that it has 

highly desirable objectives; it represents a major step 

toward the accomplishment of those objectives; I believe 

that it would be improved by dropping one of the proposed 

alternatives - the County Supervisor Plan; while I have made 

a number of suggestions for altering details of the rest of 

the draft, I support its concept most heartily. 

I would like to thank you for the 0pportunity to 

comment on the proposed Charter Law and I would be very 

happy to try to answer any questions you have. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Doctor, I would like to thank you for 

the tremendous assistance you have given to the Commission 

in its work and for your presentation here today as well. 

Senator Coffee, do you have any questions? 

SENATOR COFFEE: No. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Assemblyman Schluter? 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: Yes, Senator. Dr. Reock, 

you indicated that you proposed, as I understand it, three 

options instead of four on the basic plan. 
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DR. REOCK: That 0 s right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: Have you examined possible ways 

of circumscribing the functions of the Chief Administrator 

under that plan that you advocate dropping rather than 

eliminating the plan, in other words, to take care of the 

potential problems? 

DR. REOCK: I think when you set up two Administrative 

Officers with two different sources of authority, one coming 

from the people and one coming from the Board, you have the 

potential for conflict right there. I think,if I can speculate 

about the objectives in proposing that particular alternative, 

it was propably to provide some alternative which did not go 

as far as the County Executive Plan or the County Manager Plan 

and which therefore might be a little bit more saleable in 

some counties and I think the Board President Plan probably 

meets that need quite well. I don't think you have to go to 

this other plan, which I suspect could have some unfortunate 

experiences if it were implemented in some counties. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: Thank you. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I have a point of clarification perhaps. 

You state on page 8 of the prepared statement: " ••• the 

County Executive is authorized to be present at Board meetings ... 

You suggest that his presence be made mandatory. The same 

applies to the County Manager. I am not quite clear what 

would be the consequences of his not attending and whether 

this would carry with it some ---

DR. REOCK: I think the thing I had in mind here in 

trying to achieve was to keep the executive agency and the 
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-------------~----·-~--"'"""""'''' _____________________ _ 
legislative body near each other. In some cases there have 

been unfortunate experiences where the two have just gone 

off in different directions and begun to ignore each other. 

The executive has refused to attend the council meetings and 

in same cases the council has told him that they don't want 

him there and to stay away. I think it would be desirable for 

the two to be present at public meetings. 

MR. PANE: Dr. Reock, based on your experience with 

municipal charters, would it be your opinion that the establish

ment of an Advisory Board of the Charter Study Commission 

consisting of the legislators, mayors, county party chairmen 

and freeholder directors, as stated in the bill, is a 

desirable innovation? 

DR. REOCK: I am sitting on the fence on that really. 

I can see where it could really slow things down and cause 

a great deal of difficulty. If it makes the whole concept a 

little more acceptable, then it may be the price that has to 

be paid and I would be willing to pay it. 

MR. PANE: Then you are not sure whether this would 

in effect forestall a crystallization of opposition once the 

proposals were released? 

DR. REOCK: No, I think if there is a potential for 

opposition there, it may very well just give it a forum. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I just have one question. I know you 

just wanted to talk on the bill. I was wondering, Doctor, if 

you don't relate the bill with the State assumption of county 

judicial costs and welfare? Do you relate it at all or do 

you feel the bill can stand on its own? 
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DR. REOCK: qh, I think the bill can stand on its 

own. I think it should be able to stand on its own while the 

othe~rnay be very desirable objectives themselves. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you. 

Any other questions? If not, we will adjourn until 

two o'clock. 

[Recess for Lunch] 
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[AFrERNOON SESSION] 

SENATOR MUSTO: This hearing will now come to 

order and our Executive Director will call the next witness; 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Our first afternoon witness is 

Mr. James Pickford of the U. S. Advisory Commission on Inter

governmental Relations. As you know, the Commission is a 

fed~ral agency established in 1959 to promote better inter

governmental understanding and to bring together representatives 

of .federal, state, county and municipal government for consider

ation of common problems. The Commission has published a host 

of policy and research statements, almost all of which have been 

used extensively by our Commission staff in our work. 

Mr. Pickford. 

J A M E S H. P I C K F 0 R D: Mr. Chairman and 

Members of the Commission, The Advisory Commission on Inter= 

governmental Relations considers the role of county government 

to be extremely crucial to our entire system of local government 

thrqughout the United States in the years and decade ahead. 

County government is on the move in many sections of 

the country and it. will ride on the wave of the future with 

regard to local government organization and political power 

in many of our urban areas. The reason for this is that county 

government has one priceless asset which many municipalities 

do not have ~the five-letter word "space." The counties 

offer an effective approach to coping with those urban functions, 

which by their physical or economic nature demand areawide 

handling. 
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The utility of the county probably greatest in_middle-aize 

and ~aller metropolitan areas--the metropolitan areas that are and 

will continue 'to be iargely confined with the boundarie; of a 

single county. The counties, then, have an important role--one that 

ia the basis for the recommendations in the excellent report of your 

Study C011111ission, "County Government: Challenge·and Change"--in 
f v -c ') , :-y._ 

filling a gap at the "middle level--one between the State and federal 

aovernmenta on one hand and the municipality on the other." 

It is absolutely true that in many sections of the country, 

county government still deserves fully the appellation placed upon 

it by some political scientist who said "county government is the 

dark continent of Americ~n .f~lit ica." On the other hand, county 

government ia responding vigorously and imaginatively in the 

handling of lllllnicipal-type functions in many parts of Virginia, 

Maryland, California, Oregon, New York, and other States. 

However, it 1a one thing to talk about the potential of county 

a~ern.ant, ir ia quite another to realize thia potential. Unfortunately, 

in too aany States throughout our land, county government ia still 

handcuffed to tradition by State constitutions and atatutee and tagsed 

in the eyee of the public and in the minds of newspaper reporters 

and editor• aa "horse and buggy" govermaent. Action alons one 

broad front ia uraent and neceaaary. The form of local aovernment, 

a structural conaideratiop, is of significance because it can in-

fluence the ~owe~a of government td be exercised. It would appea~ 

therefore, that it ia wise strategy on the part of your Ca.aisaion 

firat to resolve the issue• surrounding county government organization 

and structure. 
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Tht> Advisory. Corrunission on IntC'rgovC'rnmentlll ReJations believes 

that legislative authorization of optional forms of county government 

is a pre-requisite part ,of a workable local government system. The 

variation in C'conomic and 'political conditions across any given State 

militates against a single ideal form of county government structure. 

Nevertheless, the evidence is convincingly presented in your Commission's 

report that New Jersey's county governments are frequently handicapped 

in meeting new problems because of heing in a rigid organizational 

structure straitjacket. 

We believe that maximum local responsibility and maximum 

citizen participation in the governmental process can best be assured 

if the people themselves hav.e. a range of discretion in determining 

what form of \ocal government is in their best interest. For years 

cities across the nation havt-• hnd muni.cfpal home and have been able 

to choose among forms of g<lV<'rtlllll'lll such aH the strong or weak 

mayor-council plan, tht' city mttl~<tgtcr plan, the conunission plan, and 

so f~rth: There is no reason to give cities this kind of flexibility 

and yet deny it to counties. 

in New Jersey, you are in a more fortunate position than in 

many States where constitutional limitations on county government 

structure exist. Here, county structure can be established pursuant 

to a general act of the legislature. 

The Advisory Commis~ion has aaopted a large number of recom

mentations dealing with problems involving local government. The 

principles of a significant proportion of these are included in the 

"~tional County Charter Law" now under your review. For example, 

the provisions dealing with grants of power in the draft bill quite 

properly sho~ld be applicable to all counties. FurthebMore, discretion 

at the local level in determining whether to elect the county governing 

body at large or by district, or both, is fundamental. We are happy 

to see that provision for assistance from State government in charter 

study deliberations is provided by making the Commissioner of the 
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Department of Community Affairs or his delegate a non-voting ex-officio 

advisor to all charter study commissiods. The provisions of the draft 

charter law, however, might be expanded to authorize specifically 

that additional State assistance be available upon request to 

counties in the development of new ordinances and procedures in-

volved in converting to a.n~~ form of government. 

The Adyisory Commission has recO!II!Iended a number of other steps 

to unshackle counties, many of which are contained in Article II of the 

draft "Charter Law." Thl'y lncludl•: 

Responsibility to dl'tl'rminc at the local level appoint

ment, tenure, and salary matters of county personnel engaged 

in the public service and housekeeping functions. 

Freedom to decide how duties mandated by the State 

legislature may be carried out with respect to internal 

organization and administration; and 

-- Authorization to enter into interlocal contracts and 

joint enterprises with any other unit of local government 

and the State in order to provide jointly or cooperatively 

any power possessed by the participating governments. 

To sum up, the draft "Optional County Charter Law" is realistic 

and practical, and contains the essential ingredient to meet diverse 

local condi_t,ions an9 needs--flexibility. It provides .for executive 

management and strengthens and makes more representative the 

governing bodies. It makes the administration of county services 

responsive to the county governing body, even those duties as may be 

mandated by the State. Finally, it does not establish statutory 

barriers that would handcuff local determination as to the form of 
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government best suited to governa 

County government in the United States has come a 

long way in the last few years. The New Jersey County and 

Municipal Government Study Commission is making a tremendous 

contribution not only within your own State, but in the other 

49, by laying the groundwork for a stronger local government 

system. The quality of your background study reports and 

the draft legislation to carry out recommendations, prepared 

~nder your very able stewardship, are first-rate. All of 

us at the Advisory Commission wish you well in seeing through 

the task ahead. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you, Mr. Pickford. 

Are there any questions? Senator Coffee? 

SENATOR COFFEE: I have none. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I just have one or two questions here 

that I jotted down. Would you say that the proposal as to the 

policy guidelines that we have set forth in this report are 

in line with the development in the other States as well? 

MR. PICKFORD: Oh, yes. In fact I find it very 

difficult to criticize your draft law. It certainly tracks 

with the policy principles with respect to local government 

that the Advisory Commission has adopted and recommended 

as a job very well done. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Are there any other States looking 

to set the county up as a middle government, so to speak? 

MR. PICKFORD: Yes. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you very much. 
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MR. SCHNEIDER: Our next speakeru Mro Ronald Zweigo 

has experience ranging from private consultant to assistant 

to the Governor 8 to being executive administrator of Bergen 

County. From his experiencen particularly his experience 

in county government 8 he will present his views on county 

reform. 

RONALD Z W E I G: Thank youo I might mention 

I am Zweig of the Zweig case. I know how Miranda feels. 

There isn°t much I can add to the testimony I gave in 

Hackensack at your first hearing on September 23, 1969. At 

that point, I pointed out that the rEport and the proposed 

act met the three major criteria I look for in a county 

charter: first 6 that there be a clear delineation of the 

legislative and executive functions; secondo that all admini

strative officials be responsible to a chief executive; and 

thirdly, it provides local units with a full range of 

technical and operating services on a contract basis. 

I find the proposed legislation to meet those criteria 

and to be a frameworku which a charter should be 8 without 

getting involved in a great deal of detail that would ham

string the future governing bodye 

SENATOR MUSTO: I would like to thank you for the 

Commission as a wholeo Ronald, for coming here again. You 

made a very wonderful presentation in Bergen County and we 

are happy to have you here again adding to that. 

Are there any questions? [No questions] 

There is just one thing I would like to ask from an over

all point of view on the four proposals that were made. Do you 
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feel that that is adequate or sufficient enough to meet 

with approval of the counties? 

MR. ZWEIG: Yes. I tend to agree with DrQ Reock 

that the supervisor form has a problem in it, but I think 

it adequately covers the types of government that any county 

would want and I think the option of at-large concurrent 

elections of the Board of Freeholders give adequate choice 

in that respect. I can't speak for the Bergen County Charter 

Committee but I feel certain that had this legislation been 

in effect at the time, Be~gen County would not have gone the 

+oute of drafting its own charter. As I say, I can't speak 

for them but I was close enough to that group and involved 

enough to be certain that they would have selected one of 

the optional forms as contained in this legislation. 

SENATOR MUSTO: 

thank you very much. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: 

On behalf of the Commission again, 

The next person to testify is 

Dr. Justin Renz, an assistant to Nassau County Executive 

Eugene Nickerson. Mr. Renz is not only familiar with county 

operations in New York, but he did his doctoral dissertation 

at Columbia University in 1966, which was in fact a comparison 

of Nassau County, New York, and Bergen County, New Jersey. 

Mr. Renz has been most kind in cooperating with our staff 

in our field work and I wish to thank him for this as well. 

Dr. Renz. 

D R. JUSTIN R E N Z: Gentlemen, let me 

initially thank you for extending an invitation to me to 

discuss the findings 0 conclusions, and recommendations of 
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your Commission regarding county government reform in 

• New Jersey. 

Let me begin my testimony by stating that I heartily 

endorse the optional county charter law proposed by your 

Commission. The endorsement is based on an examination of 

the research documents released by ~ Commission, the research 

I conducted on New Jersey county government in 1964 and 1965, 

and my own practical experience in county government since 

that date. 

In my opinion, the enactment of the optional county 

charter law will enable county government here in New Jersey 

tn move from its present 19th Century adminstrative state 

into the 20th Century. In addition, the legal and fiscal 

provisions contained in the proposed charter law provide 

the tools to effectively develop and implement solutions to 

the major urban-suburban problems facing New Jersey counties. 

As such, the fiscal, legal, and administrative reforms 

contained in this proposed legislation should serve as an 

example to other States if areawide local government is to 

survive as a viable entity in our Federal system. During 

the remainder of my testimony, I would like to specifically 

discuss your Commission's proposals as they relate to the 

legal needs of county government, the fiscal needs of county 

government, and the structural and administrative needs of 

county government. 

In discussing the legal needs of county government 

here in New Jersey and elsewhere, the key word is flexibility. 

Unfortunately, county government largely here in New Jersey 
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9oes not possess the legal flexibility to respond 
I 

~ffectively to the economicu social and ecological problems 

confronting our urban society. The legal straitjacket that 

New Jersey counties find themselves in has adversely affected 

~he creation of the necessary instruments to effectively tackle 

a+eawide problems. These include such basic human needs as 

recreation, housing, transportation, economic devaopment 

and the control of the environment. Continued inaction by 

' 
county governments in these areas will only intensify the 

problems in the next decade. 

This situationu of course, is not unique to New Jersey -

State legislatures throu~hout the nation have been notoriously 

reluctant to delegate the necessary legal prerogative to 

11 preathe a little life 11 into the concept of county home rule. 

It should be well understood by the new legislature 

that, if legislation along the lines of the proposed charter 

reform is not passed and signed by the Governor, further con~ 

centration of governmental power will result here in Trenton 

qnd in Washington. 

Actually the legislature should be guided by one of 

tpe foremost dictums of our pragmatic American society - if 

something doesnut work effectively, either fix it or get rid 

of it. 

I think the same rule should be applied to county 

government - either fix it or get rid of it entirely. I 

sincerely hope that the leadership of your Commission will 

guarantee the preservation of the county unit of government 

i:n New Jersey. 
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The wide ranging complexities of our urban civili

zation demand that the local relationships between man and 

society be largely resolved on a local basis. We should all 

realize that the brain power needed to resolve the momentus 

complexities facing New Jersey cannot possibly be resident 

solely in the State Legislatureo What counties need to 

effectively respond to arewide issues is the legal flex

ibility to exercise powers of self-determination and regulation, 

as well as the ability to cooperate with municipalities in 

areas of mutual concern. Your legislative proposals satisfy 

these requirementsa 

In attempting to discuss the fiscal needs of county 

government, it is difficult to know where to begin. County 

governments across the nation are faced with a terrifying 

fiscal problem. On the one hand, they are confronted with 

a rising level of expectations by their citizens, while on 

the other, because of their legal position as "creatures of 

the State," they are forced to spend most of their money 

resolving statewide problems. As your Commission report 

points outu state problems accounted for 56 per cent of county 

government expenditures in 1967~ In Nassauo the percentage 

is even higher - currently totaling between 70 to 75 per 

cent of the entire county budget. When you couple these facts 

with others, such as the replacement needs necessary in many 

mature counties, as well as the revenue limitations imposed 

by the State, the fiscal picture is extremely bleak. 

As you gentlemen are well awareu this current situation 

is not expected to improve. In fact, such conditions as 
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inflation and unionism are expected to deepen this fiscal 

crisis during the coming decade. This will occur because 

the basic "products" of any county government - services 

and construction - are undoubtedly going to cost a great 

deal more in coming yearse In Nassau county 0 for exampleu 

70 per cent of the operating budget is composed of salaries 

paid to county employees who are not content to be economically 

second-class citizens. With the advent of a militant civil 

serviceo it would be foolish not to expect anything but sub

stantially higher personnel costs in the years to cornea 

Along with higher personnel costs goes the substantial 

increase in construction costs during the past few years. 

In 1969, construction costs are expected to increase more 

than ten per cento and this trend should continue due to 

restrictive work practices. 

The effects of this entire situation - rising expecta

tions, pressing ar~de problemso restrictive revenue limita

tions, increasing county government "product" costso and an 

increasing number of state-mandated programs spell fiscal 

disaster for county governments unless something is donee 

The recommendation of your Commission, to have the State 

assume the costs of their mandated programso is a sound 

first step. I would recommend that research be conducted 

into the area of alternative local revenue sources as a 

second step. The advisability of instituting county income 

taxes as a major source of areawide revenue should be 

particularly investigated. 

In the area of the structural and administrative 
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needs of county government, your Commission's summary 

findings accurately point out that "the present structure 

of county government in New Jersey almost prohibits effective 

' 
and efficient administrative organization." This statement 

can be applied with equal accuracy to the vast majority of 

the nation's 3080 counties. 

To me, effective county administration demands the 

creation of viable county program goals and objectives, the 

consolidation of interrelated county activities into functional 

programs, the effective direction of county functional programs 

by competent professional administrators, and the establishment 

of adequate control systems to insure the accomplishment of 

program goals at minimum cost. 

The machinery necessary to accomplish these criteria of 

effective administration are not presently ffound in New Jersey 

counties. In fact, your Commission's studies, as well as my 

own in Bergen County, concur that the present administrative 

organization of county government in New Jersey runs counter 

to almost every sound criteria found in the field of public 

administration. 

The key element to be analyzed in this area is the 

effect the fragmentation of county government activities has 

had on the administration of county programs. The existence 

-of extremely fragmented areas of county government authority 

and responsibility here in New Jersey has undoubtedly 

adversely affected both the development of comprehensive 

county goals and objectives by political l:eaderso' as. well as 

t,he e_ffec"j:ive administ-rative dire.ction and· fiscal control of 

county programs by professional administrators. 
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Based on the present structural State of New Jersey 

county government activities, I am sure both the average 

politician and bureaucrat literally throw up their hands 

in dismay when they attempt to accomplish anything economically 

and efficiently. 

If this is true, what can be done about it? Your Corn

mission's recommendations on county government structural 

reform go a long way toward a resolution of the problem. 

By adppting any one of these alternative structural guides, 

county government administration and organization can be 

greatly improved in New Jersey. Some of the present causes 

of fragmented county services would, hopefully, cease to 

exist due to the creation of "clear lines of authority and 

administrative accountability throughout county government." 

As a result, county Boards of Freeholders would cease to act 

as part-time administrators of various program areas as well 

as county legislators. 

In clearly distinguishing legislative and administrative 

tasks within the county government, the problem of establishing 

adequate control systems to accomplish program goals at min-

imum cost should be resolved. In addition, the creation of 

strong policy leadership through the preparation of an executive 

budget should also aid in the establishment of adequate control 

systems. Such an executive budget would also provide an effective 

tool to develop comprehensive county goals and programs and to 
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meet areawide problems. ,., 

My only reservation about the optional county charters 

is the Commission's seeming reluctance to emphasize the need 

to functionally consolidate interrelated county program 

activities for economy and efficiency. I can only assume 

that, with the distinction clearly made between the legis-

lative and administrative roles of county officials, with 

the greater infusion of professional administrators into 

New Jersey county government, and with strong policy leader-

ship from elected county officials, this situation will 

resolve itself. I hope so. 

I would like to close by commenting on the prospect of 

some further research I understand the Commission is going 

to undertake in the area of analyzing the effect on local 

government of the 1200 grant-in-aid programs you have here 

in New Jersey. I heartily applaud this effort. Although 

grant-in-aid programs are designed to aid local government, 

I find that their present complexity largely leads to 

administrative duplication, frustration, and inefficiency 

rather than the theoretical results they are designed to 

produce. 

Thank you, gentlemen. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I want to thank you for your fine 

presentation and for your taking the time to come here before 

us today. 

Senator Coffee? 
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SENATOR COFFEE: Dr. Renz, I think you have 

noticed that we are making an obvious attempt, and what 

we are offering the counties, to have a strong administrative 

head of government on the county level and getting into a 

legislative branch of county government will be somewhat new 

in New Jersey. Now I have noted in the press in your new forms 

of county government in New York State, particularly Nassau, 

Suffolk and Westchester, that you have had some interesting 

developments with your legislative branch, on apportionment, 

one-man one-vote-rule, etc. Could you just comment briefly 

on what pitfalls we should look out for as we move into what 

will be a new area in that we are going to have much more 

legislative activity on the county level, hopefully, after 

these bills are passed? 

DR. RENZ: Quite frankly, I should only comment as 

far as Nassau County is concerned. We have had a distinction 

between an administrative and legislative branch since 1938. 

I think the need in urban counties for a strong 

administrator should be the idea that should be paramount. 

A strong executive needs the power to both appoint county 

department heads and to form a legislative program. As far 

as I'm concerned, the recent developments in terms of one-man 

one-vote almost anywhere but particularly there would not 

significantly affect, say, the present state of the legislative 

branch, particularly as far as Nassau County is concerned. 

What they do for the most part, even when you have a divided 

political break as we do here in Nassau with a Democrat being 

the county executive and a Republican-controlled legislative 
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branch, ,,,the executive is the one that presents the legislative 

program. For the most part, the legislators merely reject or 

merely concur in these legislative proposals. 

I don't think this one-man, one-vote will significantly 

affect the on-going county government that we have specifically 

in Nassau. 

SENATOR COFFEE: Do you feel that it is better to 

have the legislative branch elected from a combination of 

districts and at-large or some other combination? 

DR. RENZ: I think what we are going to end up with 

in Nassau is, as they have just had in Suffolk, by district. 

I think that is far better than the present system where you 

have heads of town government acting as legislators here in 

the county. Towns have their own particular role to play; 

they have their own particular biases. I think in effect when 

you have the heads of town government acting as legislators 

you have a weak legislature. If you have them elected from 

districts, they can represent the particular needs of that 

district rather than thinking of a balance of power or trying 

to maintain what they feel should be a balance of power between 

town government and county government. 

SENATOR COFFEE: To your knowledge, are there any 

counties in New York State that elect any of their legislative 

members to county government at large, countywide? 

DR. RENZ: Not as far as I know. It might very well 

be the case but I am not sure. 

SENATOR MUSTO: 

county level? 

Is Civil Service administered at the 
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DR. RENZ: Yes, Civil Service is administered at 

the county level. I think the idea of having - wello a 

local Department of Civil Service is far better when you 

have pressing urban needs. We find, at least from any 

studies that I have ever seen conducted, when it is administered 

strictly from the State level, you have a sense of inertia; 

you have pressing problems, you need peoplee you need these 

jobs to be filled, and usually it•s like yesterday - almost 

immediately - and when you go to the State it takes more 

time on the county level._ When you have a County Department 

of Civil Service, you usually can get things doneo I find, 

in half the time than you can when you have it on a State 

basis, a State-run basis. 

MR. PANE: Dr. Renz, I gathered from your statement 

that you might be more inclined to adopting a stronger 

position in our draft in terms of autonomous agencies rather 

than having what in essence is a local option for abolition 

or consolidation of these agencies which we propose, that you 

would be more inclined toward almost a mandatory approach for 

abolition. Is that so? 

DR. RENZ: I think quite frankly that one of the 

directions which your Commission should emphasize, as I said 

in my testimony, should be the consolidation. We all recognize 

we have a political system but I think you will findu particu

larly in New York, that with property taxes having gone through 

the roof, if you can have some sort of a force, particularly 

on a State Commission like this, emphasizing that functionally 

your interrelated activities should be consolidated, you are 

certainly going to cut costs, I would say. I know you could 
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'· cut costs in certain areas in certain counties in New York by 

ten to twenty per cent, and you find that they aren 9 t inter

related: you find certainly that jobs are created when jobs are 

not needed. I think if anything should be emphasized on a 

county basis, it should be this functional consolidation. 

This certainly leads to cheaper local government. Politically 

it might not be too desirable but certainly administratively 

it is. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I would like to comment, perhaps 

responding somewhat to your last point. We are going to 

look into the functional areas. It is part of our on-going 

Commission 1 s program. We werereluctant at this point to 

recommend the consolidation of certain functions into departments 

of county government until we looked at the individual functions 

to see where they should be lodged as between the various levels 

of government. It is conceivable that the State should take 

upon itself certain functions that are now performed by the 

county or by municipalities. Therefore. at this point we 

deferred the decision on this mattera 

DR. RENZ: 

and time. 

I can understand it is a matter of strategy 

SENATOR MUSTO: It has gone on for a long time. 

Doctor, on behalf of the Commissionu I thank youa 

DR. RENZ: You are entirely welcome and it was nice 

to appear here. Thank you. 

MRQ SCHNEIDER: Our next speaker is Mr. Jules Marron, 

Planning Director of sussex County. Mr. Marron is here today 

representing the New Jersey Federation of Planning Officialse 
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J U L E S MAR R 0 N: Mr. Chairman, Senator 

Musto, and Senator Coffee, and members of the New Jersey 

County and Municipal Study Commission, my name is Jules w. 

Marron, Sr., President of the New Jersey Federation of 

Planning Officials. 

It is the considered opinion of the New Jersey 

Federation of Planning Officials that the proposed draft of the 

Optional County Charter Law that permits people in the 

counties of New Jersey to select a form of county government 

most suited to their needs presently and for the future 

deserves support of all concerned, making our counties more 

efficient and effective, thereby enabling county planning 

and implementation necessary as a regional task, for.which it 

was originally conceived. 

The New Jersey Federatibn of Planning Officials 

supports the principles of administrative choice and the 

recommendations of this Government Study Commission. 

This study and its recommendations by your Commission carries 

proof that many services performed by county government in 

New Jersey are important to the proper functions - administrative, 

planning, and development of our county. It carries a needed 

intelligent approach to strengthening and revitalizing this 

form of representative government without the constant fear 

by some as a threat to home rule, but rather as a catalyst 

that unites to provide the ever·-increasing services required 

today and the many more tomorrow as our problems become more 

complex and expensive to local government. 
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Those of us who had the opportunity of years of 

experience in stateu county and municipal government fully 

understand that the term problems in government in the early 

20's cannot be compared with the problems of a rapidly 

increasing population of today and the challenges we must 

prepare for tomorrow. County government can best prepare 

for these challenges for they are regional in scope and 

the county government can provide guidance for proper develop

ment that can be more economic and provide a better environment 

to be left in pride for future generations to enjoy and their 

communities. Municipalities should take advantage of the 

expertise on the county level by voluntarily requesting 

assistance in all planning and implementation of programsa 

Such further co~rdinatmn will strengthen the objectives at 

both levelso 

Counties have recognized that if reasonable objectives 

are to be achieved thenregional planning and framework must be 

adhered to as best possible. Counties cannot operate their 

programs successfully in a vacuums Knowing thise they are 

striving for maximum coordination on a voluntary and mutual 

basis a 

The counties in most part make a determined effort 

to dispel parochial thinking and action on parts of individual 

municipalities competing for economic growtha The county 

knows best that it can ill afford to be subjected to the heavy 

cost both of growing pains and urban decay. A county can show 0 

through its educational programsu how municipalities and they 
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share tax bases and how a whole area benefits from wisely 

planned regional groups. how the total environment in all 

of its phases, working in concert with the natural resources 

of the county, can best be managed by a strong county government. 

Mr. Chairman, you and the distinguished members of 

your Commission and the staff, are commended for devoting the 

many hours necessary in the preparation of this document or 

county government bible that should become part of the laws 

of our State of New Jersey that will in time enable county 

government to really function in the law as it should. 

I want to thank you for this opportunity to voice 

the opinion of the New Jersey Federation of Planning Officials, 

a State group, , who realize that planning of today makes to

morrow possible. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you very, very much for being 

here and your fine presentation. 

Senator Coffee, do you have any questions? 

SENATOR COFFEE: Departing for a moment from your 

role as a spokesman for the New Jersey Federation of Planning 

Officials and referring to the second hat which you wear, which 

is as Planning Director of one of our more rural counties, do 

you feel and the governmental officials in your part of the 

State feel the same as our urban counties and wish and desire 

that there just has to be a modernization of county government 

to meet your areawide and development problems that you are 

now facing and will be facing up to in the next ten or twenty 

years? 
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MR. MARRON: 
hJ 

Yes.. I'm certain of that o Senator. 

Just for example 6 I was jotting down momentarily this 

morning that just in the past two weekso for example, for 

a rural county, its municipalities and the various programs: 

The Open Space Meeting at Rutgers just a few days ago, the 

State Pesticide Councilu the Underground Wiring public hearing 

that I attended yesterday.on behalf of the county; last week, 

on Tuesday, the State Transportation Department on Route 208 

which involves many counties; the Solid Waste Conference we 

held recently in our area; the recent Narcotic Conference , 

again not just localized in our rural county; and Friday 

evening our Lake Hopatcong Regional Planning Board, its 

sewerage system study; the State Clean Water Council met 

recently in Hackettstown - jqst part of what h~ppe~ed in the 

last two weeks where a rural county is involved that is 

interested,in knowing what could happen and is planning for 

its future. 

Certainly, sir, they are going to see that that type 

of government is necessary in a rural area. 

SENATOR COFFEE: As you view the four alternate 

proposals that any county may select as their form of govern-

ment, if and when the legislation is passed, is there one 

or would there be more than one of those four alternatives 

that would and could be adaptable to a county like Sussex? 

MR. MARRON: I think the one. sir. is the - after 

listening to some of the remarks - when we get the five counties 

together - Passaicu Morris. Sussex, Warren and Hunterdon - our 

problems are similar. particularly the three counties of Hunterdon, 
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Warren and Sussex, and listen to some of their comments after 

some of the meetings we have attended of your Commission, sir, 

I believe that the one they are thinking about is the one of 

the strong Freeholders and the selected executive for their 

Board. 

MR. PANE: Just one question, Mr. Marron. Do you 

believe that having a regional conference of Mayors or a 

County Council of Mayors would foster better inter-local co

operation and better planning of services and facilities? 

MR. MARRON: Oh, I'm sure they would. Any time we 

can, we tie up our Federation with our education programs. In 

bringing them together and bringing out the officials instead 

of just the lay people of the various committees, it is most 

important to know that we cannot delay action but move 

as quickly as we possibly can in these times. Yes, I do. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Again, Jules, thank you. 

MR. MARRON: It is my pleasure, sir. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Our next witness, Professor Jameson W. 

Doig, of the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International 

Affairs at Princeton University, is an authority on metropolitan 

problems and the author of several important works in the field, 

including his well-known study of transportation problems in 

the metropolitan New York area. Professor Doig. 

J A M E S 0 N W. D 0 I G: Thank you, Mr. Schneider 

and Mr. Chairman. I am glad to have the opportunity to comment 

at least briefly on the draft of ·the Optional County Charter Law, 

particularly since it relates to one of my continuing research 

concerns; that is, the ways in which local and state governments 
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respond to demands for increased public services from what 

seem to be ever-expanding urban populations. Let me comment 

on these problems in a general way before turning to the 

report of the Commission and the draft law directly. 

During the past forty years, it has become increasingly 

clear that many of these problems - transportation, parks and 

recreation - could not readily be met by separate cities and 

towns and that some kind of broader governmental institution 

was needed. 

In the academic literatureu especially in my field of 

Political Science, much attention was given, of course, to 

the possibility of creating new regional governments of govern-

ment called generally "metropolitan governments," which would 

consolidate responsibility for recreation, for housing, and 

other functions across the wide range of part of a metropolitan 

region. By and large, of course, these efforts led to failure, 

so few such metropolitan governments were established and none 

in this country within the last forty years except on a siL•Jle 

county basis. Nashville and Miami are, of course, the most 

familiar metropolitan counties. And the reason for this and, 

of course, there are a number of them varying from area to 

area, but one of the main reasons is the reluctance of the 

public officials and the people in various urban regions to 

accept any radical shift in power from the existing govern-

ments to a new untried general purpose government~ 

Personally 8 I can sympathize with this view and in 

urban areas as complex as we have in New Jersey, metropolitan 

government on any broad scale it is uot clear would be beneficial 
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anyway because the number of counties involved, the range 

of territory with metropolitan interrelationships, is so great 

that you would in effect have to establish a new State. How

ever, the decisions not to create metropolitan governments 

around the country have left many States, including New Jersey, 

in a position that is hardly desirable. As specific functional 

problems have become too complex for individual towns, increasing 

control has often been ceded to the State or, in general even 

less desirable, control over various functional problems has been 

carved up and given to independent commissions or to authorities 

established on the model of the Port of New York Authority. 

Highway Authorities, Metropolitan Sewerage Districts, Metropolitan 

Park Commissions and Districts in California and Illinois are 

especially prominent examples of this effort to solve what are 

no longer problems that can be handled locally by municipalities 

but by instead creating new but functionally separate govern

ments. 

Another alternative has also existed, although not nearly 

as vitally used as the special district, and that is the use of 

the county as a source of broader coordination as a general 

purpose government. In nearby States this has been especially 

useful, I think, in Westchester County, in Nassau County, and 

in Suffolk County in New York State. In these three counties, 

the county government has been able to take important steps in 

coordinating land use planning, the development of parks and 

recreation facilities, and other functional areas. These 

developments, with the close cooperation of local towns and 

cities, have provided services that the individual towns cannot 
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handle themselves. 

Let me stop just for a moment to discuss one part, 

one functional area in which I think having a stronger county 

government than we have in New Jersey has turned out to be 

beneficial not only to the county as a whole but to individual 

towns and cities in it, and that is in the area of construction 

of new highways. As you know, in New Jersey and in a number of 

other States the usual process in the construction of new high

ways is for the State Highway Engineers, cooperating with the 

Federal Bureau of Public Roads, to establish a corridor for 

a new highway and then slowly and inexorably push the new 

road through individual cities and towns. The protests from 

the individual towns are heard but they occur without much co

ordinated effect and without much success, as the decisions 

based predominantly on cost of the State Highway Engineers 

generally are those that are accepted. 

In Westchester and a few other counties with strong 

county governmentso the county has been able to take the lead 

in planning highway routes throughout the county, often 

thinking and preparing for action ahead, in fact of the State 

Highway Department. Because the county government is concerned 

with maintaining the integrity of the individual cities, as 

well as the environment of the county as a whole, it is con

cerned with these matters as much as it is with the costs of 

highways particularly - the result as been a less traumatic 

impact on the towns and cities of Westchester County in 

particular than in States where the county lacks the technical 

skill and the political strength to influence State decisions. 
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Now what I have said so far is independently from 

the direct work and reports of the Study Commission that has 

been working in New Jersey on county problems here. It is 

based really more on my own direct research and experienceo 

But when one looks at the Commission°s reports, they clearly 

document the problems of an urban society and especially the 

weaknesses of county government in New Jersey with considerable 

care. I have found it certainly one of the best analyses of 

the general problem, not only of county government, but of the 

general issue of the relationship of State, county, and local 

government in urban society that I have seen anywhere. 

I agree with the general thrust of the Commission 1 s 

recommendations that a strengthened county government can 

help improve and strengthen local governments generally and 

do it on a broader regional basis, and the Commission 1 s view 

that this can ward off the pressure for the generation of 

additional independent authorities or rather more complete 

State control than we have now. 

I have also reviewed the proposed draft, parts of it 

with some care, and there a few places in which I think minor 

alterations might be made; for example, on pages 2, 3, 4, and 

5 there is an extensive discussion of the question of how to 

establish a Charter Study Commission. The conclusion at 

that point is that the Board of Freeholders may place the 

question on the ballot or that a petition signed by five 

per cent of the voters may do so. Five per cent of the voters, 

of course, would require 20,000 signatures on a petition in 

Essex County or 12,000 in Middlesex, and proportionate numbers 
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in other counties. My own view is that this is a rather 

high number when the issue at hand is whether or not a 

study commission or study group will be created to review 

the adequacy of county government. And 0 thereforeo my 

inclination would be to favor action for the creation of a 

study commission 6 that iso action to put it on the balloto 

based on a petition with perhaps luOOO or 2u000 signatures 

rather than five per cent. 

Generallyu thougho I think the proposed draft is well 

developed and carefully worked out. I particularly approve 

of the encouragement provided on page 5 for independent 

citizens to run for the Charter Commissione and at the same 

time the provision for close involvement of the county, munici

pal and state officialsu on pages 8 and 10 8 is I think also 

highly desirable. Here I would agreeu howevero with Dr. Reock 

in his comments this morning and I would think that it would 

not be appropriate to require or even make it presumptive 

that county and state officials could attend all executive 

sessions. There ought to be some effort probably to spell 

out a bit more clearly than it is in this draft to indicate 

that executive sessions of the actual commission can be held 

without the advisory bodies and groups present. 

Regarding Dr. Reock 0 S criticism of the county super

visor plan, I had somewhat the same concern. It does seem 

to me that one is balancing off the possible advantage of 

the whole package being more desirable or being more likely 

to be attractive to the Legislature against the possibility 

that individual counties may be attracted to a county supervisor 

plan which really may be its own undoing. I notice here the 
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report from last March of your Commission in which you note 

on page, .120 that where the Freeholder Board is politically 

split, the administrator may be ineffective, and perhaps an 

even more serious criticism of the county supervisor plan 

Number 3 - that this plan may itself build in supervisor

board conflict, especially if their constituencies differ. 

It seems to me that these difficulties are extremely 

significant and, although I am not prepared at the moment 

I think you should drop the four plans to three; my own 

inclination at this point, if I had to make a decision, would 

be probably the losses obtained from including this plan as 

one of the four options are greater than the benefits. 

Senator Coffee raised the question a moment ago 

regarding the advantages or desirability of selection from 

the district or from at-large. I think there are some advan

tages to a v~riety of different forms. In brief, my feeling 

is that it is useful to have at least some of the members 

of the board at-large, especially if you have an elected 

executive at-large. This helps build in among the con

stituency, among the people of the county, some concern for 

the county as an entity and for the future of the county as 

a whole. The more you divide this down into districts, the 

less that concern develops. At the same time it is clear 

that in some counties, and Mercer County might well be an 

example, you will have a dominant city and a large area of 

the county which is much more rural or suburban and i"t)may 

well be appropriate, therefore, to have at least some repre

sentation from districts in such counties. 
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'Finally, I would draw attentione in terms of 

emphasizing and commendingo to the powers on pages 20 to 

22 which counties would have to perform services for 

municipalities under contract. This use of contracts may well 

increase the economic efficiency of local services o "something 

all ci~izens and certainly all officeholders find desirableu 

and it may in fact go beyond the pure question of economic 

efficien 6y and encourage counties and their included towns 

to experiment with new approaches to providing certain 

services .. 

I think I will stop at this point. I will be glad 

to amplify any of these comments or respond to any questions 

that you may have. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you. 

Are there any questions? 

MR. PANE: Mr. Doig1 one area which you didn't 

touch on is the area of referendum, initiative, and recall. 

Do you believe that these are really necessary prerequisites 

to participatory democracy in our urban counties today? 

MR .. DOIG: Generally I am not an enthusiastic pro-

ponent of referendum and recall. I think the history of 

their use, and this is particularly true in California where 

they are more widely established, suggests that they do not 

increase the deg~ee of responsibility and affirmative leade~~ 

ship on the part of the executive; they do encourage small 

groups to generate hostility and to attempt to disrupt govern-

ment.. That would be my general position. I would have to 
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consider the question in the context of the particular county 

issue more closely before responding further. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: In terms of metropolitan problems, do 

you find the county a suitable building block, as it were, for 

intergovernmental cooperation on metropolitan area-wide problems? 

MR. DOIG: That's a very difficult question, particu-

larly in the context of a region which has between 21 and 26 or 

even 31 counties, depending on how widely we embrace, let's say, 

the New York region and then the Philadelphia areahas a large 

number of counties as well. and in addition has the Atlantic 

County urban region. 

It seems to me,that, given the political realities, that 

is, the great difficult¥in establishing and developing any kind 

of firm political and administrative leadership on any other 

basis, the counties are more desirable than not having the 

counties as such a basis. There is the great advantage that 

occurs in New York State where you have, for example, around 

New York City, Nassau County, Suffolk and Westchester, each of 

them extremely large in area, geographic areau and also extremely 

lar.ge.. in terms of the total area of New York State around New York 

City qoncerned with the New York urban region. The fact that 

in New Jersey our counties tend to be somewhat smaller geo

graphically means 'that they will have some difficulties. My 

inclination would be to go to the counties to use them and 

probably to expect on a voluntary basis for additional co

operation to develop among these counties, between Essex and 

Union, for example, providing hi-county cooperation. In fact 
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such an approach is taking place now in Long Island where 

Nassau and Suffolk Counties, which compose the entire length 

of the island, have combined in terms of a joint planning 

board and do cooperate across county lines. So in this case 

the county turns out to be a far broader building block than 

the municipalities and turns out to have the ability in turn 

to bridge across c0unty lines and to provide multi-county 

cooperative leadership. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Another questiono Several counties 

have moved to establish county authorities for various 

functions such as solid waste disposalu bus and mass transitu 

etc. Do you find that where these are county authorities 

that there is sufficient control by the elected leadership 

of the county over the operation of such authority? 

MR. DOIG: First, to answer that question in general 

is difficult because the power of the authorities and the 

power of the counties over them differ greatly. You might 

begin optimistically by saying the stronger the executive 

leadership of the county the more likely it is that they can 

influence the activities of the authority included within ito 

but if we look at some of the strongest county executives, 

those of Nassau and Suffolk Countiesu and we look at their 

relationship with William Ronan's Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority, which happens to be an area of my particular 

interestu we find in fact there is very little ability to 

control and not a great deal of responsiveness at times by 

that authority. So I think again every official, whether 

elected or appointed, desires maximum discretion in carrying 
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out his responsibility. If you put him in charge of an 

authority and you provide some traditional basis for him 

to attempt to maintain independence and think only in terms 

of the narrow functional area he is concerned with, whether 

its transportation or sewage disposal, one is likely to get 

a lack of clear responsiveness and a lack of real coordina

tion across different functional areas; even a very strong 

executive of the kind that you have under an elected county 

executive plan cannot very well overcome that or at least 

will not be able to develop the time and political resources 

necessary to really pull together those separate functional 

areas. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I have a couple of easy ones. How 

do you feel about Civil Service? Do you think it should be 

administered at the county level? 

MR. DOIG: Civil Service? I like the idea of 

the county being able to provide different ways and approaches 

to Civil Service because it does provide the basis for some 

experimentation. The only area I have looked at Civil Service 

really closely is in the area of police and there I think the 

State law provides as much a straitjacket as it does a pro

tection, so if one had some greater flexibility in which the 

counties could operate under a general state arrangement but 

tried different approaches in terms of tenure and levels 

it would be, to my mind, more desirable than what I see in 

a statewide arrangement. 
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SENATOR MUSTO;; And the ealaries of the Freeholders 

at the regular county level ox the St.e.te level? 

MR. DOIG ~ The salaries of t.!l.e Freeholders 0 I would 

be inclined to leave to the county le.':Tel. With some 

reluctance but with the feel.ing t~hat. as long as the Freeholders u 

salaries are known to his constituents" he m::.ght to stand the 

fireu and I guess this is probably my bias in favor of the 

home rule approach. 

SENATOR COFFEE~ As you look at. government in the 

State of New Jersey" state government c co'l•.nty government and 

municipal government" have yo~.:< analyzed the situation? Do 

you feel as some of the Commission do feel that we have now 

a hodge=podge system andJ aft.er we get~ the county structure 

straightened out u t.he next pr:io:e.Jty step must. be how we 

allocate the governmental services that. we now perform" on 

which level they should be pe.rfcrmed u on which level t.hey 

should be paid foru et.c.? Ca.n you connnent on that? 

MRo DOIGe Yes, I ~ .... o~.;;.ld U.ke t-:ou Senator Coffee. I·t 

is true you are deal.ing with two interrelated issues and t.he 

problem which I know has conc·~erne 1 your Commission from the 

be ginning is where do we st.art or wJ1ich cut do we t.ake first. 

One of those issues is stru..::t.;.;.re and powers at. t.he very 

structural levels and the other is f-c<nct.ions c who will handle 

which functions. I t.hink you ha.-.Je approached it the right. 

way. I would :rat.her start by strengt.hening the count.y govern= 

ment so one can give powers to it if it seems desirable and 

finds that there is a gm?e:r:nment. there to receive themo At 

the moment it would be d:iff icv.l.t: t,o do that. 
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I think I would agree also that it"s a study of which 

functions ought to be handled at which levelso My only 

reservation is that the studies I have seen of this kind often 

tend to take an all-or-none approach; that is, either functions 

will be handled completely at the local level or completely 

at the county level or completely at the State levele In fact 

almost all functions are multiple in the responsibilities that 

one could have and it may well be that cooperative efforts 

among several levels of government is in fact desirable, not 

only politically but also rationally, and it is in the highway 

situation it is not clear to meu for example, that it would 

be desirable to decide at which level the interstate highway 

program ought to be planned and carried outo Clearly, if 

one had to choose one level, it would have to be the federal 

government because it is interstate o But interst.ate highways 

also have substantial interstate impact and, therefore, the 

State government ought to have the substantial rolee My own 

feeling is that the county government ought to have the 

greater role with regard to interstate highways than they do 

now. 

Now highways are difficult functions to decide between 

different levels, probably sewage disposal - it is easier in 

that are~ I would guess,to decide that we can or cannot allocate 

it to one particular level, but I t.hink in general my feeling 

is that a cooperative approach among two or three different 

levels - and this would be true in highways, it would be true 

in education, it would be true in parks and recreation - is 

going to be what one ends up with rather than a formula for 
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substantial severance of any one level of responsibility. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Somewhere in betweenu but you only 

thinke 

MRo DIOG: If you can find that level my guess is it 

will be a close and hard study of particular functional areas 

and then once you have decided how it should be rationally 

then you"ll take a look at the political aspects of it and it 

will be very difficult to move it even in that direction. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you very much. 

MRo SCHNEIDER: At this time· I would like to call 

Mro John Gibbons. Mr. Gibbonsu a partner in the Newark 

firm of Crummyu Gibbons and O'Neill, is a past president of 

the New Jersey State Bar Association and he served as a 

member of the Governor 0 s Select Commission on civil disorders. 

He has been an eloquent advocate of improving local government 

and we are happy to have him with us today. Mro Gibbons. 

J 0 H N J. G I B B 0 N S: Members of the 

Commissionu I should make it clear first that I am not 

speaking on behalf of anyone except myselfo I suppose that 

I was invited to testify before the Commission because I 

have been from time to time over the past five or six years 

a fairly outspoken opponent of home rule. I have felt and 

have said on numerous occasions that the combination in New 

Jersey of the delegation to some 1200 separate muncipal or 

quasi-municipal agencies of the financing and the delivery 

of serviceso while at the same time delegating to some 567 

local municipalities control over land us~,has produced a 

state of fiscal and social crisis in this Stateo 
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Now the optional county charter law as proposed for 

discussion it seems to me will do very little to alleviate 

this crisis. The heart of the law, if I read it correctly, 

is in Article 2 which deals with the powers of county govern

ment and those powers are extremely circumscribed. True, 

county governments are given authority in the legislative field 

but that is most limited am counties can adopt and enforce 

ordinances and resolutions within the limitations expressed 

in this article, and the limitations really are the limita

tions of existing or future state legislation. Moreover, 

Section 2.5 of that Article "Nothing in this act shall be 

construed to impair or diminish or infringe upon the powers 

and duties of the municipalities and other units of government 

under the general law of this State," it seems to me is 

probably the heart of the bill. This is a rat.her clear preser~ 

vation of home rule with all its evils. 

Now I refer back to the 1950"s at a time when another 

study group came up with what was going to be the panacea 

for New Jersey's governmental fiscal ills; namely, the Faulkner 

Act. We had high hopes in the 50"s that by improving the 

structure and quality of local government, we would more 

efficiently deliver services at a reasonable cost. Certainly 

with the benefit of hindsight, we can look back now and say 

whatever hope was held out for the Faulkner Act at that time 

has not been realized. 

The ability of New Jersey municipalities, particularly 

older municipalities such as Newark and Paterson to deliver 

services and to make urban life tolerable for residents of 
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those places has steadily deteriorated. Newark and Hoboken, 

for example, were one of the early communities that turned to 

the Faulkner Act as a panacea. 

It seems to me that that act, and perhaps this one too, 

represent a somewhat nostalgic approach to local government 

and that both that act and this proposed act fail to take into 

account the needs of the State that have been produced by 

technological change and by population increase. 

Fundamentally the State relies for most of its revenue 

on real estate taxation. At the same time, it has designated 

land use control to local municipalities. The effect of this 

pattern, which is fundamental to the way we live in New Jersey, 

has been to create a series of tax havens which have drained 

off commercial and industrial ratables from the older cities 

and which at the same time, by land use patterns and such 

devices as two acres as the minimum zoning and square-foot 

housing requirements and the like, has discouraged population 

density in the suburbs. This has happened when the suburban 

way of life has, because of technological change, become the 

main stream of American life. The old cities such as Newark 

were built in the years of the industrial revolution as 

clusters of homes and factories where people relied essentially 

on public transportation if they didn't walk. These places 

are functionally obsolete in the automobile age. They can 

never be brought back by changes in the structure of local 

government. 

To some extent the same thing is true of the older 

counties, many of which are just collections of functionally 
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obsolete older cities. 

Now those places would not be so badly off if it 

werenat for the fact thatu as the commercial and industrial 

ratables were pulled out of the tax havensu these older cities 

were left with a declining revenue base and with the poor 

people who have always occupied the semi~obsolete housing stock 

remaining in the older places. It seems to me that the 

essential problem that this or any other Commission trying to 

improve the quality of life in New Jersey must concern itself 

with is the relationship between government and revenue, and it 

seems to me that the fundamental failure of government in 

New Jersey has been its inability or unwillingness to solve 

the equalization problem. 

Now the Optional County Charter Law is all right as 

far as it goes, in that any improvement of the structure of 

government is probably all to the goodq but I see this 

danger and it is the same danger that I see in the proposed 

revision of the Zoning and Planning Act, Senate Bill 803, and 

that is that reforms to the structure of local government and 

tinkering with the machinery of local government will be 

regarded as a panacea and will allow the Legislature to 

avoid and shirk facing up to the fundamental problem which 

is that the distribution of revenue in the State under our 
' 

tax structure is fundamentally unfair and unsound. It 

seems to me that the Faulkner Act decidedly had that effect 

that Senate Bill 803 on improvements in the machinery for 

local planning and zoning will have and that this County 

Optional Charter Act may well have a similar effect. 
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The problem with all of this tinkering is that there 

is no incentive to improvement. This billo for instance, 

gives the county the power to contract with municipalities 

for the delivery of services on a regional basis. What 

incentive is there for Newark and Millburn, let us sayo to 

enter into a contract with Essex County for the delivery of 

common services~ If Millburn is getting its garbage picked 

up for two dollars a year less per capita than Newark, 

Millburn will not enter into any contract. The fundamental 

difficulty with the regionalization on a voluntary basis, 

which is really what you are ,.proposing in this bill, is that 

there is a buil~n .tax incentive in this State against it. 

The tax haven municipalities will have nothing to do with 

it ando as a matter of facto from the point of view of good 

government in those municipalities probably shouldn'ta 

One tremendous effect that the first report of this 

Commission had was to create at the timeu shortly following 

the Lilly Commission Report, a climate of opinion in which 

the Governor was able to prevail upon the Legislature to 

have the State take a greater responsibility for the welfare 

burden. This, it seems to meo was a tremendous step forward 

in local government in New Jersey but nowu if you look at 

government over-all and what services are the most costly and 

what governmental costs are encouraging the zoning and 

planning barriers which have been erected against poor people, 

the next obvious place is educationa This is to the extent 

of at least 70 per cent the biggest cost of local government 

and it is here where there lies the greatest inequality. The 
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quality of education between one municipality and another 

in this State is terribly disparative. There is no equality 

of education between the older schools in a core city and 

the newer schools in the wealthy suburbs. That inequality 

is building up a tremendous future capital cost for this 

State because the social problems with which we will have 

to cope in the future - insane asylums and in jails - are 

being produced in these core cities 0 schools. The Stateu just 

from the point of view of sound fiscal planning, cannot keep 

on postponing the day when the State assumes the burden of 

equalization of revenue for educational purposes, because 

all we are doing is imposing on our children the cost of 

housing the alienated products of inferior education either 

in insane asylums or in jails. 

It seems to me that any Commission concerned with the 

delivery of governmental services has got first to consider 

equalization of revenue, and for that reason I would not 

like to see the Optional County Charter bill presented to 

the Legislature so that the Legislature can use it as an 

excuse. 

Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Thank you very much, John, for your 

presentation, only that 1 S a point of argument. I presume 

you have read both of our reports. 

MR. GIBBONS: And most of what I said is in them. 

SENATOR MUSTO: I am under the impression that we 

really agree, only we are not saying the same thing. We 

tried to point out in our report -
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MRo GIBBONS: Andu as I said, your Commission was 

what made possible the welfare -

SENATOR MUSTO: Wellu in our Optional Charter Study 

recommendationsu we recommended very strongly that the State 

adopt the financing of welfare expensesu traditional costs. 

I can o t speak for all of the Commission but wit.h the encourage

ment of this Commission in the educational areau I have indiv

idual bills in saying the State should take over the financing 

of education. I think it is related. I think the things you 

have pointed out here tod~y are very related. I agree with 

you that the Faulkner Act alone accomplished nothing at 

allu but this Commission has tried to avoid and benefit from 

experience -we haven•t recommended anything in the way of 

changeu particularly the change in our county structure at 

the moment, in the County Charter Study Law without recom

mending along with it for adoption by the Legislature, or 

at least for their considerationo other changes that hit very 

hardu and I hope that we will hit harder in the future as to 

the inequality that exists as far as taxation is concerned. I 

agree with you 100 per cent on that, and that is why we solicit 

your support of these charter bills here. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I would like to expand a bit on your 

remarkso Senator. First of all, there have been two Com

missions that have looked into this matter of education in 

the State - the so-called Bateman Commission andu of course, 

Dro Mancuso on the reorganization of school districts. 

Since the publication of their reports, there is also the 

somewhat controversial proposal by the Governor of Michigan 
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to put education on a statewide basis and supported by a 

statewide property tax. The Commission is now looking at 

the impact of federal and state aid on New Jersey municipal

ities. And when you say that, of course, you are talking 

about the 70 per cent of their budget that goes into education. 

We will certainly address ourselves to it. What I don°t quite 

understand is if you are saying that we should postpone con

sideration of other changes in the structure and in the 

function of local government until we have addressed ourselves 

to this admittedly very important perhapa:first priority area. 

MR. GIBBONS: Yese that is my feeling exactly. I 

really believe that tinkering with the form of local govern

ment has in this State historically been a way of postponing 

facing up to the growing social crisis which is engulfing 

us and which has its heart in an inequitable revenue system. 

I think, for examples there is a zoning and planning crisis 

in this State and that nothing can be done about it so long 

as the revenue structure builds-in the incentive to fight for 

home rule in zoning and planning. 

SENATOR MUSTO: That is one of the reasonsp Johnu this 

Commission would not take a stand on Senate 803 at all. 

Personally I was against it. The Commission as a whole would 

take no position either because we feel as you feel there 

but I don't relate the suggested change in the county charters 

with waiting until we do something about the others. I think 

they are all related and we have to move together with it. I 

wouldn't want to hold up solving the garbage crisis in Hudson 

County. Now I am without any land to dump in Union City where 
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I am Mayor. I wouldn 9 t want to hold that up because of the 

fact we don°t want to tinker with the county structure. 

MR. GIBBONS: How is this going to accomplish any 

improvement~ Waste removal is a good example. Waste removal 

is not a Hudson Coutny problem -

SENATOR MUSTO: It 0 s a national problem. 

MR. GIBBONS: It 0 s a national problem but it is 

becoming just asacute in Short Hills as in Union City. It 

will be in a very few years just as acute in Morris County 

as in Hudson. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Welle I was thinking about Union City 

because it is more acute there than it is in Short Hills. We 

are surrounded. 

MR. GIBBO.mr: If you don at build in some sort of 

financial incentive to a regional approachu there isn°t going 

to be any regi~nal approach. After alle there has been a 

garbage crisis in northern New Jersey for 40 years at least, 

and if the mound of garbage on Doremus Avenue in Newark doesn•t 

stop buildingo it will soon interfere with flights out of Newark 

Airport. 

SENATOR MUSTO: You are saying there is no way of -

MR. GIBBONS: There is no incentive for Newark and 

Kearny t0 get together. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Well there might not be an incentive 

at the moment for Newark and Kearny to get together but there 

is certainly an incentive for other communities to get together. 

You happen to pick a wealthy community with a poor community. 

Wella certainly I agree with you. That shouldn•t be. I don't 
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think there is any difference in a youngster in Kearny 

getting a free public school education than in the City 

of Newark. It should be the sameo There is only one way 

to accomplish that and that is by legislat.ive action of the 

State levelo but I don't relate that with the change in a 

county structureo which is only one of the rnanyo many things 

being considered by this Commission. I don't mind your 

objecting to it; I just don't relate it to thinking it is 

going to create a financial panacea. The only thing it is 

going to do at the moment is in a very difficult State that 

believes so strongly in horne rule -and I don't need to tell 

you the difficulties of even getting a change in county 

government; county government is traditional in this State; 

I don't need to tell you about the 567 municipalities we have 

and their provincialism, and perhaps rightfully so from their 

point of view - but what we are trying to encourage here in 

this Commission is a middle road that they all can follow.. It 

is not going to be what you want or I want or any one individual 

wants. We have to find a road we can all get to and we are 

going to have to go there probably a little bit differentlyo 

Kearny's approach I believe is a little bit different from 

Newark's. You 9 ve got a wealthy community and you've got a 

poor community. I read in the paper the other day where Bayonne 

will get another ratable of about two hundred and eighty some 

thousand dollars because they are going to build another 

generating plan there or something like that. I am not angry 

at Mayor Fitzpatrick or other people of Bayonne; I love them 

all, but that • s no way to run a horne. Tqa t ' s no way to run 
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a home at all or running a State properly. There is no easy 

answer to ita We still have to follow a democratic process. 

What this Commission is attempting to come up witho and we 

hope we are successfulu is finding that mid~le road where 

every kid in this State or in this country - maybe we can_ ·parti

cipate .in::_helping there - but at the moment in this State -

' can get·a~good education. and if they are entitled to welfare 

they can get welfare no matter where they live: if you have 

a sewage problem or a garbage problem it is taken care of; 

it shouldn°t matter whether you live in Cape May or Brrgen 

County. This is our approach. We must do something with 

county government. We must do something with local government. 

That would be either city or county. We must do something with 

them; we have to start somewhere. 

This Commissiona after veryo very deep study - and a 

tremendous job has been done, particularly by our staff - has 

come up with a beginning, I believe. A beginning has to 

start either at the city level or the county level. We will 

follow the road at the county level at the moment and we are 

hoping to make it a middle governmentu so to speak, to get 

something out of county government. Of course, today I don't 

think anyone can defend the role of county government. It 

really has no role. We want to give it a role. We think it 

can find a place. That's what we are attempting to do. If 

you don°t give it a structure, you can 9 t even begin. We have 

tried not only to give it a structure but the tools to work 

witho and the tools we hope to give it is the financing you 

talk about ~ some sort of equalization as far as the financing 

goes 0 and we are recommending bills to the Legislature that 
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we hope they will adopt so that, in addition to the 

structure, they will get some money to work with. And if 

the State goes along, there will be a place for county 

government; there will be a place for city government; in 

other words, we hope to strengthen home rule by the road 

we are taking now. Maybe we're going in the wrong direction. 

I hope not. 

MR. GIBBONS: I think my difference with the Com

mission's approach is a.matter of .priorities. Undoubtedly 

it is important to strengthen the structure both of county 

government and of those municipal governments which 

eventually survive. But the trouble is that the discussion 

up to now in this State has been on the level that the problem 

is in the structure of government. That's not the problem at 

all. The biggest genius in the world could not make Newark 

work with the most ideal governmental structure, because the 

services that have to be delivered to four hundred thousand 

people living in that place, in a place that doesnot generate 

enough economic activity to provide those services - that's just 

impossible. That's got to be done by a State equalization of 

revenue and, as a matter of priority, I don't think that any 

change in structure is going to lead to any improvement until 

that problem is faced. 

SENATOR MUSTO: But haven't we taken the priority 

that you suggested. We have been going in that direction. 

MR. GIBBONS: In one area -

SENATOR MUSTO: In one area - I think they are moving 

pretty quick. They didn't do anything for 40 years. 



MR. GIBBONS: What I am suggestingu Senator, is 

that with this great success, the first breakthrough that 

I can recall toward State equalization -you shouldn't lose 

the momentum and get the Legislature bogged down in things 

like the Optional County Charter Law and things like Senate 

Bill 803~ The fight ought to be continued on the front 

whe.re it will do some good~ 

SENATOR MUSTO: I'm still trying to get a beam with 

you. I'm with you all the way but I don't see why the intro

duction of this bill or pushing this bill, which is not first 

on my list at all. What we are doing here, John, is affording 

the public and hoping people like yourself will come in and 

discuss it with us like you're doingo but we don't want to 

lose our momentum. We are not so busy that we can't do all 

we are doing. There is no reason why we can't have the State 

or federal government take over welfare, the state or federal 

government in its particular functionu let's have the State 

take over the financing of the judicial course -there's no 

reason we can't continue on all these courses and still do 

this, and still try to find out how we are going to raise 

money tooo I mean, these are all things that go together. 

I would feel remiss, myself~ and I think I speak for 

all the Commission, if we only approached this from a point 

of money. I don't think that money alone is going to solve 

the problems of Newark. I don't think money alone is going 

to solve the problems of even my city where I'm Mayor. I'd 

love to have it. I won't chase it away. Buto by the same 
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token, money alone won't give us what we really want. We 

want that money spent properly. We want it utilized 

properly. We want to take every advantage we possibly 

can take and, if it isn 1 t this law that is going to give 

the county a better structure, maybe it's another law, but 

I wouldn't want to stop the considerat.ion of this, because 

I think we are going to make progress. We have only begun 

to touch the surface of the problem here. We are going into 

the municipalities, we hope, next. We received a request -

it didn't pass in the Senate, for example - that this Com

mission look into the consol±htion of municipalities in 

certain areas and things of that nature. We are only 

beginning. I hope before I pass away that I will see less 

than five hundred and sixty some municipalities. I don't 

think we need them all now, but we still have to remember 

we live in a kind of country it's just wonderful to live in. 

I don't know of a better system you can have, and until we 

can find a better one we have to suffer along the way we do 

to get the job done. If we get a benevolent dictator once 

in a while, maybe you and I would get all these things we 

want done overnight. But this doesn't happen that way, and 

I hope we can change your mind not to support the bills 

themselves - maybe you have other bills you could offer - but 

I think we must go ahead with improving our structure. I 

think it's related to the functions we hope to assign or re

assign, and I think it's relating to financing. We firmly 

believe they all go together. We hope the Legislature feels 

that way. We don'.·t think any one part of this belongs all 
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by itselfa I know I feel they are all somewhat related 

and I would hope that you would feel that way too. 

.MR. GIBBONS : Well, I have taken up the Commission's 

time. One parting remark: The Legislature is suburban under 

the one-mane one-vote rule, and if you give them the oppor

tunity to tinker with the structure of local government 

instead of getting down to the fundamentals, they are going 

to take it. And that is what they Will do instead of 

facing up to the fact that they are getting a better deal 

than their poorer neighbors in the older cities. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Do I understand you to say that 

the Legislature is going to accept this quickly? 

MR. GIBBONS: I think that rather than accept a 

broad-based tax, they would. 

SENATOR MUSTO : 

a little bit deeper. 

John, we've got to go into this 

Thank you very much for appearing here and giving 

us your views. 
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MR. SCHNEIDER: The next person to appear will be 

Mr. Guy Millard, County Administrator of Somerset County. 

Having entered county government three years ago after 

serving in private industry, Mr. Millard brought to county 

government and to this hearing a fresh viewpoint gained in 

his time as one of our five county administrators. 

Mr. Millard. 

G U Y E. M I L L A R D: Thank you, gentlemen. 

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you 

today to add my voice to those who believe, first, that the 

time has arrived for a substantial legal, fiscal and admin

istrative change in county government in New Jersey, and 

second, that this Commission is to be commended for the 

excellent quality of its work toward that end. 

There is a relationship between what your Commission 

is attempting to accomplish and what Somerset County has been 

striving for. Three years ago, as you have indicated, the 

Somerset County Board of Freeholders decided to modernize the 

approach to county government and to establish, insofar as 

possible within existing county structure, businesslike methods 

in county administration. 

As a result, even prior to the permissive state legis

lation, the Somerset Board created the position of County 

Administrator by resolution. The Freeholders recognized then 

the need for the centralized administration which is at the 

core of your report. Today five counties in New Jersey have 

county administrators carrying out the policies developed by 

their respective Boards of Freeholders, thus pointing the way 
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toward more centralized county administration. 

As a ~)Usinessman, I have been taught to believe that authority and 

responsibility are two sides of the same coin. Authority can, and should 

be, delegated with the pNson or organization receiving that authority being 

responsible for it to the delegating body. 

As a citizen, I have come to the firm belief that authority should rest 

in the hands of those who are directly responsive to the citizens of the 

community. In New Jersey, at the county level, this is the elected Board 

of Chosen Freeholders. 

Yet today County Government is an archaic hodge podge of boards, 

commissions and bodies I created by different legislation, appointed by the 

Freeholders or by the County Judges or by the Governor. In some cases 

these bodies seem to be responsible to the Board of Freeholders. In other 

cases they are responsible to another special body made up partly of 

Freeholders, in other cases to the judges, or the governor 1 or to the 

College of Agriculture :x to various administrative offices of the State. 

Freeholders spend many hours with many meetings each we-ek trying 

to cope with the growing problems of their counties. Some of these meetings 

are most disappointing and frustrating exercises because of the inability 

to come directly to grips with these problems--because of the Freeholders' 

inability to determine overall policy for so much of county government. 

We are fortunate in Somerset. There's a good relations hip between the 

Board of Freeholders and these autonomous and semi-autonomous bodies. 

So the system works passibly. But because we've been fortunate enough to 

be able to avoid some of the problems present elsewhere doesn't mean that 

the structure is sound. 
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The people have every right to look to their elected representatives-

their Freeholders--for answers in every area of county government, but they 

cannot. The people do not understand county government and little wonder-

even those who are part of it cannot fully understand it. 

Let me give you an example which we all know is repeated again and 

again across the state. Late one evening, I received a telephone call from 

a 6th grader with this question. "Mr. Millard, what is a Freeholder? 

My daddy said you could te 11 me." It was obvious that she had asked her 

parents but they couldn't answer. How many can! Yet it is the Board of 

Freeholders and its appointees to whom citizens should be able to turn when 

they have questions about county government. 

It is your Commission that has referred to County Government as 

"invisible government." This is the case, unfortunately. However, it is 

a curious thing that the parts of county government are not invisible-

but only the whole. 

Virtually everyone, for example, knows that we have a Somerset 

County College, that there is a Somerset County Vocational High School 

and Technical Institute, a 4-H program, a library, that we have a county 

park system, that there is a county jail, courts, a Sheriff and a Prosecutor 

and so on. But how many realize--except dimly--that these, and dozens 

more, are all part of something called Somerset County Government? 

Several years ago, the Research and Policy Committee of the Committee 

for Economic Development in their booklet "Modernizing Local Government" had 

this to say, 

"The nation's courthouses and city halls have often seemed 

to lack the vision and dedication--as well as the financial reso~rces-

to diagnose conditions, devise solutions, and make vigorous response. 
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New functions needed to meet new situations are neglected by most 

local units, and old functions are conducted without benefit of 

new techniques. By default, initiatives have commonly been left 

to more resourceful federal forces. Cast in an archaic mold, unable 

to cope with new issues, many--if not most--local governments 

are centers of strenuous resistance to cha'nge of any kind." 
I 

While undoubtedly there is much truth to that statement throughout the 

nation, and probably even within New Jersey, I am firmly convinced as 

I talk to Freeholders and to County Administrators from other counties that 

we are straining to break out of that "archaic mold" created for us by the 

structure of county government and largely imposed upon us by outmoded 

state law. 

Throughout the state, elected and appointed county officials are 

attempting to cope with the many problems resulting from the rapid urban-

ization of our counties. Yet all too often when solutions become apparent, 

the county is incapable of carrying out the solution. The county is too 

often impotent in the face of difficult problems. 

In Somerset County, with a population today of 2 00, 000, the Board of 

Freeholders is responsible to one degree or another for over 700 employees 

and for a budget of almost $10,000,000. Of this, $8,000,000 will be raised 

by local property taxes. The people who pay these taxes have every right 

to expect that the elected Board of Freeholders can control expenditures. 

But as your Commission has so forcefully pointed out, their control is 

limited to only a small portion of the total budget. 
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Your Commission has recommended thut the state assume the costs 

for two major areas, i.e., the Welfurc and Judicial functions. State and 

Federal regulations have long controlled the fonncr. Recent directives 

from the Administrative Director of the Courts, the Assignment Judge and 

decisions by the Supreme; Court leave no doubt as to control of the latter. 

Obviously if a probation officer is to be named by the Courts, ·and 

his salary, benefits and working conditions are tb be negotiated by State 

Court personnel without regard to the County salary structure and benefit 

policies, it is only a charade to suggest that that probation officer is 

a county government employe2. 

This area of employee relations seems to point out clearly that 

Welfare and Court related functions are not really County functions. 

Decisions by the Public Employees Relations Commission, the Courts and 

other state bodies appear to place the responsibility for negotiating 

with employee representatives of these functions in other than Freeholder 

hands. 

To continue to include these functions in the county budget is in 

my opinion no longer warranted. There are too many new discretionary 

functions crying for these financial resources to ~ave them tied up in 

state-mandated functions. Further 1 I believe the property tax has virtually 

reached its limit. Thus unless the state assumes its financial responsibilities 

in these areas 1 the counties will be financially unable to meet their newly 

developing problems and to provide the services to municipalities envisioned 

in your study. 
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I'he County and Municipa 1 Government Study Commission has been 

studying these problems for several years and has developed solid answers to 

the structural problems facing county government in New Jersey. The current 

report with its proposed legislation has clearly suggested avenues of 

approach which should be beneficial to most--if not all-- of New Jersey's 

counties. 

Your Commission has essentially recommended self-determination for 

Counties--to give each county the ability to organize itself to meet the 

peculiar needs of its citizens, to enter into contracts to provide services 

on a broader basis than now possible, to extend the policy making role 

and to create a new legislative role for the Board of Freeholders, and to 

further provide for professional central administration within each county. 

In view of the increasingly complex problems the counties face today, 

to provide any less self-determination would be to keep county government 

in the same type of straight-jacket it has been in for so many years. 

I recognize the need of a changed structure immediately for the large 

New Jersey counties. I recognize the need of a changed structure shortly 

for my County to meet our problems--which everyday bok more and more 

like those of the larger urban counties. 

Each county, including mine, should be able to find one of HE four 

proposed structures which meets its needs at its particular stage of 

development and urbanization. Just the over a 11 process of studying and 

selecting this form of government, and then of studying and reorganizing 

internal governmental structure should go a long way to assist counties 
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to meet their problems head-on. The ability to provide legislative answers 

completes county capability to cope with their problems. 

County government today is the highest level of government where a 

citizen can stand up before his governing body, say what he thinks, really 

be listened to, be questioned, and frequently to have his problem promptly 

acted upon. It is most difficult for the citizen to have his voice really 

heard at the higher levels of government. I am not faulting State and 

Federal Government , for the inability to listen to one citizen--except in 

certain cases--is inherent in the size of those governments. 

But what I am saying, is that we need a level of government which 

can truly meet area-wide problems and provide area-wide services, one 

which is both effective, and just as important, responsive to its citizens . 

County government should be that level of government. County government 

must be strengthened so that it can be. The State legislature has the 

ability to determine whether county government will be that effective and 

responsive government. 

I wish to close by complimenting this Commission and its staff for 

what I regard as a careful and well thought-out recommendation. I am 

looking forward to your forthcoming analysis of government function. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Mr. Millard, thank you very much. 

Are there any questions by the Commission? [No response.] 

Thank you very much, Mr. Millard. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I would like to call next Mr. James 

Alloway, Director of the Division of Local Finance in the 

Department of Community affairs. In that capacity, Jim Alloway 
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deals on a full-time basis with the problems of municipal 
~~ 

and county government, and this experience, together with 

many years as a professional manager in several New Jersey 

municipalities, enables him to speak over a broad range of 

topics under discussion here today. 

JAMES ALLOWAY: Thanks very much, Gene. 

I do not have a formal presentation today. I have 

gone through the proposed draft of the Optional Charter and 

I have just noted a few comments which I would like to impart 

to the Commission. 

Number one, I listened with interest to the various 

speakers today and was trying to frame in my own mind the 

general consensus of the report. I feel very definitely it 

is a strong step in the right direction. I feel that the 

contents of the report are good. I reviewed the various 

optional forms and I think that they are palatable to all 

sections of the State of New Jersey. 

I would like to comment on several factors: 

Number one, the innovation of using the Commissioner 

of the Department of Community Affairs _·in a,_ Charter Study Com-

mission, I think is very good. I think that either the 

Commissioner or his representative could attend and would 

be interested enough to attend any type of caucus sessions 

which may be made up by any study commission. So I see no 

problem with respect to that regulation. 

I think that there may be some confusion and some 

concern with respect to the use of the terminology of 
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"ordinance" and "resolution." I think that this has to 

be defined. I am quite sure that most county officials 

aren't used to the terminology of an ordinance and its 

various procedures and I think that special effort should be 

made to clearly define the different uses of these two items. 

I would like to comment on the contractual agreements. 

I think this is an excellent provision. Not only have I 

studied with interest and lived with interest the problems of 

the State of New Jersey, but I have also kept an active 

interest in other areas of the Nation. I feel that there are 

many similarities between California and the State of New 

Jersey and in California they have made very good use of 

cooperative agreements at various levels. I think one of 

the greatest concern - and I will speak at this point as a 

municipal official - is the confidence of mayors and councilmen 

with respect to the performance of the existing structure of 

county government. I think that, number one, by changing the 

structure, and by, number two, allowing contractual agree

ments to be made, the confidence of county government can be 

strengthened through actual experience" 

I believe that the contractual arrangements which could 

be fostered at the county level will in time lead to the 

confidence of the local offical with county organization 

and county performance. I think this more than any other 

way will bring about a regionalization of functions and 

hopefully a reduction in cost for the performance of these 

functions. 

I would like to make some comments with respect to 
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the budget process. I read with interest,and I do concur 
ll 

with it, of the concurrency of the adoption of the current 

budget and the capital budget. I think also that possibly 

the capital budget should be defined. Though we call it 

the capital budget in the statutes, basically it is a 

capital program. It is not adopted as one specific item as 

far as an appropriation adoption is concerned. So I think 

that some care should be given with respect to defining 

11 capital budget, .. defining "capital program ... At the present 

time most capital programs are adopted by resolution by the 

governing bodies. So, therefore, there is no public hearing 

at the local level on a capital budget. The only time that 

a hearing does occur, of course, is with the specific adoption 

of the appropriation ordinance or, if it is a line capital 

item in the current budget, then, of course, it is at the 

public hearing of the budget document itself. 

So I would suggest that more detailed defining go 

into the capital budget process as far as hearing is con-

cerned and as far as adoption procedures are concerned. I 

think this could lead to some confusion, though I do agree 

that they should be adopted concurrently. I feel that more 

and more our municipalities are beginning to be more sophisti-

cated fiscal management efforts. We have a pilot study now 

on PPBS, one in Mercer County and the other in Woodbridge 

Township. And one of the factors that came to our attention 

was the two separate considerations of these two documents 

when in actuality the best goal-oriented decision-making must 

encompass both the capital as well as the current budget. 
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I would also caution the Commission with respect to 

the recall. Though I did not have time to review the 

existing statute, I believe it is possibly pulled out in 

its entirety from existing legislation as far as this 

provision is concerned, possibly with a change in the 

percentage required to initiate the petition. 

I recollect that the New Jersey League of Municipalities 

and Rutgers University had started initially a study commission 

to analyze the problems of recall as it exists under the 

Faulkner Act. So I.would caution you not to continue the 

same problem that the Faulkner Act communities are having 

with respect to the recall. 

I remember one item brought to our attention was that 

a person could be elected on a recall petition with less 

number of votes than the person who was kicked out of office, 

which isn't quite correct or fair. 

So I would caution the Commission to restudy the whole 

recall provision as it exists in the Faulkner Act and possibly 

bring about a correction of some of the inequities which have 

been experienced by various municipalities. 

I refer specifically to Section 7.43 with respect 

to the transition time, the time between the incorporation 

of the new form of government and the time of the adoption 

of the administrative code. I speak now as an administrative 

operational official and I noted in one of the provisions 

that no employees would be appointed during this transition 

period. Well, I could easily see situations where various 

employees would have to be appointed in order to continue 
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the essence of the function that was effected. I think 

to allow no type of emergency appointment provision in this 

area could severely curtail a specific operation at a 

county level. So I don•t think it should be absolute, 

though I do agree it should be greatly hampered as far as 

hiring procedures during the transition period. 

Getting back to some of the comments I heard today, 

one of my favorite themes has been what I define as functional 

dissection where we determine various forms of government, 

various levels of government, will perform various functions. 

One of the niceties and to me one of the excitements of 

local government is that probably there more than at any other 

level of government do we have a consideratfun by people of 

the totality of the situation. And I would caution in the 

functional delineation of responsibilities that we not 

lose track of the totality of problem solving. So I know 

you are working in this area and I would just like to throw 

that caution and that concern to you. 

I would like to make a quick comment on State fiscal 

policy. For many years I have watched the State of New Jersey 

grow and for many years I have listened to many people complain 

as to how it grows at the State level as well as all levels 

of government. I think the one thing I have learned in the 

years I have worked in New Jersey is that our municipalities 

react according to the economics of the situation which is 

determined by State fiscal policy. In the five communities 

in which I have worked, we considered it an attribute,and we 

are actually paid to create an economic bastion as far as 
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economic capability is concerned. So our growth planning, our 

growth patterns, our planning patterns, have actually been 

created by State fiscal policy. That is why I would say 

that what you are doing here is a very strong step in the 

right direction. 

I do feel that organization structure is an absolute 

must if we are to perform better at lesser cost, and, most 

important, more effectively. I do feel that the·re have been 

studies stating that the Faulkner Act municipalities have 

reduced the actual projection of cost as compared to other 

forms of government in the State. I think if a higher caliber 

of person 'h.c;id 'been appointed· ih .va:rious Faulkner Act communities 

we would even have a much greater reduction than we do have 

under the existing situation. 

So I do feel that structure is very important. I 

do feel that structure can create a more effective performance 

of government. I do feel that it is not the major problem 

of the State, but I do feel it is an inroad into the solution 

of our problems. 

Again I would commend the contractual agreements. I 

think that this probably more than any other factor in this 

charter will help bring about a confidence at the local level 

of the performance of county government. 

I would be willing to answer any questions the 

Commission may have. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Jim, I want to thank you for having 

the patience to wait and testify and we are very grateful for 

the help you have given this Commission. Thank youo 
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MR. SCHNEIDER: I would like to call next Mr. Ernest 

Erber of Elizabeth who was for many years the head of the 

Regional Plan Association's New Jersey Section. He is 

currently Executive Secretary of the National Committee 

Against Discrimination in Housing. 

E R N E S T E R B E R: Thank you, Mr. Schneider. 

Senator Musto and members of the Commission, I do not 

have a prepare6 statement. I do have same notes and the hour 

is late and I would like to perhaps for the record just say 

a few pointed things. Then if there are any questions, I 

would be glad to respond to them. 

I would like to first say ~ and perhaps this is just 

to say where I stand as a witness before your Commission -

that in spirit and in emotion, I am with John J. Gibbons, 

but in intellect I find that my experience in government and 

governmental reform makes me want to congratulate your 

Commission for I think having taken a wise first step, in 

that you have created a proposal which I think can give us the 

form through which those of us who like myself and like John 

Gibbons are trying to fight another kind of a battle can find 

solutions which we find there is no form for under the present 

municipal-county arrangements. I believe that it is going to 

be very important in gaining public understanding of what 

your Commission is proposing to clarify, both the distinction 

between and the relationship between the form and content. 

And I believe that your county option proposals propose for 

the first time a form of general government above the municipal 

level through which those of us who have been trying to deal 
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with the physical planning of this State and with many of 

its social and economic problems can see the possibility of 

solutions which are local in character in that they relate to 

locally-elected officials and yet sufficiently broad in the 

geographic area that they contain to permit better approaches 

than could possibly come from the efforts of the many municipal

ities, each of which has far too little in the way of resources 

and area to be effective in the face of the problems which 

are really the problems of the industrialization of our 

State historically and its urbanization and now its metropolitan

ization - that's a long word to pronounce. But I believe 

that basically the spread of a continuous densely-developed 

urban population from our northeastern counties down to join 

the spread upward from Camden County is too apparent for any 

of us to mistake what it implies for the future of our State. 

I would like to just dwell on one other aspect of 

the problem that impresses me as being extremely important, 

and that is, that regardless of how we improve the form and 

the structure and processes at any one level, it is important 

at all times to understand that what we are really dealing 

with in the Nation as a whole and in the State at this time 

is an effort to interrelate government across or down from 

the many levels - the work that began with the Hoover Commission 

and carried on by, I think it was called the Kestenbaum Corn

mission and on into the work of the Advisory Commission 

on Intergovernmental Relations, with many different kinds of 

offshoots including the work that has been done in Congress by 

the Intergovernmental Relations Committee of the Senate, headed 
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by Senator Muskie, to which our own Congresswoman Florence 

Dwyer contributed so much as a member of the House Committee 

as a representative of the House working on that Committee. 

I think that this whole body of work has contributed such 

illumination to make it possible for us to understand 

that the improvement of the operation of .government at any 

one l~vel without simultaneously understanding that it has 

to fit into a system of government will always leave us 

floundering. I contributed an article which appeared in 

the publication of the Department of Community Affairs devoted 

to planning on S-803 from this point of view, pointing out 

that much of what it proposes is highly commendable from the 

point of view of improved municipal planning and State planning, 

but that there is a glaring lack of awareness that you can't 

have one big gear up here called the State and over 500 little 

gears here without getting some gears of medium size in 

between for this machine to work and these in-between gears 

are the need for county planning so that you can relate from 

State to county to local level and that each has a function, 

but an interrelated function,to perform. 

I would like to just conclude my remarks by saying -

and I perhaps should really save these if there is a hearing 

on the bill itself before the Legislature, but just in capsule 

to say I think that the time is much later than many people, 

even those people in political leaderShip, realize. I feel 

that there is a desperate urgency to face the problem with 

which your Commission is dealing. Such things as the action 

of the courts in connection with pollution on the Rockaway River, 
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such things as the recommendations of the State Commission 

on Civil Disorders that the police system of the City of 

Newark be made a county system and that its schools be taken 

over by the State - I think these are all harbingers of the 

direction in which this State is drifting if we do not come 

to grips with the inability to deal with social and economic 

problems through a more rational relationship of governmental 

levels and above all again here, and this is again a tribute 

to your Commission°s work, the ability to fashion a middle 

layer of government, still local, still close to the people, 

but able to do what the municipal governments have not been 

able to do. 

Those are my remarks. Thank you. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Doctor, I want to thank you very much. 

I am sure we will be calling on you again. Thank you very 

much for having the patience to wait here today. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: We have two more persons to appear. 

First is Professor Richard Connors of Seton Hall University. 

Professor Connors is a long-time student of local government 

in New Jersey and his work at the Seton Hall Urban Studies 

Center has been of great benefit to many New Jerseyans and 

the Commission. 

Before you start, I notice you have some specific 

comments on the bill itself. 

MR. CONNORS: Yes. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: In view of the hour, may I suggest 

perhaps that we accept these for consideration and hear from 

you only regarding your general comments if this is possible 
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because I don't know how you prepared this. 

MR. CONNORS: I was going to suggest the reverse. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: O.K. 

SENATOR MUSTO: Well, you go ahead. 

R ! C H A R D C 0 N N 0 R S: Again like Ernie Erber, I 

am tremendously in favor of the approach of the Study 

Commission in the revitalization of county government and this is 

the tenor of my opening remarks. 

I would like instead of reading this material to you -

you can read it on the way home - to address myself to the 

remarks of Mr. Gibbons because I really think he grabbed on 

something there, that really the big problem is the question 

of tax base and revenue adequacy in New Jersey. The ratables 

ain 1 t where the problems are and this is it. I really think 

that the Commission has to push this into its number one 

priority for the future. 

However, I do disagree with him on the strategy. As 

I understand him, he was suggesting a reform filibuster, you 

might say, until this priority item is pushed on the legis

lative agenda. I just don 1 t think that this strategy would 

work. The nature of the political man is to move very slowly, 

incrementally, in reform and I can't see abandoning or even 

delaying the work you are doing just because this big item 

is out there. But I still, you know, return back to Mr. Gibbons 

that that is the basic problem of local government in New 

Jersey. You just have to face it sooner or later, easy, hard 

or however. Again I think that the Commission should put 
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this up as a priority itemo 

Here I will defer to you. Would you rather I read 

the general remarks? 

MR. SCHNEIDER: Go ahead as you planned. 

MR. CONNORS: I would like .to go into some specific 

criticisms. I think this is where I can help if there are 

any questions you might have. 

As I say, these are chaPter and verse comments. You 

want the Charter Commission to come to an end as soon as 

the election is over. I would really question that. I think 

that it could perform a valuable service to the citizens 

and Freeholders if its life were extended six months. Again 

looking back at the Faulkner experience, the Charter Commission 

may ... be caugtt. up in politics of reform and I think this makes 

it very difficult to establish a relationship to go into 

administrative code sort of work. 

Secondly, on pages 18 and 19, I really am in sympathy 

with your aims but I question the approach. Here you are 

into the very difficult arena of dealing with the county's: 

powers and the relationship between county powers and State. 

I really think that Section 2.3 needs reworking or perhaps 

elimination and that you should end up with some sort of a 

statement of the reserve power of the State Legislature to 

deal with the question of functional allocation. I don•t 

think that the Optional County Charter Law is the place to 

grapple with this. 

Others are technical criticisms. As far as the 

County Counsel is concerned, the Corporation Counsel, I think 
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you find in municipal government that he is moving into 

the executive framework. I think the same thing would 

apply on the county level, that the Corporation Counsel's 

advice to the Board of Freeholders could be provided for in 

the administrative code. I would think a far more appropriate 

officer for the County Board to have under its orbit would be 

a Controller, an Auditor, somebody in the financial field. 

I think this is how the citizens relate to Legislatures, 

primarily fiscal responsibility. I think you should re-

think this particular item. 

Again though in sympathy with your aim of having the 

Freeholders work through the elected executive or the executive 

to the various county officers, I think you have to think 

of some exceptions here. In particular, I think a County 

Auditor or Controller and County Counsel should be available 

to the Board of Freeholders at their discretion. I don't 

see any reason why the Freeholders have to go through the 

Executive to deal with these officers. 

Finally, two comments along the line of Professor 

Doig earlier - I seriously question the County Supervisor 

option as a viable or desirable thing. Do you really want 

21 counties run that way? You know, you are offering them 

that. The County Supervisor was a good idea that went wrong -

it went wrong 50 years ago - and I don't think you can resuscitate 

it at this point. 

Finally, as far as civil service reform is concerned, 

I don't think this should be attempted by an Optional Charter 

Law. I again think if you are going to deal with reform of 
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the relationship bet.ween the State Civil Service Commission 

and the three divisions, th1s should be a question of Civil 

Service Lawo I think. you are building in here more political 

problems t.o the basic job you are trying to do. Thank 

youo 

[The written statements submitted by Professor 
Connors can be found beginning on page 85 A 
of t.his transcript o] 

SENATOR MUSTO~ Any questions? 

MRo SCHNEIDER~ I have none at the moment. 

SENATOR MUSTO~ I might point out,, Professor, most 

of these suggestions will be t.aken up and many of them will 

be adopted.that are hereo We have other considerations from 

the other hearings. 

I would just. say on the civil service, which has come 

up, I don ° t t.hink there is any int,ent: ion of this Commis sian 

to want a civil service overhaul. lt is a matter of admin-

istration. 

MRo CONNORS; Right." I a.rn thinking of it specifically 

as a political problema I think you clre raising a political 

problem here which is really tangent:.ial t.o the point of the 

whole act and I think the flak t.ha.t would come up from this 

isn°t really worth the effort" 

SENATOR MUSTO Professor, tha.nk you very mucho 

MRo SCHNEIDER~ Our fina.l witness .for the afternoon is 

Mr. John Kosko who has been sit.ting very patiently listening 

to all the t.estimony since t.he first witness this morning" He is 

currently a management consultant in New York City, but he has 

served in Essex County administ.ration for some time, and has 
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considerable background in county problems. 

J 0 H N s. K 0 S K 0, J R.: 

Gentlemen: 

Thank you for the invitation and the opportunity to present 

testimony in response to the Proposed Draft of the Optional 

county Charter Law as prepared by the State of New Jersey 

County and Municipal Government Study commission and its staff. 

My comments are based on personal broad experience in the 

public sector. I am now engaged as a Management consultant 

with c.w. Robinson & co., Inc. of New York City, .c· a .... ::..rm 

with an extensive practice in local government reorganization. 

Prior to joining this organization, I served in an administrative 

capacity for over seven years with the county of Essex and 

also worked for the New Jersey State Department of Civil 

Service for a brief period. Since becoming associated with 

the firm of c.w. Robinson & co., Inc., I have had exposure 

to the experiences of many of the counties in the State of 
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New York regarding their efforts to "moderni zc t..:hc..: :..; t:c.1ct.·i.l.ce:". 

Most recently, I provided consultation to Orange Cou~ty, ~c..:w 

York, to facilitate their transition to a County Exc..:cu~ivc..:/ 

Legislative form of government to become effective January 

l, 1970 . 

May I stress initially, that I totally favor a modernized 

structure for New Jersey Counties and wholeheartedly endorse 

the efforts made by this commission. My comments are presen

ted to bring to you the experiences of other States and to 

identify what has had success. I believe the incorporation 

of these suggestions would result in more effective and res

ponsive legislation. 

It is unnecessarily restrictive to limit the reorganization 

process for county modernization to four "standard" alter

natives without allowing for deviation to meet local needs 

and local tolerances. The legislation as drafted assumes that 

local preferences for "modernization" will be satisfied by 

these four predetermined forms of government and leaves little 

in the area for local development. It has been the experience 

of c.w. Robinson & co., Inc. that Charter government efforts 
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have had most success where local people have had tho lati~ 

tude to formulate a structure that meets local requirements. 

In recent years, we have participated in projects wh0re 

such deviation from "standard" form as a combined "Clerk o:: 

the Board - Administrator" proved effective, and in another 

where a "commissioner of Budget and Administration" was also 

::ound acceptable. Obviously in other instances, forms of 

government patterned along the lines described in this bill 

have also had success. But the point is that even if ~hese 

four are the overwhelming choices of our county governments, 

they should be just that - choices. True alternat~ves 

rather than limited alternatives form a better foundation 

for the principle of "home rule". 

The entire process of county Government reorganization as 

spelled out in this draft is impeded by the requirement of. 

initial voter approval on the question of "Shall a Charter 

commission be elected to study the structure of ----~- county 

••••• ?" New York State invokes this procedure only if the 

local County governing body fails to initiate the process 
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on its own volition; or if it fails to respond to <l vo'....cr 

petition fllvoring such action, signed by L:tt lc<.t::.t lU;{. ui 

the whole number of votes cast in that county for govcrnor 

at the last previous gubernatorial election . 

Another aspect of the New York State legislation which 

deserves consideration is the elimination of an elected 

Charter commission. In its place is a co~~ission appointed 

by the governing body to study and advise the Board on an 

alternative form of government. As an advisory body some

times assisted with legal and staff services, they present 

recommendations to the Board for their review and ultimate 

action by the voters on adoption. I believe there are distinct 

advantages to the appointed commission in that: (1) The 

present governing body is involved in its own fate by making 

the appointments and formally reviewing the findings; (2) 

broad based membership can be better assured; larg~ suburban 

or city voting blocks can produce imbalance detrimental to 

an objective study; (3) Knowledgeable members can reduce 

the study time required eliminating a basic learning process; 
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(4) General voter acceptance of the findings have a baL~Gr 

chance of approval if the composition of the commission ac~s not 

in effect establish built-in opposition. 

With the institution of these features, a public question 

on a new form of government can be presented to the voters 

within one year or less, requiring only one additional 

general election for selection of the members of the new 

governing body. This has the effect of approximately a two

year reduction in the time span requirement for actual oper

ation of the new structure. 

In addition to these recommendations, I offer co~~ent on 

specific aspects of each of the forms described in the draft 

and will conclude with some observations which are applicable 

to all four options. 

county Executive Plan 

Provision is made for the county Executive to break tie votes 

of the Board. Such an arrangement weakens the Executive-
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Lcgisl~tivc division established under this form. 'i.'ho sope:.tr

ation basically is appealing and should be mainte:.tinad ~s 

firmly as possible; in no instance should the county Executive 

participate in the Legislative responsibility . 

If a situation does occur where the best interests of the 

county are endangered by failure of the Legislative Branch 

to act, the county Executive rather than voting should be 

granted authority in this bill to act through "Execu-cive 

Order" or similar means to resolve the stalemate on an issue 

of this type. The result is essentially the same, but re

tains the desired separation of responsibilities. 

Section 3.5 concerning a vacancy in the office of the County 

Executive again has an unwarranted Executive-Legislative mix. 

The county Executive upon taking office should previously 

designate and file appropriately a line of succession to his 

office on an acting basis. This line of succession should be 

restricted to Administrative people appointed by the county 

Executive and who function within the Executive Branch of 
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government. Such people would be more familiar with the 

County Executive • s policies and practices than a given rr:ember 

of the Board of Freeholders. It is understood that this 

replacement would continue on an acting basis only until a 

successor is elected by the voters at the next general election. 

County Manager Plan 

Under this form, provision is made in Section 4.11 for the 

mandatory ("shall 11 ) appointment of a Deputy Manager. Eliraina

tion of this phrasing and substitution of a statemer.t allowing 

for such appointments by the county Manager as the Board shall 

authorize is more appropriate. Certain counties may find the 

need for a Deputy Manager while others may not. A line of 

succession in this form of government is also deemed advisable. 

county Supervisor Plan 

There are some awkward aspects of this Plan which require evalua

tion. A county Supervisor separately elected and having 

specific administrative responsibilities should not 
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(~) preside over Board meetings, with the right to vote 

in cuse of ties (5.6 {b): 

(b) serve as spokesman for the Board on matters con

cerning policies and programs (5.6 (c): 

(c) serve as representative of the Board at ceremonial 

and civic occasions (5.6 (d). 

These mandatory duties may prove cumbersome in a situation 

where political differences are apparent and again unnecessarily 

mixes legislative and administrative functions and responsi

bilities. 

The same argument is applicable in that the County Supervisor 

essentially supervises a County Administrator he does not have 

the power to appoint. 

In the matter of filling a vacancy in the office of County 

Supervisor, assuming all other aspects of this Article re

main intact, a former subordinate of the Board, the County 

Administrator could be presiding officer of their meetings. 
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Bo~ra President Plan 

The major weakness here is in the replacement of the President 

when his office is deemed vacant. It is a matter of clari-

fication. A vacancy in that office should be construed as 

a vacancy in the Board and the replacement chosen at election 

should clearly be for a Board vacancy. Since the Board has 

gone through the process of selecting a Vice President, 

all instances should be the logical successor for the office. 

• 
Not of major importance, but of significance is ~he desig-

nation of the major member of the Board as "President", the 

term "Chairman" seems more appropriate with local governmer. t. 

General Comment Applicable to All Four Alternatives 

One of the major problems in County government today is ~he 

budget-making process. In many instances with the January 

budget hearing aspect currently in use and retained in this 

bill, incoming Freeholders are required to make judgments 

without advantage of much time for study and analysis. 

Two alternatives appear fe~sible: (1) Adjusting the budget 
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yc~r for County government to a July 1- June 30 schedule 

~llowing a brief period for familiarization, study ~~d evalua-

tion by a freshman Freeholder, or (2) to mar.date the co~r.r;Lcr.ce-

ment of the budget-making process in the previous yee:..r for 

execution in the year following still utilizing the ce:..lendar 

year as the budget year. Our firm has successfully imple~ented 

procedures described in the latter alternative and would be 

available for discussion and elaboration upon invitation. 

All plans provide that the Board of Freeholders appoint in 

• addition to a Clerk of the Board, the county counsel. In the 

county Executive form of government, that right should be 
• 

given to the County Executive, following the theory of ce~tral-

ized administrative functioning. The Legal Department should 

and must be part of the Executive Branch; to allow for a pro-

vision where its head, the county counsel, is appointed by the 

Board of Freeholders is unwarranted. The major responsibility 

of the Legal Department will be to serve operational and 

a~~inistrative needs. The department can still provide neces-

sary legal and drafting services to the Board of Freeholders 

as required • 

.. 
. . 
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I fully realize that the term "Freeholder" has long -tr'-"di-

tional background for members of the county governing ~ody 

in this State. However, while change is being considered 

toward a modernized gover~ment, the designation o~ a nore 

fittir.g title should be tctken into account. county Legis

lature, County Board of Representatives, or merely county 

Board are suggested. Individuals would be known as county 

Legislator, county Representative or Member of the ---

County Board, respectively. 

In the matter of establishing Civil Service commissions on 

the County level, further extension of this service by the 

County for local jurisdictions within its boundaries should 

be considered. Again New York State Counties are organized 

in this manner. 

I trust this testimony will be helpful to the Commission 

in its anticipated actions. The comments presented were 

meant in that light. 

Thank you. 
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SENATOR COFFEE: Thank you very much, Mr. Kosko. 

The Chairman stepped out for a few moments. Are there any 

questions from the staff? 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I have one or twoo One is a techni

cality. Do you believe that the bill should provide for a 

time limit barring resUbmission of the charter study question 

to the voters a year after they have rejected a similar 

referendum? 

MR. KOSKO: No. I didn°t address myself to that part 

of it. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: I am thinking of New York and what 

their provision might be. 

MR. KOSKO: No. I fully agree. I think you have a 

five-yearre-presentation. I think that time is reasonable . 

I addressed myself to initiating the process where I think 

there was a calendar that had a four-year program: If we 

first submit the question, shall it be studied1 and if we, 

second, have the charter approved and then we go to the new 

governing body, election, etc. -I think it was a four-year 

program as indicated in your comment section on that particular 

part. 

MR. SCHNEIDER: And finally, do you feel that the 

proposals contained in this bill go far enough to strengthen 

improvement of county government? 

MR. KOSKO: I think it is an excellent start. I think 

what is necessary is individual analysis of individual counties 

which at this point seems beyond the scope of the Commission's 

intent. 

SENATOR COFFEE: There appear to be no other questions, 
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Mr. Kosko. Again I would like to thank you for being 

patient and waiting to testify. 

I will ask at this time if anyone else wishes to 

be heard. [No response.] If not, I declare this public 

hearing closed at 4:30. 

[Hearing Adjourned.] 
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-~·r···1 ~~ ·,)(;··~·---1 o" r~·--H·S-r.l("i•.•-;-l"" 1r· r.•~J·"'t Cl':l'"''':i ,.. .... c:t ._1 ... ·-\...... • ·....:~4 .... l. -~· ~-~·'-· .. .ll;.J' .................. t ... ' L>i ,-- ·"' ...... :. l,«. -~<,;' ~ 

e~~ecu.tive, 

• 

in order. 
.., 

Cot.mty~rgan:L~;adon ia not only o logical ~-;:ep but p 1 "'culd .a;:gue, an 

to exerd.sc thoee. pe·Fers sui tabl3 for that lcavt~J.. !!cro.e n.11('~ ie thus a cm2c·C!pt 

apprcp~:iate to et!dt cf the lrodiea politic 'l:'eco~iz~d by I~et-1 JE>.l':Jey b.-: ... : the 

If wa c:u:nian trcml.3 in other parto of the count17, I think we vill find 

abund.!.nt evidence to substu;1tiat!! thiD point. Pr~ctic~lly every atatl! in th~ 

union has recoj?;nizcrl thRt r.uuicipl!litif38 arc incapable of coping w1.th e~rtll.in 
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rep;ionlll problP-u th1:1t arf! a hyJ:-rcduct ot our ftl£'.tr:>pCIU un a~ciety. In those 

ar~aa with traditions of stt·cng c-ounty govH-nmfmt -- in the aouth and weet 

in particular -- it it: that level TJh1ch i~ being relied upon to meet these 

re.gion~l needs. t.:·d 1.tt alr~oet evecy cas~ whi!re ;tn urban county ia involved, a 

modem county chen:tf't· hao been adopted ~B a nacc:;..asa·cy ano iategral part of the 

reorganization mavem~nt. 

In New Engl&::'ld, on th'!l othftr hand, the county baa tr.adi t:ionally bee·n a 

weak ai8ter, and thoii~a litates hsv~~ mf!t the metropolitftll che.llenge by bleeding 

the county white and :n9.kinr, !:"!! 'tlltl!. aa~tr..nc: Y.Mpot!dbll;.cy fo·;: regio&lal 

probl911S. County goverrnment in New Jerse:y might not be fecir.~ that fate in the 

iamediate future. But r submit that our ~ountieo will slowly lose power to 

atate agencies -- or to ~£gicnal authoritt~s -- 1f they do uot hsve syst,•e 

adequate to a~e:: the chaHengaa of tha 1970's. This is !:he very entithesis of 

h011a ruli!. The propo!!ad option1d charte!" lt~:- • v~o the people of each county 

the opportuuitv to he~d off this develo~~ent·and r~taio s geueral-purpose 

govaruaent with the capacity for meeting today' s needs. This ia th"! very essence 

of h011e rule. I th£uk y~Ju. 
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1. p. 12. 
(1. 13) 

Cor,m;(!r.tc O"il the "Prcpooc:-.d Dre.f t., Opti.cnal County Charter La;,r" 

by nr. :achl"a.rd .1. CoJ:!nol.'"a 

E::::perit.:nc~ l..rlth the F:~ulkn•?.t' .f\et r;ug~est.~ that 11 cbl!rter 
cc-.tn:Losion v:U.l ruo:re t1wn lik.~ly b~ Cfiugh t wp in ~he c;mpaip,n 
for !!dcpti\.IU or :it~ roport, ~nc'l uill h."lv~ little title t, wo;:k 
o·n :.Ln admi:niot:-ativ3 co!.il"!. ·r~von wet'a it eo incliuad, the 
politico I'Jf ch.•n:t'l!!r channc will ilT.Obn.bly caaao otra:lned r~lations 
betueen th~ c:ot."Jrisr.icn. f'.nd soma exiatir-Ag c:;.uuty agl!nc:ieo. 

In liv,ht of the E1~owe, it \"'ight bs w.!.ae to a1:ten.Ci the life o~ the 
ch~rtor cr..-~:..rrnieaio:a. to 6 reonths &ftei." fc.vozl!l.ble adopUon of it3 
repo.:t. ao t;1a~ it can be •. if sesiatttnc~ to .:~itizeuiJ and freeholdera 
in tba trnnsitional stage. 

2. p. 18 Although sympathetic tcverds the aim::t of th'38e two pagoo • I ';r"'uld 
p. 19 G\.1g~Otlt that ~:h~y bCl r~vroi:kcd. 2. 3 ifll eoofuoing verbiage a':ld s~eu 

(Z. 1-2.4)out oi pzcper oTdor. So~g~tsd approach: 2.1; 2.2; 2.4; follc~ed 
by a 6tute"i3~Ut Oil th~ ro:;az-vad pav1ar of tb~ lmg:talaturu, 1. G., 

3.r .• 2o 
(2.4£) 

(.? .4g) 

4.p.33 
(3.21) 

s. p.41 
(4.10 c) 

its t"'ight to danignste ':1hat ftmct:ionG lri.ll be the resp3nsib111ty of 
the county govercr1ent in th~ lattBr'o co~por.atB capacity, and what 
agenciea ~rorkiug on the county ltwel shall remain outcmomoua or be 
conoj~ered C?pend3g~s of the etata govermftent. 

Tha end of tltis paragraph ahould read 3oml!!"..;hat aa follows "any 
refaze4duc s ... ~opted previoua to s.doption of thiD net." (OtbenJise, 
you are cutting tha heert out of the r2ferend~~ procsdure propo~ed 
cmp. 77.) 

Again & reYrita job io in order. n1c firet sentGnce isn't a eenteuce. 

The second sentence in this section 1s couf~~in~~ aincG it could 
po::ud.bly refer both to the &ppropt'illtic!lB proeet~R and the budget 
control proe~ss. I would e;nggest that it be clirdnnted, 11nd .s new 
sentence addecl at the end of the firot pa::agrapl1. This eciuld read 
"The count:y e-:rseutive shall 2.'1!Vie"w the reque!ltc.d alloti:lents in the 
light o·f the ~ro\:'k progralll of the d~p&rtment ccueurn~d and, if he 
de erne 1 t necc.:::o&cy, may re.vi9a such propoa!!.d allotnenta before 

- " trsncmittiu~ the bud:;et to the Board of C!losen Fl:e.ehol ~ ·•rs-. 

Under Btron~ executive forms, the natt.n:nl orbit for the corporation 
counsel ia the executive, ~nd I feel that h-.~ ~hould be a elected by 
the tM.nagor, supervisor, president, or county altecutive. The counee1 'a 
responsibility for pxo·gidin8 advice, on rQ.Iquest, to the Boa;:d of 
Freeholdcrro may e&sily be provided for in the. admin1att•at1ve eode. 
A far mor~ ~ppropTiote officer for the Board to chooee, it &ppeare 
to me, would be a eounty auditor or comptroller • 
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6. p.l•6 
ei: seq 

7. p. 70 
(7.1) 

8. p. 31 
(7.35) 

9. p. 86 
(7 .45) 

- 2 ... 

I ht;ve g:-:8~rf: dmibt:f.l !lbout -;;.i\:3 vi~b5.1:f :;y and the t.ie•irt.Ability of 
tns c<'.unty '~'.tp~r.-;riP.Gr cpt:ir.:.a. It nwm againt~t: th'!1 grain. of the 
p?.'1.nci!)1P.• of c.lenr. liue~~ ,}f ;:·espcnr~iM.li ty ';Jh:i.ch is ;~1·1 tt.e-n into 
tlta othe:7 pJ.ans. i''ot:•~ovEn~. p. 1,7 (5.~ flrot ~eT.>,tcmce) tmd p • .51 
(S .10) ~=e. incc:-1;(lar.i61e et.;>.tementR. 

E:~i:C:6f'tione fl-,l~ld b~?. madn ;,.,.Y.'O for thf" county c::ouJ:!eel .and the 
count}! 3.l.hiit·:Jt1!:' (.::ot-;pi::x-o1le;.-). The rut!m!bf:JX"6 of the Bce·rd :::;honld 
ne-t be 7:<'-G'-t:h.-~d to '"ork t:hf.'ou~h the chi, .. f execnti~e in dealing 
with t'he:'J2 t~o offic,as. 

T'..1e laet ~:ll"'tooc~ sh.ould b•~ ·r.ewc:ttu.n. for :!.t :.1eca up au almost 
impoardhle ~,;m.cim':e~. Dra'" ti1e !'c.t<Joi~H:.~ v~r.biai~'! f-ro-til the court 
e~l@f!il dr::8linr, 1,;·:U:h appor.t.:l.f.."i'llat;mt of cotlinty bt>I";i.·de. 

'rhie ._.hale. G-~~!t-.J.mt ~ight lA:">~:·~er ·~.:,~\ lr:ft to .!\ gooeral Jau dealing 
with civil C3l'v5.e~ 1~\~:~;·ilJion. I~ &\! opti;)'il•!l cbe:rter law the 
"~hiele f:o:i:' civil ee;r~,fiee overh.F.ul't 
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